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Executive Summary
This investigation concerns the extent to which the Church of England and the Church in
Wales protected children from sexual abuse in the past. It also examines the effectiveness
of current safeguarding arrangements. A public hearing on these specific areas was held in
2019. This report also draws on the previous two case studies on the Anglican Church, which
related to the Diocese of Chichester and Peter Ball.
In addition to recommendations made in the case studies, we make eight recommendations
in this report, covering areas such as clergy discipline, information-sharing and support for
victims and survivors. We will return to other matters raised in this investigation, such as
mandatory reporting, in the Inquiry’s final report.

The Church of England
The Church of England is the largest Christian denomination in the country, with over a
million regular worshippers. Convictions of sexual abuse of children by people who were
clergy or in positions of trust associated with the Church date back to the 1940s. The
total number of convicted offenders associated with the Church from the 1940s until
2018 is 390. In 2018, 449 concerns were reported to the Church about recent child sexual
abuse, of which more than half related to church officers. Latterly, a significant amount
of offending involved the downloading or possession of indecent images of children. The
Inquiry examined a number of cases relating to both convicted perpetrators and alleged
perpetrators, many of which demonstrated the Church’s failure to take seriously disclosures
by or about children or to refer allegations to the statutory authorities. These included:
• Timothy Storey, who was a youth leader in the Diocese of London from 2002 to 2007.
He used his role to groom teenage girls. Storey is currently serving 15 years in prison
for several offences against children, including rape. He had admitted sexual activity
with a teenager to diocesan staff years before his conviction, but denied coercion.
• Victor Whitsey, who was Bishop of Chester between 1974 and 1982. Thirteen people
complained to Cheshire Constabulary about sexual abuse by Whitsey and the Church
of England is aware of six more complainants. The allegations included sexual assault of
teenage boys and girls while providing them with pastoral support. He died in 1987.
• Reverend Trevor Devamanikkam, who was a priest until 1996. In 1984 and 1985 he
allegedly raped and indecently assaulted a teenage boy, Matthew Ineson, on several
occasions when the boy was living in his house. From 2012 onwards, Reverend
Matthew Ineson made a number of disclosures to the Church and has complained
about the Church’s response. Devamanikkam was charged in 2017 and took his life the
day before his court appearance.
Between 2003 and 2018, the main insurer of the Church of England (the Ecclesiastical
Insurance Office) managed 217 claims relating to child sexual abuse in the Church.
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The culture of the Church of England facilitated it becoming a place where abusers could
hide. Deference to the authority of the Church and to individual priests, taboos surrounding
discussion of sexuality and an environment where alleged perpetrators were treated more
supportively than victims presented barriers to disclosure that many victims could not
overcome. Another aspect of the Church’s culture was clericalism, which meant that the
moral authority of clergy was widely perceived as beyond reproach. As we have said in
other reports, faith organisations such as the Anglican Church are marked out by their
explicit moral purpose, in teaching right from wrong. In the context of child sexual abuse, the
Church’s neglect of the physical, emotional and spiritual well-being of children and young
people in favour of protecting its reputation was in conflict with its mission of love and care
for the innocent and the vulnerable.
Culture change is assisted by senior Church leaders now saying the right things, but lasting
change will require more than platitudes. It will need continuous reinforcement of the
abhorrent nature of child sexual abuse and the importance of safeguarding in all of the
Church’s settings.
We examined how well current safeguarding practice within the Church was responding
to the issue of child sexual abuse. Until recently, at least 2015, the Church of England
did not properly resource safeguarding. Funding has increased considerably, in particular
for safeguarding staff. A further recent change means that the advice of safeguarding
staff should not be ignored by senior clergy if they do not like the advice they are given.
Nevertheless, examples of this continuing to occur were found in the file sampling
undertaken on behalf of the Inquiry. Diocesan bishops hold ultimate responsibility for
safeguarding within a diocese, and diocesan safeguarding advisers (DSAs) still do not provide
a “sufficient counterweight to episcopal authority” according to Mr Colin Perkins (DSA for the
Diocese of Chichester).1
We concluded that diocesan safeguarding officers – not clergy – are best placed to decide
which cases to refer to the statutory authorities, and what action should be taken by the
Church to keep children safe. Diocesan bishops have an important role to play, but they
should not hold operational responsibility for safeguarding.
In respect of cathedrals, the Church has proposed a number of changes which should
integrate safeguarding in cathedrals into the mainstream of the Church’s safeguarding
structures, though there remains much to do to ensure better protection of children in
cathedrals and their linked choir schools.
The Church has failed to respond consistently to victims and survivors of child sexual abuse
with sympathy and compassion, accompanied by practical and appropriate support. This
has often added to the trauma already suffered by those who were abused by individuals
associated with the Church. This failure was described as “profoundly and deeply shocking” by
Archbishop Justin Welby.2
Excessive attention was often paid to the circumstances of the alleged perpetrator in
comparison to the attention given to those who disclosed they had been sexually abused
or to the issue of the risk that alleged perpetrators posed to others. For example, Robert
Waddington (the Dean of Manchester Cathedral from 1984 to 1993) was the subject of a

1
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number of allegations of child sexual abuse over many years. Nevertheless, his permission
to officiate was allowed to continue on the grounds of his age and frailty, without seemingly
any consideration of the risks to children with whom he came into contact. He died in 2007.
Sometimes sexual offending was minimised. Reverend Ian Hughes was convicted in 2014 of
downloading 8,000 indecent images of children. Bishop Peter Forster suggested to us that
Hughes had been “misled into viewing child pornography” on the basis that “pornography is
so ubiquitously available and viewed”.3 More than 800 of the images downloaded by Hughes
were graded at the most serious level of abuse.
On some occasions public support was given to offending clergy. Perhaps the most stark
example was that of the former bishop, Peter Ball. In that instance, Lord George Carey,
the former Archbishop of Canterbury, simply could not believe the allegations against Ball
or acknowledge the seriousness of them regardless of evidence, and was outspoken in his
support of his bishop. He seemingly wanted the whole business to go away.
Although there have been a number of important improvements in child protection practice
within the Church, it has some way to go to rebuild the trust of victims. When the Church
did try to uncover past failures, such as the Past Cases Review, which was completed in
2009, the exercise was flawed and incomplete. There were difficulties locating files and an
inaccurate impression was given of the scale of the problem, which was likely to have been
compounded by the inconsistencies of diocesan returns. The exercise must be repeated to
obtain a more accurate picture.
The Clergy Discipline Measure (CDM) sets out the procedure for managing most disciplinary
complaints made about the clergy. It is not confined to safeguarding issues. A member of the
clergy may face disciplinary action on a broad range of allegations, but it is not designed to
deal with risk management and the general capability of clergy. Since 2015, the clergy have a
duty to pay due regard to safeguarding policies, and failure to do so is a disciplinary offence.
A number of penalties are available in the CDM, including the imposition of a penalty by
consent without a hearing taking place. It is unclear whether this is a suitable disposal that is
used sparingly and only in appropriate cases. Under the CDM, members of the clergy cannot
be deposed from holy orders – that is to have their status as clergy revoked – in relation
to safeguarding matters even if an individual has been convicted. Although such an option
would make little practical difference if someone was otherwise removed from office, there
is a symbolic difference from the perspective of a victim or survivor.
Archbishop Welby criticised the CDM, stating that it needed “significant revision”.4 It was
suggested by others that a more focussed, victim-centred process was required. Bishop
Peter Hancock (then Lead Bishop on Safeguarding) agreed, saying that “the church needs to
get on with this … let’s look at what we are trying to achieve, find a process that does that”.5

Forster 3 July 2019 37/17-25
Welby 11 July 2019 207/13-208/20
5
Hancock 11 July 2019 139/1-5
3
4
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The Church in Wales
The Church in Wales is a Province of the Anglican Communion. Since 1920, it has been
‘disestablished’ and is not the ‘state’ religion of the country. It has six dioceses, with 1,295
churches organised into 594 parishes, and is served by some 600 clergy. In 2018, the
electoral roll showed more than 42,000 worshippers in the Church in Wales.6
In recent years, a number of clergy have been deposed from holy orders following
convictions for sexual assaults on children, or for offences concerning indecent images
of children, although no precise data are available. Clergy convicted of child sexual
offending include:
• Canon Lawrence Davies, who was sentenced to 10 years’ imprisonment following his
conviction for sexual assault against two boys from within his parish over many years.
He was deposed from holy orders in 2003.7
• Reverend Darryl Gibbs, who was convicted of two offences of making indecent
photographs of children and conditionally discharged for 12 months in respect of each
offence (to run concurrently). In 2004, he was prevented from exercising his ministry
as a priest for eight years.8
• Reverend Richard Hart, who was sentenced to three and a half years’ imprisonment
following his conviction for making, taking and possessing indecent images of children
between 1991 and 2008. Police found 56,000 indecent images on his computer.9 He
was deposed from holy orders in 2009.10
Each parish should have a safeguarding officer. A Historic Cases Review, published in
2012, concluded that there was a need to improve compliance with existing safeguarding
policies, and to adopt additional policies to better protect children. In 2016, a further
review was undertaken focussing on files of deceased clergy and a new safeguarding policy
was adopted.
Further improvements are still required, particularly in the area of record-keeping, which the
Inquiry’s sampling found to be almost non-existent and of little use in trying to understand
past safeguarding issues. Provincial safeguarding officers lack the capacity to fulfil the wide
range of tasks assigned to them and need additional support. The obligation to comply with
advice from the Provincial Safeguarding Panel must be reinforced, and monitored for noncompliance. Since the third public hearing, the Church in Wales has proposed to introduce a
new disciplinary heading of “failure to comply with advice from the Provincial Safeguarding Panel
without reasonable excuse”.11

https://churchinwales.contentfiles.net/media/documents/Membership-Finance-2019.pdf
ANG000362
8
ANG000354_008
9
ANG000348
10
ANG000348
11
ANG000664
6
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Bishop Victor Whitsey
Victor Whitsey was ordained in the Diocese of Blackburn in 1949. Between 1955 and
1968 he was a priest in the Diocese of Manchester and the Diocese of Blackburn. He was
appointed the suffragan Bishop of Hertford in the Diocese of St Albans in 1971 and then
the Bishop of Chester in 1974, a position which he held until his retirement in early 1982. He
continued to officiate in the Diocese of Blackburn until his death in 1987.12
In January 2016, an adult male disclosed to a vicar that he had been indecently assaulted
by Whitsey as a child in the early 1980s. The diocesan safeguarding adviser (DSA) was
immediately informed. In addition to offering pastoral support to the complainant, she
alerted the Bishop of Chester, Peter Forster (who told us that he “had little more to do with
the matter”) and referred the case to the National Safeguarding Team.13
The complainant also stated that he had disclosed his abuse to Bishop Forster in 2002.
He was offered counselling but said that no further action was taken. Bishop Forster had
a “vague memory of somebody … saying that Victor Whitsey had put his arm around him”.14
He said that this “didn’t register at the time” because Whitsey “did have a reputation for odd
behaviour, in general”.15 Bishop Forster did not make any written record or undertake any
additional enquiries. This was contrary to the Church of England’s Policy on Child Protection
(1999), which stated that the recipient of an allegation of abuse “must keep detailed records of
their responses”, including “the content of all conversations … all decisions taken and the reasons
for them”.16
In July 2016, the DSA received disclosures from two further males who alleged that Whitsey
had sexually abused them as children, between 1974 and 1981.17 She informed Cheshire
Constabulary, which subsequently commenced an investigation – Operation Coverage.
It focussed on incidents between 1974 and 1982, during Whitsey’s time as the Bishop of
Chester. It identified a further 10 potential victims, including teenagers and young adults
of both sexes. Police enquiries showed that it was “clear that those who reported abuse had
previously disclosed details of their allegations to the Church”.18 In October 2017, Cheshire
Constabulary concluded that, had he been alive, there was sufficient evidence to interview
Whitsey in relation to 10 allegations.19
By the time of our third hearing in July 2019, a total of 19 individuals had disclosed that they
were sexually abused by Whitsey.

ACE027644_001
WWS000228_006; ACE027644_009
14
Forster 3 July 2019 49/7-9
15
Forster 3 July 2019 49/10-11; Forster 3 July 2019 51/12-13
16
ACE025265_008
17
ACE026765_006
18
ACE026765_007
19
ACE026765_008
12
13
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One of those 19 complainants was AN-A88. She was invited to meet Whitsey with her
brother in 1979, when she was 13 years old. Her family hoped Whitsey would “solve all
problems” after their father (who was a vicar) had left the family home.20 She was left alone
in a room with Whitsey for approximately half an hour. He enveloped AN-A88 in a “whole
body hug” and told her that “men have urges”.21 He told her to sit on his knee and AN-A88
could feel that he had an erection. She recalled that he quoted from the Bible – “Suffer the
little children to come unto me” – before stroking her through her clothes and “rubbing up
against me”.22 AN-A88 was then ordered to leave the room and her brother was sent in.
She described feeling “shame and guilt” after this incident.23 AN-A88 did not tell anybody
about the abuse at the time as she “wouldn’t have known who to tell … we were, as a family …
ostracised by the Church at that point because the family was splitting up”.24
In April 2015, AN-A88 and her brother attended the interment of their mother’s ashes at an
Anglican church in Cheshire. They noticed that the Book of Remembrance had been signed
by Whitsey. Her brother said “That bastard abused me”; AN-A88 “looked at him … and I just
went ‘Me too’”.25
Reverend Canon Elaine Chegwin Hall, who conducted the interment, overheard the
exchange between AN-A88 and her brother. Her recollection of this conversation was that
the siblings had both received “an extra long hug” from Whitsey. In June 2017, “a mention was
made of Bishop Whitsey” during a meeting of the Diocesan Safeguarding Advisory Panel at
which Reverend Hall was present. This led her to inform the DSA of the “extra long hug” that
she had overheard 26 months earlier.26 The DSA passed the information to police and ANA88 provided a statement to Operation Coverage.27

AN-F15
AN-F15 was a priest and a prominent member of the Church of England. He knew the family
of AN-A4 well and was attentive and kind towards AN-A4 during his teenage years. AN-F15
asked AN-A4 to visit him at his house. When he did so, AN-A4 was given alcohol by AN-F15,
despite this not being permitted by his family.28 In the 1970s, when AN-A4 was 16 years
old, he went to visit AN-F15 at his home. AN-F15 asked him about his sexuality, which ANA4 described as a “grilling”. He also asked AN-A4 whether he became sexually aroused by
fighting and then began to act in a verbally aggressive manner. He ordered AN-A4 to remove
his clothes and tried to “fight” with him when both were naked, pinning AN-A4 down on the
bed. AN-F15 tried to rape AN-A4.29

ANG000388_002
AN-A88 3 July 2019 6/20-23
22
AN-A88 3 July 2019 7/7-25
23
AN-A88 3 July 2019 8/23-24
24
AN-A88 3 July 2019 9/1-3
25
AN-A88 3 July 2019 11/9-13
26
ANG000615_002
27
The Church appointed His Honour Judge David Pearl to undertake a case review of the Victor Whitsey case in two phases.
The first phase will consider the allegations against Whitsey. In the second phase (which has not yet been commissioned),
the Church has joined the case of Gordon Dickenson, a former chaplain to Whitsey who was imprisoned in March 2019 after
admitting sexual assault of a boy in the 1970s (ACE027811_023).
28
AN-A4 1 July 2019 141/20-142/20
29
AN-A4 1 July 2019 143/3-7
20
21
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When he was 18 years old, AN-A4 disclosed the abuse to a priest, AN-F14, during
confession. AN-F14 asked for details of the assault, and after the confession started to kiss
AN-A4 passionately. AN-F14 engaged AN-A4 in a romantic and physical relationship for
around a year, before AN-F14 became a bishop.30
From the 1980s onwards, AN-A4 disclosed his abuse by AN-F15 to a number of senior
Church of England priests and bishops. AN-A4 said that none of them offered any advice as
to what he should do. Some treated his disclosure as part of the sacrament of confession and
so viewed it as confidential. One bishop, to whom he disclosed in 1987, promised to make
discreet inquiries but nothing happened.31
In 2003, AN-A4 said that he disclosed his abuse to Bishop Tim Thornton (now the Bishop
at Lambeth, a senior adviser to the Archbishop of Canterbury), who told him to report it to
the Church. No record exists of that meeting. Bishop Thornton does not remember it. ANA4 also said that he asked for help from Bishop Paul Butler, who was the Lead Bishop on
Safeguarding at the time.32
AN-A4 wrote 17 letters to Lambeth Palace with his concerns about the response of senior
clergy. The only response he received was a letter from the correspondence secretary,
which stated that the Archbishop would “be sure to hold him in his prayers when he hears that
you have written again”.33 The Church of England recognises that using a correspondence
secretary to reply to letters from victims and survivors of abuse can be insensitive and
states that all correspondence relating to safeguarding which is sent to the Archbishop of
Canterbury or the team around him at Lambeth Palace is now dealt with by the provincial
safeguarding adviser, rather than the correspondence secretary.34

Timothy Storey
Between 2002 and 2007, Timothy Storey was employed as a youth and children’s worker
in the Diocese of London. He also acted as a youth leader for a missionary organisation. In
September 2007, with the sponsorship of the Diocese, he commenced ordinand training at a
theological college in Oxford.35 A senior leader of the missionary organisation received four
disclosures of sexual abuse against Storey between 2007 and 2009. They were made by girls
and young women between 13 and 19 years old, known to Storey through his youth work
and leadership roles in the Church.36
In February 2009, the senior leader of the missionary organisation informed the Diocese of
London of the allegations of abuse. Reverend Jeremy Crossley, the Director of Ordinands in
the Two Cities Area,37 met with Storey in March 2009 “to ask for his response”.38

AN-A4 1 July 2019 143/21-144/9
ANG000502_001-004
32
AN-A4 1 July 2019 148/20-149/11
33
AN-A4 1 July 2019 149/20-151/6
34
ACE025948_003; ACE026137_029
35
ACE027646_001
36
ACE027646_002-003
37
A diocesan director of ordinands oversees, on behalf of the bishop, the process of selecting, training and the ordination of
new ministers into the Church of England. The Two Cities Area is part of the Diocese of London, and includes the two cities of
London and Westminster.
38
ACE027646_011
30
31
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This meeting was inconsistent with the Church’s own policy at the time (Protecting All God’s
Children, 2004), which stated that a member of the Church should “never speak directly to
the person against whom allegations have been made”.39 During the meeting, Storey admitted
to Reverend Crossley that he had sexual intercourse with a 16-year-old girl, who he met
through a residential Christian event that he attended in a position of leadership.40 According
to Church policy, these disclosures should have been reported immediately to the police and
social services.41
Following his meeting with Storey, Reverend Crossley told Reverend Hugh Valentine, the
Bishop’s Adviser for Child Protection, that Storey “was basically a good man who could be an
effective priest”.42 The matter was referred to the local authority designated officer (LADO)
who said it was not a live matter for them.43 Reverend Valentine then concluded that he
did not believe the circumstances to be “a child protection matter”. A subsequent review
concluded that this was “hugely short-sighted … it takes no account of the risk that Storey
may have posed to others, who may have been within his sphere of influence and under the
age of 18”.44
Later in March 2009, Reverend Valentine discussed the matter with the police, but on an
informal basis by telephone. No further action was taken by the police because the girl was
aged 16 at the time. However, “if there had been any suggestion of coercion mentioned, then
it is possible that the advice would have been very different”.45 The police were not informed
about the full history of allegations against Storey or that emails received by the Diocese of
London, including Reverend Valentine, showed that the complainants considered there to
have been coercion. A subsequent review concluded that this conversation was a “missed
opportunity” by the Diocese, as the police “did not have all the available information that they
should have had to make a proper assessment”.46 The police considered that Storey had not
abused a position of trust because he was a volunteer and therefore did not fit the “strict
legal criteria” required to prove this offence.47
In 2014, after Storey’s conviction for unrelated grooming offences, further contact by a
number of victims prompted a review of the diocesan case files. As a result, the London DSA
contacted the police.48 In February 2016, Storey was convicted of three offences of rape and
one offence of assault by penetration. These offences took place during 2008 and 2009, and
related to two of the female victims (aged 16 and 17 years) who had been in contact with the
Diocese. Storey was sentenced to 15 years’ imprisonment.49
During his sentencing remarks, the judge severely criticised the Diocese of London for its
“utterly incompetent” handling of the case and the “wholesale failure by those responsible at
that time for safeguarding, to understand whose interests they should have been safeguarding”.50

ACE024892_037
ACE027477_008-009
41
ACE024892_013
42
ACE027646_010
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ACE027477_010
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INQ000468_004
45
ACE027477_038
46
ACE027477_038
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ACE027477_038. Where a person engages in sexual activity with a child under the age of 18, and is in a position of trust in
relation to that child, a criminal offence is committed under section 16 of the Sexual Offences Act 2003.
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50
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Storey received ongoing care and supervision from the Church, while some of Storey’s
victims “did not feel they were believed and felt on their own with no support”.51
The Diocese commissioned two independent reviews of the Storey case, in relation to
its handling of the victims’ original disclosures.52 Both reports identified a number of
inadequacies in the Diocese’s response between 2009 and 2014, including its failure to
implement the policies and procedures that were in place at that time.
A further review in 2019 by the independent chair of the Diocese of London Diocesan
Safeguarding Steering Group reiterated the diocesan failings. It also stated that the senior
leadership within the Diocese of London should have taken responsibility for the failings in
this case rather than allowing Reverends Crossley and Valentine to be the focus of public
“censure”.53

Reverend Trevor Devamanikkam
Trevor Devamanikkam was ordained in 1977 as a priest in the Diocese of Ripon and Leeds.
In March 1984, he moved to a parish in the Bradford diocese, where he remained until 1985.
Devamanikkam retired in 1996 but between 2002 and 2009 had permission to officiate in
the Diocese of Lincoln.54
Reverend Matthew Ineson is an ordained priest in the Church of England. During his teenage
years, he had difficulties with his parents and went to live with his grandparents.55 His family
were religious and attended church regularly. Matthew Ineson was a member of the church
choir and an altar server. As his grandparents were struggling, a local priest organised a
respite placement living with Reverend Devamanikkam.56
In 1984, aged 16, Matthew Ineson went to live with Devamanikkam and his housekeeper.
On his second night, Devamanikkam came into Matthew Ineson’s bedroom, put his hand
underneath the covers and played with his penis. When asked if he liked it, Matthew Ineson
said no. This continued for two or three nights, and then progressed to Devamanikkam
telling Matthew Ineson to share his bed with him. Devamanikkam made it plain that, if he did
not do so, he would be thrown out of the vicarage and would have nowhere to go.57 While
sharing a bed over a number of weeks, Devamanikkam raped Matthew Ineson at least 12
times and also sexually assaulted him.58
After approximately two months, Matthew Ineson’s grandmother came to the vicarage
and spoke to Devamanikkam. Matthew Ineson was not part of that conversation and his
grandmother left without talking to him. The next day, Matthew Ineson said that the Bishop
of Bradford visited the vicarage and told him that he had to leave, saying that “It’s not my
problem where you go but you have to leave here”. No reason was given.59
ACE027477_022
The first was the Safeguarding Case Review Report: A Report on the Management of the Safeguarding Case concerning Tim Storey,
by Justin Humphreys, Head of Safeguarding at Churches’ Child Protection Advisory Service (CCPAS), dated August 2014
(known as the CCPAS report) (INQ000468). The second was Independent Case Review Report: Diocese of London Response to the
Case of Timothy Storey, by David Marshall QPM, retired Detective Chief Inspector, dated September 2016 (the Marshall report)
(ACE027477).
53
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54
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55
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Ineson 10 July 2019 4/14-6/19
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Bishop Roy Williamson (who was then Bishop of Bradford) told us that there was “disquiet
about the arrangement” between Matthew Ineson and Devamanikkam but he did not
remember visiting the vicarage. A licensed deacon at Devamanikkam’s church (who made a
detailed report at the time about Devamanikkam’s mental health) said that it was the then
Archdeacon of Bradford (David Shreeve) who had visited the vicarage. There was no written
record of this visit.60
Reverend Ineson went to the police first in 2013 and then again in 2015. In 2017, the police
investigated and charged Devamanikkam. Devamanikkam took his own life in June 2017, the
day before his court appearance for three counts of buggery and three counts of indecent
assault between March 1984 and April 1985, all relating to Reverend Ineson.61
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Part A

Introduction

Introduction
A.1: Background to the investigation
1. This investigation is concerned with the nature and extent of and the institutional
response to allegations of child sexual abuse within the Anglican Church, including the
Church in Wales and the Church of England.
2. In March and July 2018 the Inquiry held public hearings in two case studies:
• the Diocese of Chichester (where there had been a number of convictions of clergy
and others linked to the Church for child sexual abuse); and
• the response to allegations against Peter Ball (a high-profile figure within the Church
of England, who pleaded guilty in 2015 to two counts of indecent assault and one
count of misconduct in a public office, relating to the “deliberate manipulation” of 16
vulnerable young men for his own “sexual gratification”, although allegations were first
investigated in 1992).62
The Inquiry published The Anglican Church Case Studies: The Diocese of Chichester/The
response to allegations against Peter Ball Investigation Report (the Chichester/Peter Ball
Investigation Report) in May 2019.63
3. The Inquiry’s third public hearing in this investigation, in July 2019, examined
safeguarding in a number of other dioceses and institutions within the Church of England
and the Church in Wales. This included current practice in both churches, as well as possible
reforms. We considered in particular whether the Church of England and the Church in
Wales are currently dealing appropriately with safeguarding and responses to allegations of
child sexual abuse.
4. This report considers the evidence heard in that hearing as well as common themes and
issues identified by the Inquiry in relation to the Anglican Church as a whole and as set out
within the Chichester/Peter Ball Investigation Report.

A.2: The Church of England
Background
5. The Church of England, part of the Anglican Communion, is the established church within
England (with the Queen as its Supreme Governor). It is the largest Christian denomination
in England, with around one million people attending Church of England services on any
Sunday.64 The Church is a significant provider of voluntary services for children, including
nursery groups, holiday clubs, youth clubs and religious activities designed particularly for
children and young people. It estimates that over 100,000 children participate in activities
connected to the Church, with more than 80,000 volunteers and around 2,700 church
CPS003468_001
Anglican Church Case Studies: Chichester/Peter Ball Investigation Report
64
See https://www.churchofengland.org/more/media-centre/church-england-glance ‘Church attendance and visits’ which
states that in October 2016, each week 930,000 people participated in a Church of England service.
62

63
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staff providing support and activities for children and young people.65 It is also the biggest
religious sponsor of state education in England, with one in four primary-aged children and
one in 16 secondary-aged children attending an Anglican school.66
6. The Church has 42 dioceses in England, the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man as well as
the Diocese in Europe (which covers continental Europe, Morocco and some states in central
Asia and the Caucasus). Each diocese has a cathedral (which is governed separately by a
dean and canons) alongside other churches, some of which – such as minsters or abbeys –
may have a prominent role on a regional or national level. More than 9.4 million people
visited a Church of England cathedral in 2015 (the last date for which figures are available),
and 37,000 people regularly participated in cathedral services.67
7. There are around 12,500 Church of England parishes with some 16,000 churches.68 In
2019, there were almost 20,000 priests in ordained ministry, including more than 7,000
ministers with permission to officiate (often retired clergy) and over 1,000 chaplains
(employed by bodies such as the Army, hospitals or schools).69 From November 2018 to the
end of 2019, there were 574 people who were newly ordained and 552 ordinands entered
training in 2019/20.70

Table 1: Church of England statistics
42 dioceses/cathedrals
6,853 benefices (parishes or groups of parishes to which clergy will be attached)
12,366 parishes
15,529 churches
7,253 stipendiary clergy
3,320 non-stipendiary clergy
Source: Church of England Statistics for Mission 2018 (https://www.churchofengland.org/sites/default/files/201910/2018StatisticsForMission_0.pdf)

8. The Church of England is not a centralised institution. As Bishop Peter Hancock (then
Lead Bishop on Safeguarding) said, the Church is not a single institution but a “family of
essentially autonomous office holders and charitable bodies, including both ancient ecclesiastical
corporations and modern statutory corporations”.71 It is divided into the two provinces of
Canterbury and York, each with its own archbishop.72 The Archbishop of Canterbury is the
senior bishop and the chief religious figure of the Church of England, who is also recognised
as the first amongst equals of all bishops in the worldwide Anglican Communion.

https://www.churchofengland.org/more/media-centre/church-england-glance
See Anglican Church Case Studies: Chichester/Peter Ball Investigation Report Part A and https://www.churchofengland.org/
more/media-centre/church-england-glance
67
See https://www.churchofengland.org/more/media-centre/church-england-glance ‘Church attendance and visits’.
68
See https://www.churchofengland.org/more/media-centre/church-england-glance and https://www.churchofengland.org/
researchandstats
69
ACE027812
70
ACE027812_001
71
ACE025930_014
72
ACE025931_004
65

66
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9. Each of the 42 dioceses is overseen by a bishop. While archbishops are involved in the
selection of diocesan bishops within their respective provinces, they have no legal powers
to control or direct the actions of diocesan bishops other than through an Archepiscopal
Visitation.73 Within his or her diocese, a bishop has considerable power and influence. He
or she is the chief pastor of both clergy and lay people, and is responsible for recruiting
those who wish to become clergy (known as ordinands), ordaining clergy, performing
confirmations, appointing clergy to vacant ‘benefices’ (the offices of vicars or rectors),
providing licences to all clergy in the diocesan area and investigating the first stages of
complaints against clergy.74
10. In 2018, the last date for which statistics are available, all 42 dioceses had a diocesan
safeguarding adviser (DSA).75 He or she advises the diocesan bishop and senior staff about
safeguarding issues, and is responsible for training, advisory work for parishes, organising
risk assessments and liaising with statutory agencies (including reporting allegations of
abuse) as required. Safeguarding strategies and plans were in place in 41 dioceses76 and all 42
diocesan synods had adopted the House of Bishops’ safeguarding guidance and policies and
had a system for responding to safeguarding concerns in line with the statutory guidance
Working Together to Safeguard Children (2018).77
11. The National Safeguarding Team provides and devises standardised training and issues
guidance for all dioceses, to which all individuals in the Church must have “due regard”. In
2017, data collated from the dioceses indicated that 73 percent of all licensed clergy had upto-date safeguarding training (an increase from 62 percent in 2015) and 61 percent of clergy
with permission to officiate had up-to-date safeguarding training.78
12. As at June 2018, all dioceses reported that they had complied with the Church of
England’s Practice Guidance: Safer Recruitment (2016), including using application forms,
taking up references, carrying out a criminal record (Disclosure and Barring Service or DBS)
check and using confidential declarations.79 In 2018, the Church made 49,856 requests of the
Disclosure and Barring Service.80 Thirty-two dioceses had electronic systems to track DBS
checks were in place and four dioceses were able to confirm in 2018 that all DBS checks
were up to date for all clergy, including those who have permission to officiate.81 In 2018, the
Church referred 15 church officers and dioceses referred 33 church officers to the DBS for
investigation as to whether or not they should be placed on the register for those unsuitable
to work with children and vulnerable adults.82

Sexual abuse within the Church of England
13. It is not possible to accurately identify the scale of sexual offending within the Church
of England. The Church provided the Inquiry with a list of 390 individuals (either clergy or
those in positions of trust) who have been convicted of child sexual abuse offences since the
See Anglican Church Case Studies: Chichester/Peter Ball Investigation Report B.7
Canon C13: https://www.churchofengland.org/more/policy-and-thinking/canons-church-england/section-c
75
ACE027643_063-066. Most of these are social workers, though some come from the police and others from probation and
health services (ACE027811_055).
76
This figure is from 2017.
77
ACE027643_068-069; https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/working-together-to-safeguard-children--2
78
ACE027643_071
79
ACE025228
80
The latest date for which figures are available. This number does not include statistics from two dioceses, which did not
provide this information in the survey that gathered such data (ACE027812_004).
81
ACE025228. (Permission to officiate is a licence from the bishop to preach particular services; it is used mainly for retired
clergy.)
82
ACE027812_003
73
74
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1940s. There have also been 330 civil claims against the Church of England for child sexual
abuse. The majority of these relate to offending carried out before 1990 and some of these
are multiple claims against one individual.

Safeguarding concerns reported to the diocesan safeguarding adviser
14. From 2015 to 2018 (the latest date at which accurate figures were provided), there was
an increase in the safeguarding concerns or allegations (including sexual and other forms of
abuse) reported to the diocesan safeguarding team about anyone who may be involved with
the Church.83 These involved clergy, office holders, members of the congregation or those
otherwise involved in the Church.
14.1. In 2018, there were 2,504 safeguarding concerns reported to dioceses about
either children or vulnerable adults.84
14.2. In 2018, there were 449 concerns about recent child sexual abuse. In addition,
155 concerns were reported about non-recent sexual abuse. (The remaining concerns
involved physical abuse, neglect, emotional abuse, domestic abuse or other form of
concern.)85
14.3. In 2018, 25 percent of all concerns were reported to statutory authorities. In
particular, 44 percent of all recent concerns relating to children were reported to
statutory authorities.86
14.4. In 2018, dioceses became aware of 242 allegations of recent sexual abuse of
children relating to church officers, and 83 allegations of non-recent sexual abuse
relating to church officers. Sixty-three percent of all allegations received against church
officers were for recent allegations of child sexual abuse. Twenty-four percent of the
allegations related to volunteers; 41 percent of allegations related to ordained priests,
ministers or ordinands.87
15. In 2018, the Church carried out 670 risk assessments of individuals in respect of the
risk they may pose to children. The majority of these did not relate to members of clergy.
Only 183 related to those holding some church office. There were 11 independent risk
assessments in respect of clergy in 2018 (compared with 27 in 2017).88

A.3: The Church in Wales
16. The Church in Wales is a province of the worldwide Anglican Communion, with its own
constitution and systems of governance and administration.89 It was disestablished from
the Church of England in 1914. It has 1,295 churches and around 600 clergy. On average, in
2018, the Church in Wales had approximately 26,000 worshippers on a Sunday, but it is not
the largest religious denomination in Wales.90

ACE027812; ACE027811_054
ACE027812
85
ACE027812
86
ACE027812_002
87
ACE027812
88
ACE027643_080-084; ACE027812
89
ANG000538_001
90
https://churchinwales.contentfiles.net/media/documents/Membership-Finance-2019.pdf
83

84
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17. The Church in Wales has six dioceses, each with a diocesan bishop. The collective bench
of bishops meets four to six times a year to discuss a wide range of matters. Each diocese
also has its own board of finance and administration, run by a diocesan Secretary. Bishops
are responsible for faith and ministry – ie how worship is conducted – and how Christianity
is to be taught and spread in the area.91 One diocesan bishop is elected as Archbishop of
Wales. While he or she is considered to be “first amongst equals”, he or she has no control
or jurisdiction over the other diocesan bishops. The six cathedrals – each with a dean and a
number of canons (who make up the chapter, which is the governing body of the cathedral) –
are independent of the diocese so are not under the control of the diocesan bishop.92
18. Decision-making is through the Governing Body, a body of elected lay members (people
who worship in a parish or cathedral), elected clergy and the diocesan bishops. It meets
twice a year, but a standing committee organises and implements the work of the Governing
Body.93 Administration is managed by the Representative Body (made up of 26 clergy and
lay people, half of whom are elected), which meets three times each year.94 It controls
the Church’s policies and procedures, and looks after the assets of the Church (including
property ownership). It is insured along with each parish, so any claims for child sexual abuse
would be brought against the Representative Body.
19. Clergy in the Church in Wales are office holders, but are subject to standard terms
of service. Their current terms of service identify that all clergy should have training in
safeguarding and all relevant guidelines issued by the Church in Wales must be observed.
The guidelines also require them to refer disclosed allegations of abuse to social services,
and also to the provincial safeguarding officer.95
20. Decisions about safeguarding issues are made by provincial safeguarding officers and
a provincial safeguarding committee of provincial safeguarding advisers (from dioceses)
and lay members with expertise in child protection with an independent chair.96 Updated
safeguarding policies were implemented in 2016. The Church has had national compulsory
safeguarding training since 2015, run by the NSPCC and which all clerics are expected to
attend. Training was also recently implemented for all lay members who work with children
and young people.97 The Church in Wales meets regularly with the Children’s Commissioner
for Wales about safeguarding.
21. The Church in Wales has a disciplinary tribunal (made up of judges and lawyers) separate
from Church structures. Since 2000, the Church in Wales has been the subject of 11 civil
claims brought against it by individuals alleging child sexual abuse.98

A.4: Methodology
22. This investigation was established to consider the adequacy of safeguarding policies and
practices, such as governance, training, recruitment, leadership, reporting and investigation
of child sexual abuse, disciplinary procedures and reparation.99
ANG000538_005-006
ANG000538_005-006
93
ANG000538_001-005
94
ANG000538_001-005
95
ANG000538
96
ANG000617
97
ANG000538_009-012
98
ANG000535_002-003
99
https://www.iicsa.org.uk/investigations/investigation-into-failings-by-the-anglican-church?tab=scope
91

92
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23. The process adopted by the Inquiry in this phase is set out in Annex 1 to this report.
Core participant status was granted under Rule 5 of the Inquiry Rules 2006 to 29
complainants, victims and survivors, nine institutions and five other interested parties.
24. The Inquiry held a preliminary hearing on 15 January 2019, and then substantive public
hearings over 10 days between 1 and 12 July 2019.
25. The Inquiry obtained a large volume of documentary evidence from both the Church of
England and the Church in Wales. We heard evidence from a range of senior figures within
the Church of England and the Church in Wales as well as from governmental and charitable
bodies which have some involvement with the Churches. We also heard evidence from a
number of complainants, victims and survivors who described the abuse they suffered and
how their allegations were handled.
26. The Inquiry instructed an independent safeguarding expert, Mrs Edina Carmi, to
undertake a sampling exercise of the day-to-day management of child safeguarding by the
Church. A number of case files from both the Church of England and the Church in Wales
were selected and reviewed, to determine whether the safeguarding policies were followed
and whether those policies were an appropriate response.
27. The investigation’s third hearing focussed on evidence about a number of topics, as set
out in the Chichester/Peter Ball Investigation Report,100 which are addressed throughout this
report. These include:
• The cultural attitudes towards safeguarding, including whether or not the current
structures of the Church of England and the Church in Wales and the way that
safeguarding is managed inhibit their responses to child sexual abuse.
• The procedures for reporting and responding to allegations of abuse, including
allegations against clergy who are deceased, as well as whether or not there should
continue to be absolute confidentiality if someone reports child sexual abuse whilst
under the ‘seal of the confessional’.
• Safeguarding training for clergy prior to their ordination and throughout their career,
including the extent to which someone’s understanding of and ability to respond
effectively to safeguarding concerns can or should be assessed as part of their fitness
for office.
• Procedures for the management of concerns about clergy, including clergy discipline
and capability procedures, and specifically whether these procedures are suitable for
responding to safeguarding concerns.
• The current system for vetting and barring checks, including the difficulty in deciding
what is a regulated activity.
• The development and funding of safeguarding structures both within dioceses and
within cathedrals and other Church bodies, including the effectiveness of oversight,
auditing and external scrutiny that has been carried out.
• Whether the Archbishops’ Council or National Safeguarding Team and provincial
safeguarding advisers have sufficient powers to intervene within dioceses to keep
children safe if appropriate standards are not met.

100
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• The extent to which the system for granting permission to officiate for retired clergy
has been reformed and the Church’s ability to supervise retired clergy who hold
permission to officiate.
• Record-keeping and data collection within dioceses and the National Safeguarding
Team and Provincial Safeguarding Team in Wales.
• The management of civil claims against the Church of England and the Church in
Wales, and the role of insurers.
28. The Inquiry’s Chichester/Peter Ball Investigation Report (published in May 2019)
concluded that there were a number of serious failings in the Church of England’s response
to allegations against both clergy and others linked to the Church, including the treatment
of complainants, victims and survivors. Safeguarding structures and policies in place at a
national and diocesan level were inadequate.101
29. As a result, five recommendations were made:
• The Church of England should introduce appropriate guidance which deals with
safeguarding within the context of a religious community affiliated to the Church.
• The Church of England should amend Canon C30, requiring clerics to comply with the
House of Bishop’s guidance on safeguarding. The use of the words ‘due regard’ lacks
sufficient clarity.
• The government should amend Section 21 of the Sexual Offences Act 2003 so as to
include clergy within the definition of a position of trust.
• Individuals engaged in regulated activity who have failed to undergo a DBS check or
complete compulsory training should not be permitted to hold voluntary offices within
the Church.
• If religious organisations have undertaken internal reviews or enquiries into individual
safeguarding incidents, their findings should be sent to the national review body (set
up under the Children and Social Work Act 2017).
30. In February 2020, the General Synod of the Church of England unanimously passed
a motion welcoming the Inquiry’s report and recommendations, committing to bringing
forward proposals to ensure that the recommendations were implemented. The Synod
will be updated on the development and implementation of responses to the Inquiry’s
recommendations, including the following, not later than July 2021.102
30.1. The Church has introduced Amending Canon No. 40 in response to the first
recommendation, which will be approved in early 2021. This will make religious
communities part of the legal framework of the Church of England for the first time. A
religious community will only be registered if it meets conditions set out in regulations,
including those relating to the safeguarding of children and vulnerable adults. The
Safeguarding in Religious Communities Practice Guidance is also being updated.103

Anglican Church Case Studies: Chichester/Peter Ball Investigation Report
ACE027811_028-029
103
ACE027811_029-030. The canon would have been implemented earlier but relied upon other legislation which was delayed
by the election of December 2019. (Changes to canon law require approval of Parliament if they involve new Measures for the
Church.)
101
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30.2. Section 5 of the Safeguarding and Clergy Discipline Measure 2016 and the
Church’s policy documents will be amended to make compliance with the House
of Bishops’ guidance on safeguarding matters compulsory, rather than voluntary.
Pending such changes, guidance has been issued to senior clergy and others involved
in safeguarding in the Church (such as churchwardens) clarifying the meaning of
‘due regard’ and explaining the limited scope for non-compliance as well as potential
sanctions in the event of non-compliance.104
30.3. The Church has indicated that it strongly supports the change in law
recommended by the Inquiry in respect of the Sexual Offences Act 2003 to include
not just clergy but also lay officers engaged in regulated activity.105 In March 2020, the
Ministry of Justice confirmed it had undertaken a review of current criminal legislation
regarding the definition of ‘position of trust’ in sexual offences.106 To date, no decision
has been taken about the recommended amendment of the Sexual Offences Act 2003.
The Inquiry will consider further evidence about this during its investigation in relation
to Child Protection in Religious Organisations and Settings.
30.4. The Church confirmed that discipline should be considered for leaders such
as clergy who knowingly allow volunteers to remain in regulated roles without an
appropriate DBS check and safeguarding training. Revised policy wording is being
prepared to make the position clear.107
30.5. The Church will send its national learning lessons published reviews to the Child
Safeguarding Practice Review Panel facilitated by the Department for Education and
will hold six-monthly meetings with the panel to enable areas of common interest to
be explored. The Church will include provision for sharing reviews and learning in its
revised Learning Lessons Case Review guidance, which is in draft form and is due to be
circulated to dioceses and cathedrals for feedback in the second quarter of 2020.108
30.6. The Church intends that all current and future case reviews will be modelled on
child safeguarding practice reviews and that they will be published when complete.109

A.5: Terminology
31. The following terms are used in this report:
• ‘Clergy’: This refers to someone who has taken holy orders, including a vicar, priest,
rector, deacon or curate. In both the Church of England and the Church in Wales, they
are often office holders rather than employees (ie they are appointed to a position
and so do not have a contractual relationship with their parish). Many ministers in the
Church of England and the Church in Wales are non-stipendiary (ie receive no payment
for their work). Since 2009, many Church of England office holders adhere to ‘common
tenure’, which is closer to employment. Those in the Church in Wales are also office
holders but have standard terms of service. Priests enjoy considerable autonomy,
described on occasion as ‘popes in their own parish’.

ACE027811_030; ACE027796
ACE027811_032
106
MOJ000911
107
ACE027811_032
108
ACE027811_033
109
ACE027811_021
104
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• ‘Church officer’: A church officer is “anyone appointed or elected by or on behalf of the
Church to a post or role, whether they are ordained or lay, paid or unpaid”,110 including
clergy, churchwardens, lay readers and others.
• ‘Parochial church council’: The parochial church council is responsible for maintaining
the church and surrounding areas, as well as for appointing the vicar. Congregations
may be large or a handful of people. Rural or small parishes in both England and Wales
are often grouped together and served by one member of the clergy.
32. Where we refer to those who have made allegations of child sexual abuse and where
those allegations have not been proven by way of criminal conviction, civil findings or
findings in the context of disciplinary proceedings, they will be referred to as complainants.
Where findings have been made, individuals will be referred to as victims and survivors.
33. Where this report refers to members of clergy, their full name will be used when first
referred to and thereafter their title and surname only.

A.6: References
34. References in the footnotes of the report such as ‘ACE000123’ are to documents
that have been adduced in evidence or posted on the Inquiry website. A reference such as
‘Archbishop Welby 12 July 2019 1/1’ is to the witness, the date he or she gave evidence,
and the page and line reference within the relevant transcript (which are available on the
Inquiry website).
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The Church of England

The Church of England
B.1: Safeguarding in the Church of England
B.1.1: Introduction
1. Specific legislation and guidance about child sexual abuse was developed from the late
1980s. This included:
• the Children Act 1989, which came into force in 1991 and established the key
principles for decisions concerning the welfare and safety of children, including the
‘Paramountcy Principle’ (which requires the child’s welfare to be the paramount
consideration);111
• Working Together Under The Children Act 1989 (1991) guidance, which was issued to
various public authorities, police forces and voluntary organisations and included child
sexual abuse;112 and
• the Home Office’s Safe from Harm code of practice (1993), child protection guidance
for voluntary organisations in England and Wales, which covered how to protect
children and deal with abuse, based on 13 core principles.113
2. Despite these national developments, the Church of England acknowledged that its child
protection systems were inadequate at a national and diocesan level until 2013. The report
of the Archbishop’s Visitation to the Diocese of Chichester in 2012 to 2013 represented
a “wake-up call” for the Church.114 Its findings led to a revised approach to safeguarding in
the Church.
3. In the view of Ms Melissa Caslake (the Director of Safeguarding within the National
Church Institutions115 since July 2019), there is still a lack of “consistent transparency
and challenge in decision making”. She also considered that there needs to be a “deeper
improvement culture”, although the Church has improved governance, training, audit and
guidance.116

Children Act 1989, s.1. The legislation was designed to reflect the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, to
which the UK government is a signatory.
112
INQ001095
113
INQ001079
114
Anglican Church Case Studies: Chichester/Peter Ball Investigation Report Part B7; Williams 14 March 2018 161/10-14
115
National Church Institutions is the collective name for the seven administrative bodies that work to support the Church
of England. These are the Archbishops’ Council, Lambeth Palace, Bishopthorpe Palace, The Church Commissioners, The
Church of England Central Services, The Church of England Pensions Board and the National Society for Promoting Religious
Education.
116
ACE027811_004
111
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B.1.2: Safeguarding structures
National safeguarding structure
4. The Archbishops’ Council is responsible for the delivery of safeguarding work across
the Church of England. It sets its own budget (although a draft is submitted to the General
Synod for approval annually). Since 2013, there has been a significant increase in the funding
of Church safeguarding.

Table 1: Funding for Church of England safeguarding by the Archbishops’
Council
Spending on safeguarding
2013

£37,000

2014

£168,000

2015

£401,000

2016

£1,086,000

2017

£1,391,000

2018

£1,582,000

Budget for safeguarding
2019

£1,963,000

2020

£3,189,000

Source: ACE027643_107-108

5. There are several national bodies which provide day-to-day guidance to dioceses
on safeguarding issues. Their roles often overlap, although the National Safeguarding
Team is the “key national resource for the provision of strategy, advice, policy and training
development”.117

Table 2: Church of England national safeguarding structure
National Safeguarding Panel
Body of external experts.
Provides strategic advice to
Archbishops’ Council and
House of Bishops.

National Safeguarding
Steering Group
Lay and clerical members
appointed from within the
Church.
Provides strategic oversight of
national safeguarding activity
and monitoring of National
Safeguarding Team.
Recommends development
of safeguarding processes to
Archbishops’ Council, House of
Bishops and National Church
Institutions.

117
118

National Safeguarding Team
18 full-time equivalent
employees.118
Provides support to Church
bodies on safeguarding policy,
training and casework.
Provides progress updates
on a quarterly basis to the
Archbishops’ Council – also
reports to House of Bishops on
policy and strategic direction.

ACE025940_006
ACE027643_045
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National Safeguarding Panel
6. As a result of the recommendations from the report of the Archbishop’s Visitation to
the Diocese of Chichester, the National Safeguarding Panel (NSP) was created in 2014. It
is an advisory body of external experts, including two survivors of child sexual abuse. The
NSP provides “high level strategic advice” about the Church’s safeguarding systems to the
Archbishops’ Council and House of Bishops.119 It also represents “an important element in the
scrutiny and oversight of the Church’s safeguarding activity”.120
7. The NSP was chaired by Bishop Peter Hancock (then Lead Bishop on Safeguarding) until
September 2018, when Ms Meg Munn was appointed as its first independent chair to “hold
the Church to account for the progress it is making”.121
8. Ms Munn concluded that the NSP “did not have a separate identity from the Church”.122
She reviewed the NSP’s membership and revised its terms of reference (approved by the
Archbishops’ Council in April 2019). Its membership is now more independent and diverse,
and its meetings have increased from four to six times annually.123 Ms Munn replaced a
“rubber-stamping approach” with a focus “in-depth on one issue, and through that, bringing
that challenge and scrutiny”.124 The NSP now “takes a specific issue linked to safeguarding and
investigates it in detail” in a similar way to a select committee in Parliament.125
9. The NSP 2019 annual report outlined its recommendations for training, complaints, the
Clergy Discipline Measure and the Church’s response to the Inquiry’s recommendations.
It also set out areas on which it will focus in the future, namely redress, quality assurance,
working with other faiths on safeguarding and the Past Cases Review 2.126

National Safeguarding Steering Group
10. The National Safeguarding Steering Group (NSSG) was created in 2016 to provide
strategic oversight of national safeguarding activity. Members include the Lead Bishop
on Safeguarding, members of the House of Bishops, Archbishops’ Council and Church
Commissioners, a cathedral dean, and the chair of the NSP.
11. The NSSG is the “primary driver of standards”, in addition to monitoring the performance
of the National Safeguarding Team (NST).127 It makes recommendations on the development
of safeguarding processes to the Archbishops’ Council, the House of Bishops and the
National Church Institutions.
12. In April 2018, following the Inquiry’s public hearing about the Diocese of Chichester, the
NSSG identified a number of issues which required urgent remedial action. It agreed (with
the subsequent endorsement of the House of Bishops) key priorities for the future:128
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• Clergy selection, suitability and discipline, including:
–– introducing a revised national policy on permission to officiate (PTO)129 and
–– producing a publicly available national register130 of clergy.
• Structure, independence, oversight and enforcement, including:
–– developing a proposal for an independent ombudsman service, to examine the
handling of safeguarding complaints, address survivors’ concerns and provide “an
independent complaints mechanism”;131
–– considering the findings of the Social Care Institute for Excellence (SCIE)
final overview report following the completion of the independent dioscesan
safeguarding audits; and
–– analysing the benefits and risks associated with the development of a national
safeguarding service employing all safeguarding staff centrally.
• Support for survivors, including:
–– work with the Roman Catholic Church to develop a central community hub-andspoke model of support known as Safe Spaces and
–– work with survivors to develop an independently chaired Independent
Survivors’ Panel.
The Church provided us with updates on this work during the third public hearing.

National Safeguarding Team
13. The NST was established in 2015. It provides advice and support to dioceses, cathedrals,
National Church Institutions and other Church bodies about safeguarding policy, training
and casework. It reports quarterly progress to the Archbishops’ Council and to the House of
Bishops on matters of policy and strategic direction.132
14. The Church’s first full-time National Safeguarding Adviser (NSA), Mr Graham Tilby, was
appointed to lead the NST. According to Bishop Hancock:
“When Mr Tilby was appointed there was a lack of cohesion around practice and policy,
and safeguarding staffing levels within the national church were clearly inadequate.”133
Upon his appointment, the NSA identified “gaps in legislation”, an absence of “whole-church
thinking” and “variability in professional competence across the dioceses”.134
15. Since its creation, the NST has made a number of changes to safeguarding at a
national level.
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15.1. The NST’s resources have increased, including the addition of three “key” posts:
a training manager, a senior casework manager and a policy manager.135 It now consists
of 18 full-time equivalent employees, supported by associates to progress specific
elements of the team’s business plan.
15.2. In September 2016, the NST appointed two provincial safeguarding advisers, one
for each of the provinces of Canterbury and York, to provide professional safeguarding
advice and support. They also act as direct links between the NST and the dioceses of
each province.
15.3. The NST established a framework of external oversight by commissioning the
SCIE to conduct independent diocesan safeguarding audits. This work was undertaken
between 2015 and 2017, before being extended to cathedrals. The audits are now
planned to take place on a five-year rolling programme.
15.4. In March 2018, the NST recruited a safeguarding support officer to professionally
advise the Lead Bishop on Safeguarding and to expand pastoral engagement with
victims and survivors by offering “significantly increased contact and support”.136
16. In June 2018, an assurance review of the NST was conducted by the Archbishops’
Council’s internal audit team. The audit report acknowledged that “the profile of safeguarding
within the Church of England has increased, and the foundations for a positive safeguarding
culture are being laid”.137 However, it also identified a number of difficulties, including:
• a lack of formal enforcement powers over individual dioceses;
• insufficient engagement with victims and survivors;
• a limited ability to effectively prioritise and resource key safeguarding activities; and
• a substantial volume of casework, which meant that a casework management system
was “desperately needed”.138 It often had to manage cases which spanned a number
of dioceses, or where the profile or complexity of the case meant that it was more
sensibly dealt with at that level.
17. In September 2018, the Archbishops’ Council agreed that the head of safeguarding
should be a member of the senior management team of the National Church Institutions.139
This led to the creation of the role of Director of Safeguarding, held by Ms Caslake since
July 2019.140 She is responsible for the strategic leadership of the NST, engaging with the
chair of the NSP and supporting the Lead Bishop on Safeguarding.141 In spring 2020, Ms
Caslake proposed the creation of a regional safeguarding service, staffed by professionals, to
provide support both to dioceses and to the NST. It would supervise diocesan safeguarding
advisers (DSAs), commission arrangements for independent reviews and risk assessments,
and lead regional networks for survivor engagement.142 The regional advisers would develop
consistency between dioceses, work with cathedrals, develop more sophisticated systems
of data analysis, and create a system for resolution of disputes and complaints. This was in
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development in April 2020.143 A budget of some £1.4 million in additional funding has been
approved ‘in principle’, but not finalised, to invest further in training and development of
diocesan, parish and national staff and developing the model of regional safeguarding.144
18. Further planned improvements include:
• A national online case management system to document all ongoing safeguarding cases
and promote a consistent approach across dioceses.145 A new design and procurement
process will take place in mid-2020, with the system expected to be introduced in
June 2021.146
• An information-sharing protocol to improve consistency of approach.147
• Implementing the changes recommended by the SCIE final overview report (published
in April 2019).148
• A survivor-led strategy and a Survivors Charter.149
• Considering a form of ombudsman scheme or complaints procedure.150
• Implementing safeguarding progress reviews – structured conversations with each
diocese following their audit to review progress.151
• Revising and updating guidance, including the Safeguarding Training and Development
Practice Guidance.152
• Implementing continuing professional development for DSAs, and changes in
safeguarding training.153
• Producing an e-manual of all national safeguarding policies to be placed on the main
Church of England website.154
• Developing national standards to create consistent expectations for safeguarding work
in each diocese.155
• Assisting in the development of a Master’s degree in Promoting Safer Organisations:
Safeguarding for Senior Leaders.156
• Drafting guidance about dealing with posthumous allegations against church officers.
• Working with the rest of the Anglican Communion to produce guidance on managing
child sexual abuse throughout the Anglican world.157
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Dioceses
19. The majority of safeguarding practice is undertaken locally within dioceses. Each
diocese – “the key institutional unit of the Church” – is responsible for supporting the
safeguarding response of its parishes and other local Church bodies.158
20. By the end of 2018, all 42 Diocesan Synods had adopted the House of Bishops
safeguarding policies and practice guidance issued in 2017.159 Church officers across all
dioceses had access to safeguarding policies and practices with regard to children and
adults. By July 2019, all dioceses had some form of safeguarding strategy or plan in place
(as required by the relevant practice guidance) as well as a system for responding to and
recording safeguarding concerns and allegations.160
21. Safeguarding funding at the diocesan level has increased significantly, rising from a
total of £895,000 in 2014 to £5.9 million in 2018.161 However, funding varies considerably
between dioceses. We were told by the current DSA for the Diocese of York that there
should be “parity across dioceses” in resourcing, so that victims and survivors receive “the
same experience regardless of where they are in the country”.162 The Archbishops’ Council
has accepted that work is required to ensure safeguarding provision is consistent across
the dioceses, but it has not yet established the means by which such consistency can be
achieved.163

The diocesan safeguarding adviser
22. Each diocese now employs or commissions a diocesan safeguarding adviser (DSA), as
required by the Diocesan Safeguarding Advisors Regulations 2016.164 All safeguarding concerns
should be reported to the DSA.165
23. All DSAs must have “appropriate qualifications and experience”.166 This includes a relevant
professional qualification in, for example, social work or criminal justice, and the equivalent
of at least Level 3 training accreditation in child or adult protection.167 As a result, DSAs
typically come from professional backgrounds such as the police, health, education and
social services. They must undergo safeguarding training and attend NST events to promote
the implementation of practice guidance.168
24. The role of a DSA requires “a number of specialist skills”.169 As well as coordinating the
provision of safeguarding training, working with offenders and providing support to those
who have suffered abuse, DSAs are responsible for advising the diocesan bishop on all
safeguarding matters, including the referral of safeguarding concerns to statutory agencies
and clergy risk assessments.170
ACE025930_015
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25. As discussed below, 33 dioceses have a formal agreement with cathedrals. Some also
have formal agreements with religious communities or theological training institutions to
provide joint safeguarding arrangements. Where this is not the case, the DSA is expected to
“liaise regularly with the named safeguarding leads … and offer advice on safeguarding matters, as
required”.171

The Diocesan Safeguarding Advisory Panel
26. By June 2018 (the last date for which figures are available), 38 of the 42 dioceses had
established a Diocesan Safeguarding Advisory Panel (DSAP).172
27. The DSAP monitors diocesan requirements relating to safer recruitment, criminal record
disclosures and safeguarding training. It is expected to “oversee safeguarding arrangements in
the diocese”, although it has no powers of enforcement.173 Each DSAP should be chaired by
an independent lay person and have a “balanced membership”174 of the diocese’s senior staff
team, church officers and statutory agencies such as the police and social services.
28. Dr Eleanor Stobart, in her 2018 independent review of the Church’s training and
development framework, noted discrepancies between dioceses.175
28.1. DSAP chairs exercise their role differently, with no consensus across dioceses as
to how to achieve the appropriate level of scrutiny.
28.2. In “some dioceses a bishop or senior member of clergy may simply approach someone
who they consider would be ‘ideal’”; a more transparent process for recruiting chairs
would demonstrate that the Church is not “drawn towards using some sort of ‘old boys’
network”.176
28.3. Some dioceses have little or no representation from professionals in external
agencies, due to “time constraints and lack of resources in the statutory sector”.177
29. The new independent chair of the NSP has suggested that the DSAP’s role could be
extended. Diocesan bishops might be required to report their safeguarding decisions to the
DSAP, to increase the accountability of bishops, who have “a lot of power … a lot of influence,
and they aren’t really held to account”.178

The diocesan bishop
30. Within each diocese, the diocesan bishop exercises significant autonomy, including
in relation to safeguarding. He or she has overall responsibility for upholding effective
safeguarding arrangements in the diocese, although the guidance identifies that advice
should be sought from the DSA about the execution of these functions.179
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31. Not every diocesan bishop has complied with this guidance in respect of consultation
with safeguarding professionals. In its safeguarding audit for the Diocese of Chester in
May 2016, SCIE noted that Dr Peter Forster, Bishop of Chester, “takes lead responsibility for
safeguarding and does not delegate it to any of his staff, choosing to retain overall control”.180
He took all decisions about the threshold for referral to statutory agencies.181 The DSA was
unable to take effective action to prevent this.
32. Following the SCIE audit in the Diocese of Chester, the Diocesan Safeguarding Advisors
Regulations were amended in July 2017 to clarify that the DSA is able to refer matters to the
police, with or without the agreement of the diocesan bishop.182
33. As a result of criticism made in the SCIE interim report, compulsory safeguarding
training for all diocesan bishops has been in place since 2015.
34. The sampling exercise (see Annex 3) considered by the Inquiry showed that day-to-day
safeguarding management was carried out by the DSA, without intervention from diocesan
bishops. The final SCIE overview report concluded that in audits subsequent to their
interim report:
“there has been no evidence of any conflicts on such decision making and many Bishops
have been clear that operational responsibility for casework lies with the safeguarding
team and their independence is critical”.183
35. Following independent audits in all 42 dioceses and a number of cathedrals between
2016 and 2019, the SCIE overview report stated that:
“Bishops have embraced their leadership role in safeguarding generally with some
helpfully making positive public messages around its vital importance and integral place in
Christian life.”184
However, it was less clear “how this breaks down in terms of strategic, operational and
theological/spiritual leadership” in a religious context. While theological leadership lies with
clergy and the bishop in particular, there was a “lack of clarity around what can be delegated
and who has the ultimate operational responsibility for case decisions”, including who receives
referrals and decides on next steps.185
36. Mr Colin Perkins (DSA for the Diocese of Chichester) stated that even now the DSA
may not provide a “sufficient counterweight to episcopal authority – especially in situations of
disagreement or conflict”.186 There remained, as Mr Perkins said, a potential conflict of interest
between a bishop’s “sense of pastoral responsibility towards his/her clergy, and the responsibility
to ensure good safeguarding and disciplinary practice in their diocese”.187
37. Mr Perkins advocated for the creation of a new role – the diocesan safeguarding
officer (DSO) – to undertake key safeguarding tasks such as risk assessments, suspension
and reports to statutory agencies. The diocesan bishop would be “informed of the outcome
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of those actions rather than being involved in delivering them”.188 Mrs Edina Carmi is an
independent safeguarding consultant who has conducted a number of reviews of the Church
of England, including for this Inquiry. She considered that a DSO or similar officer would
“certainly be an improvement”, although safeguarding should still be at a “more national level”
such as a national safeguarding service.189
38. Archbishop Justin Welby also supported further change in this respect:
“there needs to be a failsafe mechanism which holds bishops accountable … if the bishop
fails, there is a failsafe means in which [the DSAs] go to their regional supervisor or the
national director and say, ‘I am really concerned about this’, and that the national system
or the regional system can call in cases”.190
In his view, there were “considerable advantages”191 to DSAs controlling operational
safeguarding, making “sure that the DSA has the final word”.192

Parishes
39. The parish is the heart of the Church of England. Each has a parochial church council
(PCC) which organises the day‐to‐day administration of the parish and is the main decision‐
making body. By mid-2019, all dioceses confirmed that they had a system for monitoring
safeguarding in parishes. Ninety percent of parishes had a parish safeguarding officer (PSO)
to advise on parish safeguarding matters, although each parish should have one according to
Church guidance.

Parish clergy
40. The role of parish clergy is to “provide leadership concerning safeguarding, and to
encourage everyone to promote a safer church”.193 Many are part-time or non-stipendiary (ie
unpaid).194 They are often responsible for multiple parishes across a wide geographical area.
Parish priests therefore require support from the Church, at both a diocesan and national
level, to assist with safeguarding, including training, guidance and pastoral oversight of
volunteers. They often have significant responsibilities in smaller and less well-attended
parishes, and may need to give considerable support to the PSO.

The parish safeguarding officer
41. The PSO acts as “the key link between the diocese and the parish concerning safeguarding
matters”.195 He or she should ensure that diocesan safeguarding guidance is being fully
implemented within the parish. On a day-to-day basis, the PSO should be the person in
the parish to whom most people will turn when a safeguarding concern arises, including
receiving allegations and concerns about children or adults. He or she is expected to report
all concerns to the DSA, as well as to ensure that necessary referrals are made.
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42. The Parish Safeguarding Handbook (published in July 2018 and amended in November
2019) is distributed to parishes via diocesan safeguarding teams.196 It sets out key
safeguarding responsibilities for parishes and is intended to “support the day-to-day
safeguarding work of parishes”.197 It is designed to be used by the parish priest and the PSO,
who will often be a lay person acting on a voluntary and part-time basis. The parish will
require considerable support from the diocese in most safeguarding situations.

Cathedrals
43. Cathedrals are largely autonomous bodies and are governed on a day-to-day basis by the
dean and chapter.198

Safeguarding in cathedrals
44. Each cathedral is now expected to have a safeguarding officer, who should work with
the dean and chapter to implement the House of Bishops’ policy and guidance.199
45. Dean Stephen Lake (Lead Dean on Safeguarding) told us that, of the 42 cathedrals, four
employ a dedicated safeguarding professional. A further 29 have a service level agreement
or memorandum of understanding with their diocesan teams to provide safeguarding
services.200
46. A programme of independent safeguarding audits by SCIE was initiated in 2018 and is
due to be completed in 2021. SCIE has made some positive – albeit early – findings, noting
for example that there are “strong systems and procedures for keeping people safe and wellmonitored” at Canterbury Cathedral.201

Choirs
47. An additional consideration for cathedrals is that all have choirs, which may be made up
of both adults and children. Children may be drawn from a choir school or local schools.202
Cathedrals with choir schools produce their own safeguarding policies. Schools also have
a statutory requirement to produce their own policies in accordance with Department for
Education guidance. As explained by Dean Lake, cathedrals and schools should liaise in the
preparation and implementation of policies, to avoid inconsistencies.203
48. All cathedrals have a safeguarding policy that covers the care and well-being of the
choristers during periods when they are on cathedral premises or involved in the life of the
cathedral. Such a policy should make clear when choristers become the responsibility of the
cathedral.204
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49. Adult choristers in cathedrals must undergo basic and foundation levels of safeguarding
training if they are to sing with children.205 An adult chorister singing with children must have
a criminal record (Disclosure and Barring Service or DBS) check at basic level, 206 while a more
detailed enhanced DBS check must be sought for those with responsibility for teaching,
training or supervising children or vulnerable adults.207
50. The SCIE audit of cathedrals (intended to be completed by March 2021) may identify
further issues with safeguarding practice in cathedrals.208

B.1.3: Safeguarding policies
National safeguarding policies
51. While each diocese might have its own system to manage safeguarding concerns, the
Church of England has legislation and regulations relating to safeguarding, and national
policy and guidance (prepared by the NST and the NSSG) to ensure a necessary level of
consistency.209
52. The Church’s safeguarding policies, practice guidance and training framework have
undergone a “wholesale revision” since 2015.210
52.1. A new statutory duty requires bishops, authorised clergy and other church office
holders to have “due regard” to the House of Bishops’ safeguarding guidance.211 There
may be disciplinary consequences for those who fail to do so.212
52.2. The Church’s policy statement – Promoting a Safer Church (approved by the House
of Bishops in December 2016 and published in March 2017213) – brings all Church
bodies within the umbrella of national policy and guidance. It confirms a “whole church
approach to safeguarding” to ensure “that all those within the Church, regardless of their
role, have a part to play”.214
52.3. Key Roles and Responsibilities of Church Office Holders and Bodies Practice Guidance
(2017) updates and expands previous guidance. For example, it requires cathedrals
to appoint a safeguarding officer to work with the dean and chapter to implement
national policy.215
52.4. Responding to, Assessing and Managing Safeguarding Concerns or Allegations Against
Church Officers (2017)216 makes clear that the DSA should receive all concerns or
allegations and refer them to the appropriate statutory agencies within 24 hours.
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53. Further changes are also planned. As set out above, in February 2020, the NSSG
approved the introduction of a set of nationally agreed safeguarding standards.217 The
Archbishops’ Council anticipates that the national standards will represent “an important step
in transforming the safeguarding practice of the Church”.218
54. Ms Caslake said that the standards will form part of a quality assurance framework,
identifying what issues need to be covered by the Church, the expectations in each area and
the information that will be required to determine how the standards are being achieved.219
55. The Church has circulated a two-year plan to update, rationalise and combine key
policies, 220 including obtaining feedback from those using the guidance and survivors to
identify areas of concern, and providing examples of good practice.
56. There remain a number of concerns about the Church’s current policies.
56.1. As noted in the SCIE overview report, the Church uses terms such as ‘practice
guidance’ to cover a variety of national policies, procedures and guidance.221
56.2. In its Chichester/Peter Ball Investigation Report, the Inquiry recommended the
amendment of Canon C30 to require clergy to comply with the House of Bishops’
safeguarding guidance, as the term “due regard” lacks sufficient clarity.222
56.3. Mrs Carmi considered that the Responding to, Assessing and Managing Safeguarding
Concerns or Allegations Against Church Officers guidance would benefit from a number of
improvements.223 These included:
• emphasising the need to offer victims the opportunity to speak directly and alone
to safeguarding officers, and the need to investigate the history of any allegations
or offending;
• providing guidance about appropriate timescales;
• advising that conflicts of interest are to be avoided; and
• preparing templates for risk assessments to ensure:
–– sufficient focus on assessment prior to establishing a management plan;
–– advising on what is and what is not low risk; and
–– providing further guidance about implementing and managing safeguarding
agreements.
Since the third public hearing, the Church has introduced a new risk assessment template
and a new safeguarding agreement template, together with compulsory training for those
carrying out such assessments.224
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Diocesan policies
57. Each diocese is responsible for implementing locally the House of Bishops’ national
policies and guidance. Some dioceses regarded producing local policies as a “duplication
of effort” which is likely to provide “no or limited added value”. Others supported the
introduction of local policies, which they found easier to comprehend than the large volume
of national documentation.225
58. SCIE identified issues in relation to diocesan safeguarding policies:
• Dioceses varied in their approaches to complaints procedures. Procedures were not
in place in every diocese. The Church told us that, as at 2018, there were 40 dioceses
which had either a complaints or whistleblowing policy, or both.226 Where they existed,
they were often “very brief and partial … only covering particular aspects of safeguarding
work”.227 Most procedures did not provide clear expectations of the process (including
timescales and expected responses) and were not easily accessible.
• The use of whistleblowing procedures in dioceses was “equally variable”.228 Some
applied only to specific groups of staff, such as cathedral employees, and might not be
applicable to volunteers. Many dioceses did not have a whistleblowing procedure in
place at all.
This further supports the case for consolidating Church policies, procedures and guidance.

B.1.4: Safeguarding in recruitment and training
59. The Church of England must recruit the “right clergy” and other church officers, and
“train them well”.229 Archbishop Justin Welby observed that “we should see whether people …
get safeguarding”.230

Safeguarding in recruitment
60. Although the Church has national Safer Recruitment guidance, each diocese is
responsible for ensuring that it has in place proper recruitment procedures.231 Every diocese
reported in 2018 that it complied with this guidance.232 Throughout the selection process
various qualities and skills are assessed, but this report focuses on the extent to which
safeguarding is considered during selection and training. Bishop Mark Tanner, a member of
the Ministry Council (which is responsible for the procedures for selection for ordination)
and the chair of the Church’s Selection Oversight Group, admitted that the Church is still
“playing catch-up” in respect of selection and training in this regard.233
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Clergy
61. A candidate for ordination is sponsored by a specific bishop (the sponsoring bishop), and
the process is overseen by the diocesan director of ordinands, who works with candidates to
prepare them for assessment.234
Applications to the sponsoring bishop

Up to 2 years of discernment and vocational development
in which the individual’s calling and aptitude are explored

Assessment by the diocesan director of ordinands

Bishops’ Advisory Panel

Ministerial training at a theological education institute (IME1)

Ordination as a deacon

Ministerial training during curacy (IME2)

Ordination

Process for ordination

62. In addition to submitting four references and a full CV, the Church’s recruitment policy
requires a candidate to undergo an enhanced DBS check.235 He or she must also submit a
confidential declaration form about whether a court has made a finding that “you have caused
significant harm to a child and/or vulnerable adult, or … that any child and/or vulnerable adult
was at risk of significant harm from you”.236 A candidate cannot go further in any discernment
process without satisfactorily meeting these requirements.237
63. Candidates are then measured against seven selection or formation criteria, agreed in
2014. However, there is no criterion concerned specifically with safeguarding and suitability
for work with children.238 A revised set of criteria including one specific safeguarding
ACE027524_003-004
An enhanced disclosure shows all spent and unspent convictions, cautions, reprimands and final warnings, as well as any
information held by local police considered relevant to the role.
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criterion was proposed in 2018 but was rejected by the House of Bishops239 as it was
considered too simple, suggesting that safeguarding was a “one time action” rather than “a
present, continuous action”.240
64. Diocesan directors of ordinands also use a ‘traffic light questioning’ tool to identify
issues that require further exploration with a candidate which include safeguarding.241
Concerns will be referred to the DSA and to statutory services if required.242
GREEN LIGHT

AMBER LIGHT

RED LIGHT

Fine.

More work: ask candidate
to reflect, discuss with
incumbent, do some reading,
etc. If no change, discussion
with safeguarding officer,
possible referral to outside
help to explore any personal
difficulties with own power.

Safeguarding officer; risk
assessment; psychotherapy
referral. Possibly proceed
no further.

‘Traffic light’ questioning tool
Source: ACE026777_001

65. The Church of England is reviewing its recruitment processes to improve safeguarding
through its Future Clergy Review, which is considering:
• replacing the criteria with a selection framework focussing on the qualities expected
of candidates, including the ability to deal with abuses of power, understanding and
awareness of child protection and adult safeguarding, and an ability to follow guidance
and take advice from safeguarding experts;243 and
• using mandatory psychological assessment to provide an initial appraisal of a
candidate’s fitness to practise, 244 albeit that this cannot be a “silver bullet”.245
66. A shared discernment framework, including an updated set of qualities, was produced in
March 2020.246
67. At the Bishops’ Advisory Panel stage (which involves interviews, presentations
and exercises to assess candidates), a candidate must also declare that they have “read,
understood and are committed to the Church of England’s policy on Promoting a Safer Church”.247
The panel then makes a recommendation, but it is the sponsoring bishop who decides
whether a candidate should proceed to ecclesiastical training.248 This is a decision where
there is the potential for lack of transparency and consistency. Since the third public hearing,
the Church of England has written to all bishops to clarify their responsibility for ordaining
candidates and has put in place measures intended to ensure transparency and consistency
in this area.249
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68. By the end of the first stage of ecclesiastical training (Initial Ministerial Education Phase
1 – IME1 – which takes three years full time or longer on a part-time basis at a theological
education institute (TEI)), a candidate should leave “knowing how to recognise signs of abuse,
knowing how to respond appropriately, knowing how to keep records, knowing how to refer”.250
Safeguarding is not part of the current academic curriculum for IME1.251 At present,
safeguarding training is limited to online basic awareness safeguarding training (C0) before
commencing IME1 and then foundation safeguarding training (C1) before commencing any
placement within a parish.252 However, in future, the Church will require that both C0 and C1
are completed before commencing IME1.253
69. Upon successful completion of ecclesiastical training, a Principal’s Recommendation
to Ordain is issued by the principal of the TEI. This sets out if a candidate is ready to be
ordained and whether they have the right personal qualities and skills.254 Other than setting
out the safeguarding training received, the recommendation is unlikely to comment explicitly
on safeguarding. The Cambridge Theological Foundation considered that it was unclear how
anything beyond a theoretical knowledge of safeguarding would be assessed as there will be
few, if any, opportunities during IME1 for ordinands to respond to such issues in the context
of current theological training.255
70. The Church of England is now working to develop its assessment at the conclusion of
IME1 so that it would be more in line with a ‘fitness to practice’ approach taken in other
professions.256 Other professions where ethics and child protection are a focus involve
practical assessment of someone’s ability to apply safeguarding issues in practice during
their training.
71. The ordaining bishop will decide whether to ordain the candidate as a deacon, which
is required before they can become a curate. Prior to commencing curacy, a candidate
must undertake leadership safeguarding training (C2). As a curate, he or she will complete
safeguarding training for clergy and lay ministers (C3) and the second stage of Initial
Ministerial Education (IME2).257
72. At the conclusion of their curacy, a candidate will be ordained provided he or she
has completed satisfactorily the Assessment at the End of Curacy against the formation
criteria.258 Under the ‘Relationships’ element of this assessment, a candidate must show that
they “understand policies and best practice in safeguarding and their application in a variety of
contexts”.259
73. After ordination, when clergy move from one diocese to another, any known
safeguarding risks or previous allegations should be identified by one diocese to another, so
that the new diocese can manage any risk. This was achieved previously by sending a ‘safe to
receive’ letter, reflecting the opinion of the sending bishop. In 2012, this was replaced by a
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‘clergy current status letter’, a formal and standard document, completed following a review
by the sending bishop of an individual’s ‘blue file’ (a personnel file) of any concerns about the
individual or their work of which the receiving bishop should be aware.260
74. A list of names (the caution list) is kept by each archdiocese of clergy who have either
been subject to clergy discipline, behaved contrary to the teachings of the Church or “about
whom there was some concern”.261 Bishop Hancock told us that the caution list is issued to all
diocesan bishops and could be shared with suffragan or area bishops if appropriate.262

The selection of bishops
75. A candidate’s potential to fulfil their safeguarding responsibilities is considered part
of the process for selecting a bishop. It has been included in interviews since 2013. Since
January 2016, a candidate must provide a written submission in support of their application,
to explain the actions he or she would take as diocesan bishop to ensure that children and
vulnerable adults are protected, survivors receive appropriate pastoral care and a culture
is created “in which all will flourish and which is coherent with the safeguarding policies of the
Church of England”.263
76. Once selected, a bishop must be consecrated by the Archbishop of Canterbury.
Archbishop Welby has said that he would not consecrate any bishop unless they had
completed safeguarding training at the appropriate level.264 As far as safeguarding is
concerned, “the buck stops with the diocesan bishop”.265

Lay ministers and volunteers
77. Lay ministers – readers and licensed lay workers – are recruited within dioceses by a
Diocesan Reader Board, in accordance with Reader Selection in the Church of England 2014
guidance. The Church’s Safer Recruitment guidance also applies to these appointments
and requires:
• references to be obtained, which must specifically comment on “an individual’s
suitability to work with vulnerable people”;
• candidates to submit a confidential declaration;
• interviews, including about the applicant’s values and attitude to working with children
or vulnerable adults; and
• a DBS check if the Church is minded to recommend the applicant. Lay ministers
working with children will require an enhanced DBS check with barring information
unless they are supervised or do not fulfil the frequency criteria.266
They are required to undergo C3 safeguarding training, which places them at the same level
as ordained clergy.267
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78. The Safer Recruitment guidance must also be followed for the appointment of volunteers
who may have contact with children, including churchwardens and members of the parochial
church council.268
78.1. Volunteers must provide a confidential declaration form and two references,
which should include commenting on the applicant’s experience of working with
children and any evidence that they would not be suitable to work with children.269
78.2. Volunteers must also undergo DBS checks before starting work and then every
five years.270
78.3. A person will be disqualified from the office of churchwarden or as a member
of the parochial church council if they are convicted of certain criminal offences or are
included on the DBS barred list.271 A diocesan bishop may waive disqualification for
conviction but must consult the DSA before doing so.272
79. The level of DBS check an individual requires depends on whether the work they will
be doing is legally defined as ‘regulated activity’ with children. The definition of regulated
activity does not always apply easily to the way that a church operates. In broad terms,
regulated activity includes:
• any form of teaching, training, instruction and caring for children if that activity is
unsupervised, or providing guidance on physical, educational or emotional well-being,
again if unsupervised; if supervised by someone who has a DBS check, then other
volunteers do not need to have such checks; and  
• work in a limited number of establishments – including schools, but not including
work done by supervised volunteers in those settings – which must be undertaken
frequently or on more than three days in any period of 30 days.
(There is no statutory definition of what is considered to be supervision.)
80. Susan Young, Director of the Public Protection Directorate at the Home Office (which
has partial policy responsibility for vetting and barring), explained that the intention was to
“scale it back to common sense levels”. She says that regulated activity will include activities
which provide “the highest levels of risk”. The Home Office states that regulated activity does
not include minimal or limited access to vulnerable groups.273
81. As a result, for example, the following volunteers may not be subject to a DBS check:
• adults in a choir with children if they are supervised by an adult with a DBS check;
• individuals working with children in cathedrals such as organists and choirmasters if
they are supervised; and
• those performing confirmations if supervised.
The Inquiry is aware of examples of such individuals being convicted of child sexual offences,
including Mark Mytton, Michael Walsh and Duncan Hanner.274
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270
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82. In deciding whether to obtain an enhanced DBS check, Church of England guidance
dated 2017 recommends that the DSA considers the following question:
“Does the role mean that the relevant individual either supervised/unsupervised on a
frequent/infrequent basis, trains, instructs, cares for or supervises children or provides
advice/guidance on physical, emotional or educational well-being to children?”275

Ongoing safeguarding training
83. The Safeguarding Training and Development Framework was introduced by the House
of Bishops in January 2016.276 Members of clergy and non-clergy office holders attend
regular safeguarding training every three years.277

Table 3: Church of England safeguarding training modules
Module

Who attends

Learning aims

How often

C0
(Basic
awareness)

Recommended* for anyone who
needs a basic level of awareness
of safeguarding.

Develop a basic
awareness of
safeguarding in
the context of the
Church and Christian
pastoral care.

Refreshed every three
years by a revised
C0 module.

Situate safeguarding
in the context of the
Church and equip
participants with
knowledge and skills
in knowing what,
when and how to
report concerns.

Must refresh every
three years through
a refresher module
known as C5.†

May include but not limited to
vergers, servers, welcomers,
caretakers, refreshment helpers,
shop staff, sidepersons, parochial
church council members, church
wardens, bell ringers, choir
members/music group members,
employees of the Diocesan
Boards of Education and Finance.
This course is a prerequisite for
attendance at any other core
training module.
C1
(Foundation)

Required for anyone who has
safeguarding responsibilities or
contact with children, young
people and/or adults who may
be vulnerable.
Including but not limited
to: safeguarding officers,
safeguarding lead on PCC, church
wardens, readers in training,
ordinands prior to placement,
spiritual directors, pastoral
visitors, bishops visitors, helpers
at activities, servers, church
administrative staff, members of
religious communities who are
in active ministry and work with
vulnerable groups.

Completing C1 and
C2 gives an equivalent
level of training to C3.
The difference is the
content and focus of
the case studies.
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Module

Who attends

Learning aims

How often

C2
(Leadership)

Required for anyone who
has safeguarding leadership
responsibilities or responsibilities
for leading activities involving
children, young people and/or
adults who may be vulnerable.

Equip parish officers
to embed healthy
parish safeguarding
practice.

Must refresh every
three years through
a refresher module
known as C5.

To explore the
roles and personal
vulnerabilities of
parish officers
in implementing
parish safeguarding
procedures and
responding to serious
situations.

Completing C1 and
C2 gives an equivalent
level of training to C3.
The difference is the
content and focus of
the case studies.

Equip incumbents,
licensed and
authorised ministers
to embed healthy
parish safeguarding
practice and respond
well to safeguarding
situations.

Must refresh every
three years through
a refresher module
known as C5.

Including but not limited
to safeguarding officers,
safeguarding lead on PCC,
church wardens, youth and
children’s pastors, bishops
visitors, directors of music, bell
tower captains, home visitors,
ordinands prior to leaving TEI,
safeguarding leads in religious
communities, choir leaders.
C3
Required for all those holding
(Clergy and
a license, commission,
Lay ministers) authorisation, permission
to officiate from a Bishop –
ordained and lay.
Including but not limited to:
all clergy holding a licence or
licensed/authorised lay ministers
and readers.
For those holding PTO, the
Bishop granting permission
should determine the level of
training required in consultation
with the Diocesan Safeguarding
Adviser; for those whose ministry
will be active C3 is the required
module, for those for whom
PTO will rarely be used it may
be more practicable for C1 to be
completed.

C0 is mandatory for those who are required to complete further safeguarding training core modules. However, it is
recommended for anyone in the church, including those who are not in any form of ministry or church officer role.
†
C5 refresher will be mandatory for those required to do C1, C2 and C3. This module has yet to be developed.
Source: ACE025773_044-046
*

84. Safeguarding training is organised in dioceses. It is delivered by qualified trainers
engaged by the dioceses.278 Between January 2016 and March 2019, both clergy and
volunteers attended training:279
• 69,000 people completed basic training (C0);
• 68,000 people completed foundation training (C1);
• 16,178 people completed the leadership module (C2); and
• 1,600 people completed the senior leadership module (C4).

278
279
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While these are significant numbers for this three-year period, there remain 56,000 people
who need to complete the foundation stage of training.280
85. In 2017, data returned by the dioceses showed that 73 percent of licensed clergy and
63 percent of readers had up-to-date safeguarding training compared to 62 percent and 50
percent respectively in 2015. Sixty-one percent of clergy with permission to officiate had
up-to-date safeguarding training in 2017, compared with 33 percent in 2015.281
86. In her 2018 report, Dr Stobart concluded that the framework was “neither interpreted nor
implemented consistently” across dioceses, cathedrals and other Church bodies.282 She noted
that participants in some dioceses considered that the framework was “too ambitious” while
others were of the view that it was a necessary part of standardising safeguarding across the
Church.283 As set out in Dr Stobart’s report, some participants said that they were:
“a long way from seeing a Church where men and women are equal, where there is less
deference to those in power and where everyone’s voice is heard and respected equally.
Participants felt that until some of these changes are ingrained, safeguarding will remain
on the periphery.”284
87. Church officers who attended training felt that they had a good understanding of their
safeguarding duties.285 As a result, Dr Stobart made five recommendations, including that:286
• a process should be introduced to enable diocesan safeguarding trainers to report to
their local bishop any member of clergy who attends training and “does not engage”;
• clarity is required about whether formal training arrangements should always exist
between a diocese and cathedral, TEIs and religious communities; and
• the Church must decide whether there should be stronger central guidance and
oversight of safeguarding.
The NST has already initiated a number of actions in response, including publishing a revised
version of the framework in 2019. This included guidance on how to monitor attendance
and engagement with training. New modules focusing on the seal of the confessional and
grooming will be introduced.287 The Church has also revised its senior leadership training.288
In February 2020, it produced a new draft plan for the future development of safeguarding
training.289
88. Since 2010, clergy on ‘Common Tenure’ have been required to have ministerial
development reviews (MDRs) annually or at least every two years.290 Usually the diocesan
bishop will conduct the MDRs of senior colleagues and delegate the remainder. Feedback is
provided by parishioners and others within the diocese on any issue they deem significant,
although it is not sought expressly about safeguarding.291 Within the Church, MDRs are
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282
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about spiritual reflection and formation, rather than performance.292 As the Church has now
provided safeguarding training to a large proportion of clergy, Archbishop Welby told us that
there is a better baseline against which conversations can be held, in ministerial development
reviews or otherwise, about the degree to which leaders, clergy and others are acting
appropriately in safeguarding.293
89. There is also regular and compulsory safeguarding training (C4) for bishops, introduced
in 2016, which was revised and updated in 2019.294 A modular training course was also
introduced in 2019 for all safeguarding leads (for dioceses, and for cathedrals and other
institutions) to be provided with standardised risk assessment training and to introduce a
new national standard risks analysis.295
90. Volunteers are not required to complete any training prior to appointment but must
attend training after they start and the modules required will be dictated by their role.296
The Church considers it is good practice, though not compulsory, to have regular reviews
and supervision for volunteers, so that they feel supported and issues can be discussed and
dealt with.297

Permission to officiate and the National Clergy Register
91. In the Chichester/Peter Ball Investigation Report, we concluded that “The system for
granting permission to officiate (PTO) did not have sufficient regard to safeguarding”.298
92. The Church of England intends to introduce a publicly accessible national register of
clergy who hold office, have a licence from the bishop or have permission to officiate. It
will identify an individual’s current and past posts, their licence or PTO, and safeguarding
training, as well as confirmation that they hold a valid DBS certificate.299 To do so, the
Church will produce regulations requiring diocesan bishops to inform the Archbishops’
Council of those acting as clergy and other ministers within their diocese. It is anticipated
that this regulation will go before Synod for approval before March 2021.300

B.1.5: Reviews of safeguarding practice
93. There have been a number of reviews of the Church of England’s safeguarding practice
since 2007.

Past Cases Review
94. During the mid to late 2000s, a number of clergy and Church officials were prosecuted
for child sexual abuse offences. In the course of the high-profile criminal trials, it became
clear that the Church had often failed to act or to act appropriately in response to
allegations.
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The Past Cases Review 2007–2009
95. These events led to the establishment of a Past Cases Review (PCR) working group in
2007. The PCR was intended to:
“ensure that in every case, the current risk, if any, is identified, and appropriate plans are
made to manage the identified risk to children and young people and take any action
necessary in the light of current statutory and other best practice guidance”.301
96. The PCR involved an examination of a ‘Known Cases List’ by a “suitably qualified”
independent reviewer (appointed by each diocese). A list was prepared in each diocese,
based on a proforma, of all cases “involving any clergy, employees, readers and licensed lay
workers or volunteers in the Church about whom information of concern exists”.302 The reviewer
also scrutinised the personnel files of clergy (known as blue files) and employees in contact
with children.303 Any safeguarding issues were referred to the Diocesan Child Protection
Management Group, which prepared a report for the diocesan bishop.304 A copy of each
diocesan report, together with an anonymised version of the Known Cases List and a
statistical report, were sent to the national safeguarding adviser.
97. The PCR was completed in 2009, and was described by the Church as “the most
comprehensive of its type”.305 More than 40,000 files were reviewed, but only 13 cases were
identified as requiring formal action, of which 11 were referred to statutory agencies. In
the other two cases, the independent reviewers deemed that formal disciplinary action by
the Church was appropriate.306 As Lord Williams (Archbishop of Canterbury at the time of
the review) stated, it “gave the Church a clearer bill of health than was really appropriate” and
failed to “look carefully enough at how those making allegations of abuse were understood and
treated”.307

Independent scrutiny of the Past Cases Review 2016–2018
98. In 2016, the Church commissioned an independent scrutiny team of safeguarding
experts (led by Sir Roger Singleton, a safeguarding specialist308) to review the process
and content of the PCR and to assess the extent to which it was conducted effectively in
each diocese.
99. The team’s 2018 report summarised the PCR as “A Curate’s Egg”,309 ie “a thing that is
partly good and partly bad”.310 While it was “a thoughtful and well-intentioned piece of work”,
the team concluded that the PCR was “essentially a retrospective desk review with a number of
flaws and limitations”.311 It identified a number of inadequacies, including:
ACE024730_003
ACE025937_006; ACE024730_003. Diocesan bishops also contacted key personnel to obtain any relevant information
which may not have been recorded (ANG000327_009).
303
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• “a lack of clarity about which roles were included within the scope”, for example whether
parish employees and volunteers were within the scope of the PCR;312
• there were some difficulties “in locating files” within dioceses and those reviewing the
files “commented adversely on the quality of case recording”;313
• little, if any, work was undertaken with victims and survivors during and after the
review, which “had a constraining impact on the value of the initiative … by not including
them, their views were absent from the review and perhaps particularly from the lessons
learned”;314 and
• there were “considerable inconsistencies” in the completion of the statistical returns
by dioceses; for example, some were only partially completed. The form was only
available after many dioceses had begun or almost completed their reviews, and was
itself confusing, while the accompanying instructions contained ambiguities.315
The Church’s oversight was limited to responding to questions and seeking reports,
with little interrogation of what had been found and whether it looked accurate or
comprehensive. Its reporting of the PCR also “failed to reflect the true extent of the issues
which needed to be addressed”, which could “expose the Church to the accusation that it did not
report the full picture”.316
100. The team made a number of recommendations, including:
• All dioceses should conduct an independent review of any files not included in the
PCR, with the DSA dealing with any concerns as if they were new referrals.
• Dioceses should check with every parish that all safeguarding concerns about the
behaviour of any parish employee or volunteer towards children have been notified
to the DSA.
• All dioceses should focus on maintaining improvements in record-keeping, file
maintenance and cross-referencing of safeguarding issues.
• An “updated version” of the PCR should be conducted in the dioceses of Ely, Lichfield,
Rochester, Salisbury, Sheffield, Winchester, and Sodor and Man given “the absence of
evidence that the Past Cases Review had been carried out competently in these dioceses”.317
• The NST and diocesan safeguarding teams should prioritise their plans to improve the
Church’s response to victims and survivors.
These recommendations were intended to help protect children from persons of previously
unidentified or unmanaged risk, and to improve the Church’s response to the needs of
victims and survivors.318
101. The NSSG agreed in April 2018 that a further review – Past Cases Review: Part Two
(PCR-2) – would take place covering 2007 to the present day.319
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Past Cases Review: Part Two (PCR-2)
102. PCR-2 is expected to be completed in 2022. A project management board was
established in July 2018.320 By the end of the PCR-2 process, it is intended that:
“any file that could contain information regarding a concern, allegation or conviction
in relation to abuse by a living member of the clergy or church officer (whether still in
that position or not) will have been identified, read and analysed by an independent
safeguarding professional”.321
As a result, its objectives include:
• identifying all cases of concern relating to clergy or church officers causing harm to
children or adults (including where domestic abuse is alleged) and ensuring they have
been independently reviewed;
• ensuring that all identifiable safeguarding concerns relating to living clergy or church
officers have been referred to the DSAs;
• ensuring any allegation made since the original PCR took place have been handled
appropriately and proportionately to the level of risk identified and that the support
needs of survivors have been considered; and
• ensuring that cases meeting the relevant thresholds have been referred to statutory
agencies and that all cases have been managed in line with current safeguarding
practice guidance.322
103. An overview report regarding the outcome of PCR-2, including recommendations and
proposals for practice improvement where necessary, will be submitted to the NSSG and to
this Inquiry.323 Dioceses will complete their work on PCR-2 in 2021, and the final overview
report is expected to be published within one year of completion.324

Audits
104. Following a consultation with bishops, senior staff and DSAs, the NST sought the
approval of the House of Bishops for a quality assurance package to be applied throughout
the Church of England.325 It comprised:
• an annual safeguarding data return by each diocese to be collated by the Church;
• a safeguarding self-audit by each diocese;
• parish self-audits;
• peer reviews of the work of individual dioceses; and
• an independent safeguarding audit of each diocese every five years.

It is chaired by Bishop Mark Sowerby (Deputy Lead Bishop on Safeguarding) and includes clergy, lay people, an
independent domestic and sexual violence adviser, an associate with experience of the PCR, a consultant psychologist and a
survivor of abuse (ACE026748_002).
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Independent safeguarding audits: dioceses
105. In May 2015, SCIE was commissioned by the Church to deliver a national programme
of diocesan safeguarding audits given “the differences in the quality of safeguarding policies and
processes across dioceses”.326 This is “the main means for externally monitoring compliance with
House of Bishops policy and guidance on safeguarding”.327
106. SCIE undertook 42 audits between 2016 and 2019, led by Mrs Carmi. Case records and
recruitment files were examined. Meetings were also held with key diocesan staff, clergy
and parish representatives to seek their individual perspectives. Three days were spent in
each diocese, which Mrs Carmi said enabled “a good understanding of the main strengths and
weaknesses of safeguarding practice in each diocese”.328
107. In April 2019, SCIE published its final overview report.329
107.1. Part One provided an overview of findings from the diocesan safeguarding
audits and set out considerations for further action by the Church. It reached two key
conclusions:
• There had been a “major improvement” between 2015 and 2018 in the Church’s
safeguarding resources, policies and safeguarding training courses. Those
developments were enabled by an increase in staffing levels and the extensive
revision of practice guidance, which now benefits from “increased clarity, less
duplication and more consistency than the procedures that have been replaced”. The
NST had strengthened consistency of practice by, for example, the introduction of
core groups and risk assessment training.330
• However, there were a series of “systemic underlying vulnerabilities”331arising from
the organisation, structure and management of safeguarding. Diocesan bishops
were largely autonomous so could overrule the decisions of their advisers.
As a result, safeguarding “remains locally managed and led by those without any
requirement to have safeguarding knowledge and expertise”.332
107.2. Part Two presented the results of a confidential survey designed by SCIE in
consultation with the survivor support organisation MACSAS (Minister and Clergy
Sexual Abuse Survivors).333 It analysed 58 survey submissions from victims and
survivors,334 the overwhelming majority of whom were dissatisfied with the Church’s
response to their disclosures of abuse, in terms of both timeliness and quality.335 The
issues included:336
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• the importance of telling difficult stories about abusers and abuse during
safeguarding training;
• recognising the contributions of survivors in public narratives about the
safeguarding journey of the Church;
• positive senior role models being seen to hold their hands up to having
got it wrong;
• recognising the need for long-term support; and
• taking a person-centred approach in safeguarding policy and practice, and keeping
the victim at the heart of the Church response.
108. SCIE audits do not include recommendations, as SCIE sees its role as being to “shed
light on the nature of the systemic vulnerabilities”, identifying improvements and providing an
understanding of the nature of the problems.337 The final overview report therefore posed
a series of questions intended to help the Church decide how to address its findings and to
allow the Church to “engage survivors of abuse and others in what the best solutions might be,
and generate ownership within the Church of the strategies and actions agreed”.338 The issues
raised concerned:
• Leadership and culture: SCIE reflected the view of survivors that the Church does not
attach adequate value to the contributions of survivors. It often reacts defensively
when presented with evidence of its safeguarding failures, which inhibits the growth of
an open and transparent learning environment.339
• Church processes for the management of allegations: Survivors told SCIE that
processes do not currently support a “person-centred approach”. Recent revisions to
policy and guidance do not yet constitute “a strong golden thread about keeping the
person who has come forward at the heart of everything”.340
• The term ‘practice guidance’: Survivors considered that using this as an umbrella
term to cover policy, procedures and guidance leads to confusion for the reader. It
is “inadvertently encouraging inconsistency, as guidance suggests advice as opposed to
procedures that must be followed”.341
109. SCIE concluded that there remained a key role for bishops in “the spiritual or theological
leadership” of safeguarding in dioceses on matters specifically linked to faith. In the view
of Dr Sheila Fish (Head of Learning Together at SCIE), clergy should not play “any role at
all” in the operational management of safeguarding.342 However, senior leaders within
dioceses also have a role to play in terms of strategic leadership on safeguarding, although
safeguarding expertise will be needed, such as through a requirement for the DSA to report
into that group.
110. A further round of independent safeguarding audits will be undertaken from 2021, as
agreed by the House of Bishops in December 2016.343
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Independent safeguarding audits: cathedrals
111. In December 2016, the House of Bishops agreed to extend the independent
safeguarding audits to cathedrals. The cathedral safeguarding audit programme began in
October 2018. Of the Church’s 42 cathedrals, as of April 2020, 24 have been audited or have
an audit in progress.344 Dean Lake described the audits as “comprehensive, covering a range
of activities and arrangements within the life of the cathedral”.345 They included casework and
information-sharing, training, recruitment and the application of safeguarding policies.
112. From the audits completed by SCIE, Dr Fish identified three overarching challenges for
all cathedrals.
112.1. The dean and chapter are responsible for all three strands of leadership:
strategic, operational and theological. This means that they are “often wearing different
hats at different times”.346
112.2. Cathedrals have a largely volunteer workforce. Key safeguarding roles are likely
to be filled by volunteers rather than Church employees. This “creates the need for very
good links and communication with the professional safeguarding role situated in the linked
dioceses”.347
112.3. Cathedrals are places, rather than networks. They may have “particular challenges
about managing the boundary between pastoral care and safeguarding, and referring to
external agencies where necessary”.348

Internal safeguarding self-assessments for dioceses
113. In December 2016, the House of Bishops agreed that each diocese must complete an
annual safeguarding self-assessment administered by the NST. The self-assessments included
questions about safeguarding arrangements, recruitment, training and record-keeping in
the diocese in the previous year.349 Its purpose was to enable the DSA and senior leadership
team “to assess diocesan safeguarding arrangements against national government and church
guidance expectations, identify areas of good practice and areas that need further work”.350
114. The NSSG considered the results in July 2018, together with an analysis of the
safeguarding position in the dioceses in 2015 and 2016. It concluded that an “urgent deep
dive file review” should be undertaken in a sample of dioceses, to further explore the key
issues that were identified in the self-assessments, including:
• a variation across dioceses in the use of risk assessments and safeguarding
agreements;
• a significant disparity between dioceses in recorded numbers of reporting cases to
statutory authorities; and
• a limited use of disciplinary action in safeguarding cases and referrals to the DBS.351
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115. To determine the current state of safeguarding in the Church, an extensive report on
data arising from annual diocesan self-assessments of safeguarding activity in 2015, 2016
and 2017 was then considered by the NSSG in April 2019.352 As at 2018, the key findings
included:353
• 38 of 42 dioceses had Diocesan Safeguarding Advisory Panels, which were compliant
with the House of Bishops’ safeguarding guidance. All panels included senior clergy
representatives.
• 33 of 42 dioceses had formal safeguarding arrangements in place with their cathedrals.
• 41 of 42 dioceses employed a DSA, of which 15 were from social work backgrounds,
9 from police backgrounds and the remaining from professional disciplines including
probation and health.
• 34 of 42 dioceses had protocols in place to enable routine engagement between the
DSA and the diocesan bishop.
• DSAs in all dioceses had access to clergy personnel files.
• Less than one third of dioceses had information-sharing agreements in place with key
statutory agencies.
• 39 of 42 dioceses had arrangements in place to monitor safeguarding in parishes.
116. The NST recommended to the NSSG that ‘deep-dive’ audits are undertaken with
sample dioceses in respect of the following areas:354
• safeguarding concerns and allegations reported to the dioceses;
• reporting of safeguarding concerns and allegations by dioceses to statutory partners;
• completion of standard risk assessments and use of safeguarding agreements;
• use of disciplinary processes such as the CDM; and
• reporting to the DBS.

Monitoring of safeguarding in parishes
117. Each diocese has an archdeaconry, presided over by one or more archdeacons who
assist the diocesan bishop and ensure that the duties of church officers are performed
diligently. Their safeguarding responsibilities, set out in the Key Roles Guidance 2017, include
“working with the DSA to assist in monitoring good safeguarding practice in parishes”.355
118. This is achieved by yearly visitations by the archdeacon to each parish.356
Churchwardens in each parish, its principal lay representatives, are responsible for
completing the archdeacon’s Articles of Enquiry, a list of questions sent to the parish prior to
each visitation to assess the implementation of diocesan policy in parishes.357
119. As set out in its Final Overview Report, SCIE found that while archdeacons are aware
of their responsibility to monitor safeguarding in the parishes, there are inconsistencies
amongst dioceses in how this task is carried out.358
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119.1. In the Diocese of York, for example, Articles of Enquiry “are used but not always
every year” and “safeguarding is not always in the Articles”.359
119.2. In the Diocese of Coventry, the Articles include safeguarding questions but “the
questions asked do not judge the depth of understanding of what is required, or the exact
level of compliance”.360
119.3. Archdeacons in the Diocese of Manchester conduct visitations only once every
five years, which were described as “a useful if infrequent check on parish safeguarding
arrangements”.361
120. There is no national standard for the means by which dioceses monitor the state of
safeguarding within parishes. Several dioceses are developing their own processes, which
include independent case reviews and case peer review between neighbouring DSAs.
120.1. The Diocese of Worcester has collected parish-level data by questionnaire since
2003.362 In 2016, it introduced a parish self-audit (known as the Parish Toolkit) which
requires each parish to self-assess, including in relation to safer recruitment, adoption
of policies and the role of the parish safeguarding officer. It also seeks numerical data
about allegations and safeguarding agreements. SCIE commented that the Parish Toolkit
provides “a wealth of information about safeguarding at the grassroots level”.363
120.2. Parish Safeguarding Dashboards were initially developed in the Dioceses of
Canterbury and Coventry, and are now used in 10 dioceses across the East and West
Midlands region.364 The dashboards “show the status of safeguarding in the parish at a
glance, through the use of simple checkpoints that reflect the requirements of national policy
and practice guidance”.365
120.3. The Simple Quality Protects process, used by the Diocese of Chichester in each
of its parishes, is an online tool for community organisations to demonstrate compliance
with certain standards. SCIE considered that the process “has the potential to provide
a systemic and detailed picture of safeguarding in the parishes, and identify where effort is
needed in terms of training, parochial safeguarding policies and other measures”. It could
be improved by prompting parishes to require safeguarding agreements for convicted
perpetrators and any individual about whom there may be safeguarding concerns.366
120.4. In 2019, all parishes in the Diocese of York received a parish safeguarding audit
on a number of key safeguarding areas to demonstrate compliance with the House
of Bishops’ practice guidance. Where parishes were not compliant, they were asked
to provide action plans to address any deficiencies. Subsequently, each parish was
provided with feedback and recommendations for learning and improvement.367
120.5. In addition, some dioceses, parishes and cathedrals have commissioned external
auditors and reviews on an ad hoc basis. For example, ThirtyOne:Eight (an independent
safeguarding charity that works predominantly with Christian organisations to provide
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training courses, policy advice and consultancy assignments for complex safeguarding
issues368) has undertaken 41 separate pieces of commissioned work across the Church
of England since January 2018.369

Samples of recent safeguarding casework
121. As referred to in the Chichester/Peter Ball Investigation Report, there is often a
difference between safeguarding policy and safeguarding practice in the Church of England.
In 2019, the Inquiry commissioned an expert analysis of case files to assess how safeguarding
is managed in practice by the Church. This analysis was conducted by Mrs Carmi.370

Methodology
122. Mrs Carmi was instructed to review case files from four dioceses in the Church of
England, chosen to represent varying geographic locations and sizes. These were:
• the Diocese of London;
• the Diocese of Sheffield;
• the Diocese of Worcester; and
• the Diocese of York.
To ensure a representative sample, the Inquiry obtained a full list of all safeguarding
casework undertaken by the dioceses between April 2017 and April 2018. Four cases were
then selected from each diocese for analysis, in order to provide a recent ‘snapshot’ of
various aspects of safeguarding in practice.
123. Mrs Carmi’s review was based on a desktop audit of the dioceses’ written safeguarding
records, with reference to the relevant Church guidance that was in place at that time.371 Her
report sets out her expert opinion on the quality of this guidance, the extent to which it was
followed by dioceses and the adequacy of the steps taken by each diocese in response to the
sample cases. The report also notes that she was not able to speak to victims and survivors
or those engaged with the safeguarding processes.
124. Detailed summaries of all sample cases can be found in Annex 3 of this report. For ease
of reference, the individual cases are identified by initials only. For example, ‘L1’ is used to
refer to the first sample case from the Diocese of London.

Summary of findings
125. Based on the 16 sample cases and drawing on her expertise, Mrs Carmi made a
number of observations about the Church’s response to allegations of child sexual abuse.
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370
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safeguarding audits on behalf of SCIE between 2016 and 2019 discussed above. She was assisted by Ms Lucy Erber, an
independent safeguarding consultant who has previously undertaken safeguarding reviews for both children and adults, along
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125.1. The Church must distinguish between safeguarding and disciplinary
investigations. Disciplinary investigations are separate from risk assessments, although
disciplinary conclusions may contribute to the risk assessment.372 Mrs Carmi thought
that many cases that require a disciplinary investigation will also require an assessment
of the risk to children or other vulnerable people.
125.2. Mrs Carmi thought that allegations against church officers receive a “more
thorough response”.373 Church safeguarding policy requires a core group (from the
diocesan team and the parish) to be convened where safeguarding allegations are made
against church officers, as defined by Church of England policy.374 A core group was not
convened in two cases sampled because neither individual fell within the definition of
a ‘church officer’ but both were involved in children’s activities on behalf of the Church
(one in a paid capacity and the other as a volunteer). Mrs Carmi concluded that the
Church’s response should focus on the individual circumstances of each case, including
the level of risk, rather than on the role of the individual.375 Mr Tilby agreed that
additional guidance may be useful.376
125.3. Clergy in parishes receive disclosures from perpetrators, complainants, victims
and survivors. They are also responsible for managing the risk posed by perpetrators
who worship within their parish. Safeguarding for parish priests, however, is only one
aspect of their roles. For example, we heard from a parish priest of 34 years’ experience
who had only dealt with one safeguarding case.377 In these circumstances, Mrs Carmi
emphasised that it is crucial that a DSA’s safeguarding advice is followed. Where a DSA
proposes a risk assessment, there should be a risk assessment. A member of the clergy
should not attempt to delay or obstruct good safeguarding practice, or to put pressure
on the DSA to adopt a position contrary to national guidance. In Mrs Carmi’s view, this
was closely linked to “the way the Church of England is structured and the limited options
available to DSAs to enforce safe practice on individual incumbents”.378
125.4. Where the advice of a DSA is not followed, Mrs Carmi said he or she will require
“more effective support”, including the use of disciplinary processes should individuals
attempt to hinder the implementation of safe practice.379 The Archbishops’ Council
accepted that further work is required on the Church’s capability processes.380
125.5. In Mrs Carmi’s view, the PSOs were “largely invisible” in the sample cases.381 She
thought that PSOs should be given a larger role, with more responsibility (for example
monitoring safeguarding agreements), despite the PSO being in a voluntary role,
because this would ease the burdens on parish priests who often try to provide support
for both alleged perpetrators and complainants. This would require more knowledge on
their part and more direct communication with the DSA.
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125.6. The Church’s risk assessment templates focus on the management of risk, rather
than the assessment of risk. In three sample cases in Sheffield, this led to “an identical
plan being made in all cases” without first exploring the specific risk-level posed by an
individual and to whom.382 The Church has now introduced a new national standard risk
analysis assessment template alongside a modular risk assessment training course, risklevel guidance and a safeguarding agreement template.383
125.7. There were varying levels of success in obtaining “relevant history and risk
assessments from statutory agencies that have been involved”.384 The refusal to share
information presented an obstacle to effective safeguarding. Diocesan safeguarding
teams require good information-sharing channels with local authorities, probation
services and the police.
125.8. Complete case logs should be maintained, recording actions and reasons.385
In Mrs Carmi’s view, the record-keeping in the Diocese of Worcester cases was “very,
very good”.386
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B.2: Reporting abuse within the Church of England
B.2.1: Introduction
1. The Chichester/Peter Ball Investigation Report identified a wide range of deficiencies in
the Church’s engagement with victims and survivors and its behaviour towards them.
1.1. Responses to disclosures of sexual abuse did not demonstrate the necessary
level of urgency, nor an appreciation of the seriousness of allegations. In particular, the
significance of non-recent sexual abuse allegations was overlooked. This was often due
to a failure to understand that the passage of time had not erased the risk posed by the
offender and a lack of understanding about the lifelong effects of abuse on the victim.
1.2. Many allegations were retained internally by the Church, rather than being
immediately reported to external authorities.
1.3. Many who reported sexual abuse were ignored or actively disbelieved by the
Church. They were provided with little or no pastoral support or counselling, while their
perpetrators enjoyed assistance from those in senior positions of authority.387
During the third public hearing, the Inquiry considered these issues in the context of the
Church of England as a whole.
2. Ms Jo Kind, a survivor of sexual abuse perpetrated by the clergy and a member of
MACSAS (Minister and Clergy Sexual Abuse Survivors), told us that victims and survivors
continue to face “vilification and judgement in the way they are treated, both by Church officers
and by the congregations where abuse has been alleged”.388 She said that in the experience
of MACSAS, the Church’s responses to clergy sexual abuse reports are “in almost every
case inadequate and suffer from lack of consistency, lack of training and education, lack of
independence and in many cases blanking and hostility towards complainants”.389
3. Archbishop Justin Welby expressed “sincere sorrow” that the Church of England “has failed
to properly assist survivors of sexual abuse” and said that it is his “absolute priority to continue to
try and get this right”.390

B.2.2: Internal reporting and investigation
Table 1: Safeguarding concerns or allegations regarding child sexual abuse
2015

2016

2017

2018

1,052

1,342

1,257

1,209

Number of above related to sexual abuse

578

838

668

607

Number of above related to sexual abuse
by church officers

493

537

457

210

Percentage reported to statutory
authorities

34%

32%

32%

33%

Total number of safeguarding concerns
about children

Sources: ACE027643_075-080 and ACE027812

Anglican Church Case Studies: Chichester/Peter Ball Investigation Report Part D
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4. The Church’s internal procedures for responding to allegations are set out in separate
practice guidance, one for church officers and another for volunteers.
If there is immediate
danger or someone
requires immediate
medical attention,
call Emergency
Services – 999

Safeguarding concern or allegation
relating to a Church Officer is received

Report to Diocesan Safeguarding Adviser within
24 hours of receiving the concern or allegation

Yes

Statutory
Authorities within
24 hours – Police,
Social Care and
LADO where
applicable
Or
Internal Church
investigation

Does the safeguarding concern or allegation
relate to a Church Officer who is ordained, licensed,
authorised, commissioned or holding permission
to officiate?

Relevant
Church Roles

National
Safeguarding
Team

Statutory
Authorities within
24 hours – Police,
Social Care and
LADO where
applicable
Or
Internal Church
investigation

No

Relevant
Church Roles

Convene Initial Group within 48 hours

The process for responding to safeguarding concerns relating to church officers
Source: Based on Responding to, Assessing and Managing Safeguarding Concerns or Allegations against Church Officers (October
2017) ACE025256_024
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Follow House of Bishops guidance

CONCERN/ALLEGATION
You suspect or witness abuse, someone discloses information about
a safeguarding concern or allegation

EMERGENCY – Immediate
If child is in immediate danger,
call the police immediately
Ring 999

– Within 24 hours
• Record and report to the nominated
safeguarding oﬃcer
• Agree who will inform the DSA

Record and Report all information to the
nominated safeguarding oﬃcers and DSA

Report and discuss with the DSA
within 24 hours

The DSA will provide advice and guidance

No longer have concerns

Still have concerns

Record and inform local church oﬃcers of
no further action/church support offer

Agree who will refer to children’s social care
and/or police (if a crime has been committed)

Refer to children’s social care and/or police
within 24 hours

Share information and follow advice
of children’s social care and/or police.
Keep DSA updated

OUTCOME
No further
action

Child in need/early help
assessment

Child protection
conference

Criminal
prosecution

RECORDING
Ensure accurate record made of actions taken and of the outcome. Place on case ﬁle

SUPPORT
Remember that the safety and welfare of the child takes precedence over all other concerns

The process for responding to safeguarding concerns relating to volunteers
Source: Based on Responding to Safeguarding Concerns (2018) ACE026719_013
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5. Both policies require that, within 24 hours of receipt, a safeguarding concern or allegation
against a church officer or volunteer must be reported to the diocesan safeguarding adviser
(DSA). The DSA will then conduct an initial review to determine whether the threshold has
been met for referral to external statutory agencies.391 The efficacy of the DSA’s response is
dependent upon being given appropriate information in a timely manner.
6. If statutory agency involvement is not required but a safeguarding issue is identified,
the Church will conduct an internal investigation. This will assess the level of risk posed
by the alleged perpetrator and establish his or her suitability to fulfil a Church role.392 It is
undertaken through the Church’s core group process, which was established in June 2015.393
Its function is to:
“oversee and manage the response to a safeguarding concern or allegation in line with
House of Bishops’ policy and practice guidance, ensuring that the rights of the victim/
survivor and the respondent to a fair and thorough investigation can be preserved”.394
7. Within 48 hours of receiving a relevant concern or allegation, the DSA must convene a
core group. Members may include church officers from the parish or cathedral, diocesan
officers and national bodies officers.395 The diocesan bishop and the archbishop are excluded
as members of the core group, in order not to compromise potential decisions about
disciplinary matters.396
8. Consideration should always be given to suspension of a church officer for the duration of
any investigation.
“It should be emphasised suspension is an entirely neutral act and is a precautionary to
ensure cases can be investigated in a dispassionate manner and to protect all parties
involved.”397
Members of clergy can be suspended after arrest, complaint or where the bishop is satisfied
on the basis of information from a local authority that the member of clergy presents a
significant risk of harm.398
9. If there are ongoing statutory investigations, the core group will be “informed by the
recommendations from the statutory agencies”.399
10. Where there is no statutory agency involvement, the core group identifies lines of
enquiry to be followed by the DSA, who produces an investigation report.400 The core group
makes an assessment of the facts, in light of the DSA’s report, and decides whether “there is
a case to answer, the case is unsubstantiated … or the case is manifestly false or unfounded”.401
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11. Where there is evidence of ongoing safeguarding concerns, a risk assessment will be
undertaken to inform the contents of a safeguarding agreement. For clergy, the core group
should consider whether to recommend disciplinary action to the bishop.402
12. The core group process has led to improvements across dioceses in safeguarding
decision-making, as Archbishop John Sentamu agreed.403 In its Final Overview Report
published April 2019, the Social Care Institute for Excellence (SCIE) described it as “a helpful
process in managing responses”.404 However, SCIE identified that there have sometimes been
delays in convening groups.
13. In addition, SCIE found that core groups were not always convened across the Church,
due to uncertainty amongst some as to what constitutes a church officer.405 Mrs Edina Carmi
agreed that the Church of England’s policy lacked clarity about who is a church officer and,
as a result, the response of the Church can be inconsistent from diocese to diocese.406
14. In one case, she praised the decision of the DSA to take a broad interpretation of church
officer407 and to focus on what a child may think: “would a child look at an individual and
think that they were part of the church and, therefore, might they assume that the individual
was ‘safe’”.408 The national safeguarding adviser, Mr Graham Tilby, agreed that this was a
good approach to the question of who is a church officer.409 In its closing submissions to
the Inquiry, the Church accepted that if there is any doubt as to whether or not someone is
carrying out the role of a church officer, a core group should generally be convened and that
the guidance should make this clear.410

B.2.3: External reporting
Policy and practice guidance
15. Responding to, Assessing and Managing Safeguarding Concerns or Allegations Against Church
Officers, produced by the House of Bishops, makes it clear that the Church should engage
closely with statutory agencies. Where the DSA has been notified of a safeguarding concern
or allegation against a church officer or volunteer and finds that the requirement for external
referral has been reached, he or she must inform the relevant authorities within 24 hours of
receipt.411
16. In 2017, only 28 percent of safeguarding concerns or allegations relating to the sexual
abuse of children were reported to statutory agencies. Mr Tilby told us there could be
various explanations for this. For example, reports received by dioceses might not reach
the threshold for referral to statutory agencies, but instead “lead to advice or signposting
assistance being given or a record kept of the concern without the need for action”.412
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17. A failure to make prompt referrals can permit perpetrators of child sexual abuse to evade
justice for many years, as shown by the Timothy Storey case (see the Pen Portraits above).

B.2.4: Provision of counselling and pastoral support
18. In 2001, the Church’s practice guidance Responding Well to Those Who Have Been
Sexually Abused introduced the requirement for each diocese to appoint an ‘authorised
listener’. This individual supports those who have disclosed abuse from within the Church
community, by providing a “listening ear … to talk about their experiences”.413
19. The importance of this role was reiterated in Responding to, Assessing and Managing
Safeguarding Concerns or Allegations Against Church Officers (2017). It states that a “support
person” should be offered to all victims and survivors. This individual may be an ‘authorised
listener’, whose duties include liaising with statutory agencies and identifying the victim’s
therapeutic needs.414
20. By 2017, although the Church had appointed approximately 100 authorised listeners,
the role was utilised by only 32 dioceses.415 The SCIE audits also found that authorised
listeners are “not universally accepted as desirable”.416 For many victims of sexual abuse by the
clergy, a discussion of their experiences with a member of the Church is “the last thing they
will want”.417
21. The DSA should ensure that “the needs of the victim/survivor are fully recognised and
acknowledged throughout the safeguarding process”.418 While the Archbishops’ Council
considers that offering counselling services on an unlimited basis would not be “realistic or
appropriate”, it acknowledges that there is “much work to be done in improving its relationships
with victims and survivors of abuse”.419 It believes that a greater level of consistency “is key
to building the trust and confidence of survivors”, as this would enable them to have clear
expectations of the support they should expect to receive. SCIE suggested that the National
Safeguarding Team should consider whether additional local arrangements are appropriate,
depending on the individual context of each case.420
22. Victims and survivors have varying needs; they may require counselling, pastoral
support, or both. Continuing and persistent concerns remain about the provision of
counselling and separately pastoral support to victims and survivors.
22.1. As set out in Part Two of its final overview report (published April 2019), the
participants in SCIE’s survey were “overwhelmingly unsatisfied” with the timeliness and
quality of the Church’s response.421 According to some survivors with whom Mr Justin
Humphreys of ThirtyOne:Eight (an independent safeguarding charity which works
predominantly with Christian organisations) had spoken, the supply of support is “not
quick enough; it doesn’t go as far as it needs to go”.422
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22.2. Independent audits of diocesan safeguarding arrangements, conducted by SCIE,
identified inconsistencies amongst dioceses in their provision of support services.
There were differences both in the types of support that were available to victims and
survivors, and the duration of that support.423
22.3. Counselling for victims and survivors is currently funded at a diocesan level. The
Church’s current practice guidance (in place since 2017) stipulates that provision of
funds for treatment costs should be:
“considered on a case to case basis … the duration of this funding cannot be open-ended
but should be discussed with the survivor and their therapist or counsellor”.424
This guidance appeared to be applied differently across the Church. This resulted
in “different services and resources in different dioceses”.425 Mr Humphreys described
discrepancies in pastoral support as “a real concern”.426 Bishop Alan Wilson stated that
caps for counselling services are “almost always woefully inadequate and insulting to
survivors, who commonly have long-term, serious and complex needs and see the Church
invest millions in other projects”.427
23. The Church is considering a number of improvements to its provision of support.
23.1. According to Mr Tilby, a set of national safeguarding standards (see Part B.1)
would remove the existing “postcode lottery”, ensuring that all geographical areas of
the Church are subject to identical expectations, including in relation to counselling
and other support.428 The Archbishops’ Council anticipates that these standards will
“ensure greater consistency in the provision of counselling across the dioceses”, although it
acknowledged that national funding may be required to promote those standards.429
The NST has now undertaken “an exercise in mapping” where survivor support services,
independent sexual and domestic violence advisers and other centres or clinics
are available across the country. A map of the available services has been sent to
all DSAs.430
23.2. In June 2019, the NST confirmed that it has created a new role of adviser on
survivor engagement to provide victims with an identifiable point of contact within
the team.431
23.3. The adviser on survivor engagement is also responsible for the co-production
of a Victims’ and Survivors’ Charter, in partnership with victims and survivors. It is
intended that this will provide “a baseline of standards” for the support to be delivered
by dioceses. Victims and survivors would then know their entitlement to support
“regardless of where they live or whether the abuse is current or non-recent”.432
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23.4. This charter will be underpinned by a revised version of Responding Well to
Those Who Have Been Sexually Abused (2011), setting out the pastoral support that
should be provided consistently across all dioceses. There is a survivor working group
to help revise this guidance.433 This will improve the current language, which Mr Tilby
accepted is “sufficiently loose to be interpreted in different ways”.434 In his view, counselling
should be provided locally but funded at a national level, in order to ensure uniformity
throughout the country.435
24. A central hub known as Safe Spaces, a joint initiative with the Roman Catholic Church,
was put forward in 2013 by Mr Philip Johnson (a survivor of child sexual abuse and the
current Chair of MACSAS) and Ms Alana Lawrence (a former Chair of MACSAS), and has
been in development by the NSSG (with the Roman Catholic Church) since 2015. It is
intended to be an online pastoral resource and national helpline for survivors to easily
access support services, operating independently of both Churches. The scheme was due to
begin in 2020. There were difficulties in finding a suitable provider until Victim Support was
appointed in June 2020.436 The Church of England estimated that the project may commence
by summer 2020.437 It has been “too slow in its progression”.438 This has done little to help the
Church of England gain the trust of victims and survivors. Mr Johnson was of the view that
the Church has spent a “huge amount of money”439 on a project that should have been “simple
and relatively inexpensive”440 to set up, while failing to spend “money on supporting victims and
survivors” during that time.441
25. Greater clarity is also needed from the Church in several other areas which directly
affect the experience of victims and survivors.
25.1. Long-term counselling and support: A significant number of victims and survivors
have reported long-term effects on their health, employment and relationships.442 Many
are left “entirely incapable of work as a result of their psychological injuries” and require
life-long support to manage their needs.443 In her independent review of the Peter Ball
case dated June 2017, Dame Moira Gibb stated that the Church’s support arrangements
“must be underpinned by a recognition that the harm caused by clerical abuse is enduring”.444
Participants in the SCIE survey commented on the “lack of a framework for longer-term
engagement and responses”.445 Mr Tilby said that this will be addressed in the revised
version of Responding Well to Those Who Have Been Sexually Abused (2011).446
25.2. Independent advocacy services: In 2017, three dioceses were reported to have
commissioned or employed specialist survivor workers.447 The Dioceses of Chichester
and Lincoln are currently assisted by independent sexual violence advisers (ISVAs).448
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ISVAs work with dioceses and statutory agencies “in a ‘trauma-informed’ way, in
supporting victims of abuse from the point of reporting through subsequent investigations,
court cases and beyond”.449 The ISVA’s expertise, combined with the knowledge of a
diocesan safeguarding team, allows for holistic care of those who have suffered abuse.
The NST has now identified where survivor support services can be found across the
Church of England to ensure referrals to appropriate agencies.450
25.3. National Survivors Panel: In October 2018, the NSSG accepted a proposal
that a group of 17 survivors be “formally recognised and supported as the standing
Survivor Reference Group of the Church”.451 The group was formed with the intention
of co-designing a strategy with the Church, for the engagement of survivors in future
safeguarding work. In due course, this may contribute to the Church formulating a
National Survivors Panel to support the work of the NST and NSSG. As Mr Tilby noted,
this model could be extended “at least regionally to enable survivors to contribute and
shape work within dioceses”.452 The Church told us that draft terms of reference are
being agreed with this group, who have been asked to provide advice and co-produce
guidance and proposals on a number of areas of the work of the Church.453
25.4. Restorative practice: The Church has acknowledged that its response to survivors
in the past has compounded harm. It is considering the introduction of restorative
practice (a form of conflict resolution to improve relationships) within the Church, in
particular where there have been previous poor responses.454
25.5. Redress scheme: The Church is currently considering the introduction of a
redress scheme.455
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B.3: Clergy discipline
B.3.1: Introduction
1. In the Church of England, the procedure for managing most disciplinary complaints made
about the clergy is set out in the Clergy Discipline Measure 2003 (CDM).456 In 2017 (the last
date for which figures were available), disciplinary measures were taken against 39 clergy.
The Church of England is unable to confirm how many of those related to safeguarding
matters.457 The CDM is not specific to safeguarding allegations and a member of clergy may
face disciplinary action under the CDM for a broad range of allegations and issues. This
section focuses upon how the CDM functions in relation to safeguarding matters, which may
include allegations of abuse by members of clergy as well as allegations that members of
clergy failed to have ‘due regard’ to the safeguarding policies of the House of Bishops.

B.3.2: Procedure under the Clergy Discipline Measure
Commencing a clergy discipline complaint
2. A complaint must be made in writing to the diocesan bishop or the relevant archbishop.458
The diocesan registrar (legal adviser to the diocese) then advises on whether the complaint is
of “sufficient substance” and whether the person making the complaint has a proper interest
to bring the complaint.459 This preliminary stage is intended to “weed out cases which are
clearly of no substance … safeguarding-related matters will easily satisfy the test of sufficient
substance”.460
3. Sir Roger Singleton stated that bringing a CDM complaint involved a “convoluted church
process”. He brought a CDM complaint against Bishop Peter Forster in his capacity as the
Church’s Interim Director of Safeguarding. Even in that role the process for determining
whether he could bring the complaint was protracted.461 This could discourage the making of
complaints by others.
4. Preliminary scrutiny of a complaint takes place within a diocese. Bishops are responsible
for discipline within their diocese, although they may delegate this to a suffragan bishop
or an assistant bishop.462 He or she will decide whether or not to recognise the complaint
as a disciplinary matter. A bishop may deal with a disciplinary matter internally or it may be
referred to the Church’s designated officer.463 The majority of cases under the CDM will
be dealt with by the diocesan bishop, with only a small minority passed to the designated
officer.464
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5. The designated officer has two functions: to investigate cases referred by diocesan
bishops, and to prepare a report for the President of Tribunals (the Chair of the Clergy
Discipline Commission, who exercises judicial functions in disciplinary proceedings).465 Mr
Adrian Iles, the Church’s designated officer at the time of our hearing, considered it was
“blindingly obvious” that safeguarding complaints were so serious as to require referral for
investigation, but this is not a current requirement of the Clergy Discipline Measure 2003:
Code of Practice.466 Safeguarding complaints about abuse by church officers or significant
failings to manage safeguarding allegations effectively should be sent to the Church’s
designated officer where an investigation is required, but there is no system of oversight to
ensure that this is the case at present.
6. A diocesan bishop may suspend clergy until a complaint is determined.467 Under the CDM,
suspension is an “entirely neutral act”.468 It is a holding position, before any decision is taken
about the substance of the complaint. However, the National Safeguarding Steering Group is
considering introducing mandatory suspension of clergy where a safeguarding allegation has
been made.469

Time limits
7. Complaints – including those relating to a failure to respond to allegations of abuse or
to comply with safeguarding duties – must be brought within 12 months of the conduct
involved.470 Since 2016, this time limit does not apply to allegations of child sexual abuse.471
8. The case of Reverend Matthew Ineson (an ordained priest in the Church of England)
demonstrates the potential difficulties in imposing or upholding such a time limit in
cases relating to safeguarding.472 He alleged that he was abused by Reverend Trevor
Devamanikkam between 1984 and 1985, when he was 16 years old and that Bishop Roy
Williamson was aware of the abuse at the time.473
8.1. Between 2012 and 2014, Reverend Ineson said he disclosed his abuse by
Devamanikkam to senior Church leaders – Steven Croft, the Bishop of Sheffield; Glyn
Webster, the Bishop of Beverley; and John Sentamu, the Archbishop of York.474
8.2. In 2017, Reverend Ineson made CDM complaints against Devamanikkam for
the alleged abuse and also the members of clergy above for failing to respond to his
disclosures appropriately or in accordance with the House of Bishops’ safeguarding
policy (and other related matters).475 Reverend Ineson’s CDM complaints were made
more than 12 months after the events. As regards his allegations against Devamanikkam
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and Bishop Williamson, this was in part because he thought that he would not be
believed.476 At the request of the police, Reverend Ineson delayed making the remaining
complaints while an investigation into Devamanikkam was ongoing.
8.3. When the President of Tribunals wrote to the clergy who were the subject of
the complaints (including Devamanikkam) asking for their observations on granting
permission for the complaints to be outside of the time limit, none of them agreed.477
The President of Tribunals extended the time limits only in relation to the complaints
against Devamanikkam and Bishop Williamson.478

The investigation and hearing
9. If a case is referred to the designated officer for investigation, that investigation may
continue even if the individual resigns or if a complainant chooses to withdraw.479
10. The designated officer meets with and interviews complainants, who may be
accompanied by a companion if they wish.480 While the current holder of the post has
received some training in his other judicial posts, the designated officer does not receive
specific training about handling or interviewing vulnerable witnesses.
11. At the conclusion of the investigation, the President of Tribunals considers whether
there is a case to answer for conduct unbecoming or inappropriate to the office and work of
the clergy, or a failure to comply with the duty to have due regard to the House of Bishops’
guidance on safeguarding children and vulnerable adults.481 If a case goes to a hearing,
it is dealt with by a disciplinary panel (of clergy and lay people, with a legally qualified
chair). A complainant is asked to submit written evidence, and he or she gives evidence
and is cross-examined on behalf of the respondent.482 Findings are made on the balance of
probabilities.483

Penalties
12. If a member of the clergy is convicted of an offence by a criminal court, the bishop
may remove them from office without a complaint being made and without the need for
disciplinary proceedings.484
13. In other cases, a bishop or a tribunal may:
• take no further action;
• record the complaint conditionally for up to five years; or
• refer the complainant to a conciliator to mediate an agreement between the
complainant and the respondent.485
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14. Other penalties vary, depending on whether a CDM case is dealt with by a tribunal or by
the bishop.
14.1. A bishop may impose a penalty by consent (ie a penalty agreed with the
respondent, without the need for a hearing). Witnesses told us that there may be a
lengthy negotiation and a confidentiality agreement (which may allow clergy to apply for
work elsewhere, particularly if he or she is not included on the caution list).486 As there
is no oversight of cases of penalty by consent, it is unclear whether this is a suitable
disposal used only in appropriate cases. Mr Iles said that there should be no “horse
trading”.487 Negotiating disposals of complaints may lead to a penalty at a lower level
than merited by the offence or likely to have been imposed by a tribunal, as noted by
some bishops in a 2019 survey led by the Bishops of Lincoln and Salisbury.488
14.2. The tribunal may impose various penalties, ranging from a rebuke to removal from
office and prohibition from ministry for life.489
The penalty will be recorded on the Church’s caution list.
15. Under the CDM, an individual cannot be deposed from holy orders (ie have their status
as clergy revoked) following disciplinary findings on safeguarding matters even if there has
been a conviction for sexual offending. It is available only for disciplinary matters which
relate to “doctrine, ritual and ceremonial” under the Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction Measure.490
While Mr Iles suggested there was little practical difference between prohibition for life and
deposing from holy orders, there is a symbolic difference which may be important to some
victims and survivors.491 For example, unless an individual is deposed from holy orders, they
may wear clerical dress and be addressed as ‘Reverend’ or ‘Father’.
16. By contrast, clergy convicted of child sexual abuse are deposed from holy orders within
the Church in Wales.492 The Church of England considered reinstating the deposition “a
few years ago” but it was rejected because “it did not add anything in practical terms to what
could be achieved by prohibition for life”.493 In Bishop Alan Wilson’s view, deposition from holy
orders should be reintroduced:
“I think there are people who should not be in Holy Orders. It’s as simple as that. And I
think that not to have that red line sends up a very powerful signal in any profession.”494

B.3.3: The efficacy of clergy discipline
17. In Mr Iles’ view, the CDM process “worked well for serious cases”, including cases of sexual
abuse whether or not there have been convictions.495
18. However, in the April 2019 survey by the Bishops of Lincoln and Salisbury, diocesan
bishops identified a number of concerns about the operation of the CDM. The most frequent
was delay which impacted both upon complainants and clergy subject to complaints.496 They
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were also concerned about “a lack of connection between CDM and safeguarding” and how the
CDM and safeguarding could work as “complementary and interlinked processes”.497 Bishops
also expressed a widespread desire for more extensive guidance and training on how to
adjudicate and investigate in disciplinary situations.498
19. Mrs Edina Carmi considered that there was “a reluctance to consider the use of disciplinary
measures”.499 In her view, the Church needs:
“A disciplinary process, better able to deal with clergy who in effect place obstacles in the
delivery of a safer service and a culture which uses the process in such cases.”500
20. The CDM is not designed to deal with risk management and it is not designed to deal
with capability, while there will be overlap between cases of capability and discipline. In
some cases, there will be an overlap with issues around risk management and capability.
CDM is a disciplinary tool, the primary purpose of which is to make findings of fact and
impose sanctions in respect of past wrongdoings. It is not intended to manage future risk
or drive professional development. Capability procedures are more likely to be applicable
where there is to be remedial action, for example through training. This may arise where
someone has not reached the CDM threshold but is not sufficiently demonstrating adequate
leadership in respect of safeguarding matters. Mr Tilby accepted that the capability
procedures required further thought.501
21. Since 2015, clergy have had a duty to have due regard to the Church of England’s
safeguarding policies. A failure to do so is a disciplinary offence and clergy discipline
proceedings can be commenced. Although no CDM hearings have been conducted since
2016 for a failure to have due regard to safeguarding guidance, Mrs Carmi’s sampling
exercise identified where the CDM might have been effectively deployed.502
22. The Chichester/Peter Ball Investigation Report included a consideration of the adequacy
of the CDM and concluded that it was inappropriate as a means of addressing safeguarding
concerns in a timely manner.503 In May 2019, the Inquiry recommended that the Church
amend Canon C30 requiring clergy to comply with the safeguarding guidance because the
term ‘due regard’ lacked sufficient clarity.504 The legal office of the Church of England is still
“considering how best to implement this recommendation in order that some aspects of policy and
guidance are seen as mandatory”.505
23. More generally, Archbishop Justin Welby told us that there needs “to be a really
significant revision” of the CDM, moving away from the diocesan bishop as both prosecutor
and judge to panels for investigations.506 Mr Tilby agreed that there is a need for “more
radical” reform of the CDM system, centred more around the victim or survivor; “a system
which is much more focused and a proper justice process, a fair process”.507
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24. In autumn 2019, the Church’s legal office and the National Safeguarding Team began
work on developing proposals for improving the CDM through a working group. When
speaking on radio about the proposed revision to the CDM, Bishop Tim Thornton (a member
of the working group) said:
“I wonder whether it’s right for us to think more generally about what I would call
professional standards and see clergy properly as a profession and with other professions
you then have perhaps independent people who come in and are used in panels where
matters have to be assessed and adjudicated.”508
It was intended that these proposals would be submitted to the House of Bishops in
May 2020.509
25. Archbishop Welby told us that “it doesn’t seem to me to be an impossible task and I don’t
see why it should take too long, but I’m constantly frustrated by the length of time things take”.510
As Bishop Peter Hancock (then Lead Bishop on Safeguarding) said:
“the church needs to get on with this … let’s look at what we are trying to achieve, find a
process that does that”.511
26. The working group on CDM is considering:512
• whether the CDM in its present form is the right process for matters concerning
safeguarding;
• the further development of Guidelines for the Professional Conduct of the Clergy (2015),
which is intended to provide clarity and definition to the standards expected of clergy
and provide a benchmark against which questions related to misconduct and capability
should be judged;
• a triage process where complaints are brought, to ensure that complaints are dealt
with in proportion to their seriousness, with less serious complaints being initially
referred to mediation or other forms of alternative dispute resolution;
• a single body to process complaints with the judicial function currently exercised by
bishops being delegated to this body, which will determine which if any safeguarding
elements arise from the matters referred to it (whether in respect of matters which
are issues of professional discipline or capability) and which should include the input
of safeguarding professionals; this should include examining whether disciplinary
processes, or other routes are appropriate ways of dealing with the concern; and
• various methods to supplement the current provision of ecclesiastical legal aid.
Any proposals will require formal consultation with clergy, the laity and complainants.
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B.4: Civil claims and redress in the Church of England
B.4.1: Introduction
1. The Inquiry’s Accountability and Reparations investigation examined the extent to which
the civil justice system, criminal compensation and support services promoted accountability
and reparations to victims and survivors of child sexual abuse. Its September 2019 report
made a number of recommendations about changes to the civil and criminal justice
systems.513 In this investigation, we considered the management of civil claims against the
Church of England specifically, including against those who have died.

B.4.2: Civil claims in the Church of England
2. The response to civil claims against the Church of England depends on whether the claim
is insured. Not all claims are covered by insurance. For example, claims against bishops must
be funded by the Church.
3. The Ecclesiastical Insurance Office (EIO) provides insurance for the largest proportion
of Church of England bodies.514 It is an independent company regulated in the same way as
all insurance providers.515 The EIO is owned by the Ecclesiastical Insurance Group (EIG),516
which in turn is owned by the Allchurches Trust Limited (ATL), a registered charity which
promotes the Christian religion and makes charitable grants, in particular to the Church
of England.517 The EIG gives a significant proportion of its profits to ATL but neither are
involved in the day-to-day running of the EIO or in how it responds to claims.518
4. Between 2003 and 2018, the EIO has managed 217 claims relating to child sexual abuse
in the Church of England:519
• 215 claims involved male perpetrators or alleged perpetrators and two involved female
perpetrators;
• 122 claims involved abuse perpetrated or allegedly perpetrated by clergy (of whom 30
were deceased), while 86 claims involved abuse by non-clergy (including volunteers or
others in paid positions within the Church);520
• 36 alleged perpetrators had multiple claims made about them; and
• out of 217 claims, one claim resulted in a trial.
5. Where a claim is brought, for example against a parochial church council for the conduct
of a parish priest, it is usually managed by the insurer.521 While the EIO works closely with
it, the Church is not in “any position to dictate to the EIO how it should respond in any particular
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case”.522 This may be difficult for victims and survivors to understand, but the Church is
bound by the terms of its contract with the EIO and cannot tell the EIO what to do within
the boundaries of that contract.523

The EIO’s guiding principles
6. The EIO produced its first internal guidance document relating to child sexual abuse in
1997, for those who deal with child sexual abuse claims on a day-to-day basis. It stated that
“Should an allegation arise, it is important to follow the procedures detailed” in the House of
Bishops’ policy document.524
7. The EIO’s 2009 guidance was not specific to child sexual abuse but stated that:
“It is important that the response … is not experienced as negative, resistant or unhelpful
because this can create relationship difficulties.”525
8. In 2016, the EIO developed its guiding principles, prepared in collaboration with Dr Julie
MacFarlane (a survivor of child sexual abuse by a Church of England priest, and who had
asked the EIO to set out how it handled such claims during a settlement process), the Church
and other stakeholders. The principles – which apply to all policyholders, including the
Church – include that:
• “Claims arising from physical and sexual abuse can be challenging and traumatic for all
concerned, regardless of how long ago the abuse occurred.”
• “Early admission of liability quickens the claim and also helps to keep legal costs to
a minimum.”
• “Policyholders should consider providing or offering pastoral care, counselling and/or other
forms of available support to the claimant if it would aid the claimant’s well-being.”
• “The making of a formal claim … should not however prevent any policyholder continuing to
support the claimant through the provision of pastoral care that is being provided or offering
support/counselling.”
• “Ecclesiastical is committed to acting fairly towards all parties who are affected by
the claim.”
• “Ecclesiastical will not insist or include a confidentiality requirement in a settlement
agreement unless specifically requested by the claimant.”
• A claimant who was “under 16 when the abuse took place should not be deemed to have
consented to such abuse and this will not be raised as a possible defence. Ecclesiastical will
be mindful of the power imbalance that is often presented in such cases.”526
If followed, the principles have the potential to make the civil claims process less traumatic
for victims and survivors.
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B.4.3: Key issues in civil claims against the Church of England
Limitation
9. Under the Limitation Act 1980, there are time limits – known as limitation periods –
within which claimants must bring their claims. The purpose is to strike a balance between
the rights of claimants to bring claims and the interests of defendants in not having to
defend historic cases when, for example, it may be difficult to establish what happened due
to the passage of time.
10. A decision whether to use the defence of limitation is made by the EIO. Its guiding
principles state:
“Ecclesiastical acknowledges that limitation should be pleaded as a defence to a claim
very sparingly in relation to sexual abuse claims. Ecclesiastical has an internal escalation
procedure which requires the pleading of a limitation defence to be considered and
approved before it is pleaded in any individual case.”527
The EIO will take a view on whether a fair trial is possible for all parties where significant
time has elapsed, including whether the relevant evidence is available, once it has carried out
a full investigation.528 The EIO said that it is mindful of the particular barriers to reporting
child sexual abuse, especially within the context of religious organisations, and EIO staff
received training from the Lucy Faithful Foundation to improve their understanding of
those issues.529
11. In relation to Church claims, the EIO relied upon the defence of limitation in less
than 4 percent of cases (nine claims) between 2003 and 2018. Mr David Bonehill, UK
claims director for the EIO, accepted that it was used by the EIO in a case which went to
trial in May 2019. The EIO is currently reviewing its position on the defence of limitation
and confirmed in February 2020 (to the Inquiry’s Accountability and Reparations
investigation) that it had placed a moratorium on its use pending the Inquiry’s report in that
investigation.530

Psychiatric reports
12. Victims and survivors complained about the impact of the process of producing separate
defence psychiatric reports as part of the defence to a legal claim.531
13. The EIO’s guiding principles include a commitment to appointing joint medical experts
where appropriate:
“Ecclesiastical recognises that requiring claimants to undergo multiple medical evaluations
may cause further distress. Ecclesiastical will always consider the appropriateness of
agreeing with the claimant the instruction of a joint expert.”532
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Mr Bonehill told us that the EIO “makes great efforts” to agree joint experts with claimant
lawyers at the outset of a claim. It has agreed to the claimant’s expert in 28 of its last 30
settled cases.533 However, there is further work to be done; for example, agreeing a list of
specialists with claimant lawyers.

Apologies
14. The Church of England’s policy on issuing apologies states that at the conclusion of any
internal process, criminal trial or statutory investigation, the diocesan safeguarding adviser
(DSA) should advise the bishop about the need for and content of an apology:
“In most situations, the diocesan bishop or archbishop … should write to the survivor,
offering a full apology for what occurred, and offering to meet with the survivor to hear
their concerns and answer any ongoing questions.”534
15. There may be practical difficulties in some cases. For example, the Church is not
always given the names of complainants by the police if they have exercised their right to
anonymity.535 The point at which a civil claim is brought may be the first time that the Church
learns the identity of a complainant, in order to apologise.
16. Where claimants desire an apology, it should be genuine, meaningful and personal. ANA88, a complainant in the case of Victor Whitsey, told us that an apology where “nothing
has changed” was “a candy floss apology” or “prattle without practice”.536 As she said, “a true
apology has to include things such as an acknowledgement, some affect, perhaps no defence and
some reparation”. Bishop Peter Forster agreed:
“the question of when apologies are made, by whom, is … a really difficult question. In one
sense you can’t apologise too often; on the other hand you have to do it in an appropriate
way”.537
He also considered that an apology is more complicated where there are civil claims because
it “intersects with … the whole issue of admission of liability”, although since 2019 the EIO’s
position is that apologies would not prejudice the claim or void the insurance contract.538
17. In any event, an insurer such as the EIO would not make the apology, though it
might “facilitate” an apology where one is requested and where the Church is prepared
to apologise.539 We were told that the EIO is working with the Church to bring forward
apologies; the earlier the apology, the more value it has to the recipient.540

Redress
18. The Church has recognised that its approach to redress for survivors of abuse such
as therapy, counselling and offers of apology is not consistent and in many cases is not
enough.541 It wishes to introduce a redress scheme, to provide financial compensation,
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apologies and continuing support but also “comfort to survivors for their injuries” and to
attempt to “put right the wrong which they have suffered, acknowledging for some that will never
be possible”.542
19. The National Safeguarding Steering Group (NSSG) has identified a number of
propositions for consideration.
19.1. It is the duty of the Church to take reasonable steps to compensate those who
have been harmed as far as possible, and this should lie where legal liability arises. A
redress scheme should not disadvantage victims and survivors from accessing existing
methods of compensation and support.
19.2. Redress should take account of both the harm caused and the wrong done and
so should lead to both elements of restoration (financial recompense and support) and
repentance (ie apology). It should be consistent and not dependent upon geographic
location or governance processes.
19.3. The process of redress should not compound or repeat harm, and should be
trauma-informed.
19.4. The provision of redress should not (within the confines of relevant civil law) be
hindered by the structures of the Church.
19.5. Redress is part of the safeguarding and pastoral responsibilities of the Church, and
sits alongside the responsibility to support the “cure of souls” in every parish.543
20. The Church has indicated that it wishes to include input from survivors in the design of a
redress scheme, into the initiation, principles, design and governance.

B.4.4: AN-A4 and the Elliott review
21. AN-A4 has said that, between the late 1970s and 2012, he disclosed his abuse by ANF15 (a member of clergy) to a number of senior clergy in the Church of England. These
included Bishop John Eastaugh (then Bishop of Hereford), Bishop Tim Thornton (at that time
the Bishop of Sherborne) and Bishop Paul Butler (the Bishop of Durham).544
22. In 2014, AN-A4 started a civil claim, which was insured by the EIO. Prior to this, AN-A4
was receiving pastoral support from Bishop Butler (Lead Bishop on Safeguarding at the time)
and the then DSA for the Diocese of London, Sheryl Kent. After his claim began, AN-A4
was told by the DSA and Bishop Butler that they were no longer able to engage with him.545
Contact ceased as a result of advice within the Church and from the EIO.546
23. Bishop Butler and Ms Kent both expressed concern about the advice to cease contact
with AN-A4. Bishop Butler sought to have another member of the clergy provide pastoral
support to AN-A4.547 While communication and pastoral support were reinstated two weeks
later, the effect on AN-A4 was profound.548
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24. In 2015, the Church asked Mr Ian Elliott (an experienced social worker549) to undertake
a review into its response to the allegations by AN-A4. He concluded that the Church of
England’s policies were of good quality. However, the management of AN-A4’s case showed
a clear difference between what the policy stated and the practice.550 He criticised the
Church for the withdrawal of pastoral support to AN-A4:
“The church has a responsibility to respond and to provide pastoral support, and they also
need to move beyond the idea that that pastoral support is simply defined by financial
considerations. It is not.”551
He also made 11 recommendations for the improvement of safeguarding.552 Bishop Sarah
Mulally (who led the Church’s response to the Elliott review) considered that the Elliott
review was an “important catalyst” for changes to the safeguarding systems and structures of
the Church of England.553
25. Following the publication of Mr Elliott’s report there was a protracted, public dispute
between the Church of England and the EIO regarding whether the insurer had instructed
the Church to cease pastoral support.554
26. In evidence to this Inquiry, Mr Bonehill, on behalf of the EIO, maintained that the EIO
did not instruct “the church to withdraw pastoral care and support”.555 It was only after Mr
Bonehill’s evidence that the Inquiry received further evidence about this dispute, which
included the Church’s contact log about the AN-A4 case and two recordings of telephone
calls between the EIO and a journalist in June 2016.556 The EIO objected to the disclosure of
this important material by the Inquiry despite having previously discussed it with the press.
27. It is clear from the contact log that the Church’s internal lawyer advised the DSA that,
because there was a claim, contact between the Church and AN-A4 should be through his
lawyers.557 The EIO reiterated that the Church “should not be in any further contact with the
claimant”.558 That advice was incorrect. The Inquiry recalled Mr Bonehill to explain his earlier
evidence, because the effect of the advice given by the EIO was that there should be no
contact with AN-A4, preventing the Church from providing pastoral care and support. It was
suggested to us that the EIO’s intention had been to advise that there should be no further
contact specifically about the claim. If so, the advice was not sufficiently clear.559
28. The EIO now accepts responsibility for its part in the withdrawal of support from ANA4560 and has updated its most recent guiding principles.
“The making of a formal claim should not prevent any policyholder continuing to support
the claimant through the provision of pastoral care or offering support/counselling.”561

Mr Elliott was a former director of the NSPCC in Northern Ireland and Chief Executive of the National Board of
Safeguarding Children in the Catholic Church in Ireland.
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Moreover, the public dispute between the Church and the EIO failed to take account of the
effect that the dispute may have on AN-A4.

B.4.5: Allegations against deceased individuals
29. The Church does not keep records about the number of allegations made against
deceased individuals.562
30. If a claim relates to an individual for whom there would have been a valid insurance
policy were they alive, it is dealt with by the EIO and the principles and procedures set out
above would apply. If the claim relates to a deceased bishop – such as Victor Whitsey, Peter
Ball or George Bell – it is managed by the Church Commissioners, whose role is to ensure
proper investigation before taking decisions about settlement.563
31. The Church Commissioners (who are responsible for payment of compensation in
claims which are not insured) are considering introducing mediation as part of their process
for redress.564

The first George Bell case and the Carlile review
32. A complainant known as Carol alleged in 1995 and again in 2013 that she was abused by
the late George Bell, former Bishop of Chichester. When Carol sued the Church for damages
in 2014, a core group was convened. The Church settled Carol’s claim, apologised and issued
a public statement.
33. Lord Carlile of Berriew was instructed by the Church to consider its response to the
allegations. In his report (dated December 2017), he was critical of the Church’s actions,
particularly in making a public statement about the allegations and the settlement reached.
In the Chichester/Peter Ball Investigation Report, the Inquiry expressed concern about a
number of Lord Carlile’s conclusions. These included that:
• a confidentiality clause should have been included in the settlement;
• “considerable weight” should have been given to the “high esteem” in which George Bell
was held; and
• the core group was criticised for relying on the evidence of “a single complainant”.565
34. Lord Carlile’s recommendations only apply to a small minority of claims, those that
are uninsured or where no claim is issued.566 There may also be claims where there was no
insurance policy in place.
35. In Mr Bonehill’s view, the process suggested by Lord Carlile was not consistent with the
approach that an insurer would take in insured cases, and that it was “something that certainly
we would not be able to support”.567
35.1. Lord Carlile recommended the assistance of advice from a lawyer with practical
knowledge of criminal law and procedure. Although civil claims are judged on the
balance of probabilities, Lord Carlile stated that “the examination of a case of this kind
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564
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against the criminal standard is a useful and instructive exercise”.568 Mr Bonehill said that
this would not be considered relevant to an insured claim because the standard of proof
is the balance of probabilities.569
35.2. Lord Carlile stated that the core group was wrong to dismiss the defence of
limitation.570 Mr Bonehill did not agree and repeated the EIO’s position that limitation
should be used very sparingly.571
35.3. Lord Carlile considered that where a claim was settled without admission of
liability the settlement should generally include a confidentiality provision. The EIO
does not and never has insisted on confidentiality provisions unless they are sought by
the complainant, but there is no distinction between claims settled with liability and
without.572 In Mr Bonehill’s view:
“serious consideration would need to be given to enforcing such a clause. In reality, it
is difficult to imagine a situation where it would be considered ethically proper for an
organisation to seek to claw back a damages and costs payment from an individual who,
potentially, has been a victim/survivor of abuse”.573

The second George Bell case
36. Following the publication of Lord Carlile’s report, a further allegation of abuse by Bishop
George Bell was made by an individual known as Alison. This second George Bell case is the
most recent example of how the Church of England manages an uninsured allegation against
a deceased individual.
37. The National Safeguarding Team convened a core group to oversee and manage the
response to the allegation, to comply with Lord Carlile’s recommendations.574
38. A former detective superintendent, Raymond Galloway, was appointed to undertake an
investigation. His investigation was thorough and included as many witnesses as possible.575
An independent consultant was also appointed to represent the interests of Bishop Bell’s
family, with an independent sexual and domestic violence adviser to ensure that Alison’s
viewpoint was heard.576 Both were subsequently represented by counsel during the process.
A senior ecclesiastical judge, Timothy Briden, was appointed as the decision-maker in
relation to the complaint.577
39. The core group concluded that no reasonable tribunal could find that the allegations
were proven on the balance of probabilities. Mr Briden concluded that no further allegations
were proven on the balance of probabilities.578
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B.5: The seal of the confessional
B.5.1: Introduction
1. The seal of the confessional is the expectation, in English law and canon law, that words
spoken to a priest by a penitent during confession will remain confidential.579
2. Confession is a “minority practice” within the Church of England and it is unclear
how many people participate.580 A Church of England working party on the seal of the
confessional has stated that confession is regarded “by a significant part of the Church of
England as an extremely important pastoral ministry”.581
3. Some – in particular victims and survivors and their representative groups – have
suggested that there should be some form of mandatory reporting duty.582 This would
impose an obligation to inform statutory authorities if an individual admitted that he or
she had sexually abused a child. It would, in effect, break the seal of the confessional. The
duty might be supported by a criminal offence for anyone who failed to report allegations
as required.583 This report deals with reporting in the context of the Church of England,
including one case where concerns were raised about the perpetrator’s use of the seal
to silence his victims. The issues of the seal of the confessional and mandatory reporting
will form part of the Inquiry’s final report as they have arisen in several of the Inquiry’s
investigations.

B.5.2: Robert Waddington
4. Robert Waddington was the Dean of Manchester Cathedral from 1984 to 1993, as well
as a member of the governing body of Chetham’s School of Music, which provided choristers
for Manchester Cathedral. Upon his retirement in September 1993, Waddington was granted
permission to officiate in the Diocese of York.584
5. In 2013, Archbishop John Sentamu received an allegation of sexual abuse by Waddington
in the 1950s. The male complainant also said that Waddington had told him – falsely – that
he could not disclose the abuse, as Waddington had been “absolved of sinful child abuse in the
context of the sacramental ministry of reconciliation”.585 Although Waddington’s explanation
was clearly inaccurate – it is only the priest who is bound by any seal – this case was a
significant factor in the establishment of the Church’s working group on the seal of the
confessional in 2014.586

The allegations and the Church’s response
6. In January 1999, the Bishop of North Queensland informed the then Archbishop of York,
David Hope (now Lord Hope) of a “serious allegation” of child sexual abuse by Waddington
between 1961 and 1971, when he was headmaster of a school in Australia.587 In February
1999, Archbishop Hope said that he had met with Waddington who “was deeply sorry for
ACE027523_003. For a detailed explanation of the seal of the confessional (formally known as the sacrament of
reconciliation), see ACE027523 and ACE027207.
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anything he may have done to offend”. As Waddington was now “severely debilitated” by illhealth, Archbishop Hope said he had “no doubt whatever that there is simply no possibility
of his acting as has been alleged of him”.588 Archbishop Hope considered that this referred
to Waddington’s current ability to pose a risk to children, not whether he had committed
offences in the past.589
7. At the time, the Church’s practice guidance – Policy on Child Protection: A Policy
Document by the House of Bishops (1999) – stated that a person who received a report of
abuse should inform the bishop’s representative whose role it was to advise the bishop
on procedures in cases of alleged child abuse.590 Archbishop Hope did not do so, nor did
he seek further information from the Bishop of North Queensland about the allegation.591
Meeting personally with Waddington was contrary to the policy that the Church “will not
conduct investigations on its own”.592 Archbishop Hope did not, as required, consider with his
representative whether Waddington’s permission to officiate should be suspended pending
the outcome of enquiries.593 Waddington continued to officiate in the Diocese of York.
8. Between August 2003 and June 2005, other senior members of the Church (including
the Bishop of Manchester’s chaplain and the Dean of Carlisle Cathedral) received disclosures
of child sexual abuse against Waddington. The allegations related to his time in both
Manchester and Australia. In November 2004, Archbishop Hope withdrew Waddington’s
permission to officiate. Waddington was also interviewed by the diocesan child protection
officer but denied all allegations of sexual abuse. No further action was taken by the Church.
9. In December 2004, Archbishop Hope wrote to Waddington stating that he was “very
pleased to note the matter is now closed”. Waddington died in 2007.594

The Cahill Inquiry
10. Archbishop John Sentamu, then Archbishop of York, first learned of the allegations
against Waddington in June 2013. His office was contacted by a newspaper journalist,
who had spoken with “at least two survivors” of abuse by Waddington. Archbishop Sentamu
said that:
“given the seniority of the clergy involved in handling the case … this would need
independent scrutiny from a Judge with significant safeguarding experience”.595
He subsequently commissioned an inquiry in July 2013, chaired by Her Honour Judge Sally
Cahill QC.596 Its purpose was to establish what information was known in the Church, the
extent to which relevant child protection policies were applied and whether it might have
been handled differently if current safeguarding policies had been in place.597
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11. The Cahill Inquiry’s report (published in October 2014) identified a lack of
contemporaneous records in both the Dioceses of York and Manchester.598 It criticised the
then Bishop of Manchester for his inadequate recording of disclosures.599 Lord Hope was
also criticised for his failure both to inform his representative of the allegation in 1999 and
to consider whether permission to officiate should be suspended or withdrawn. The report
stated that his:
“pastoral responsibility for Robert Waddington, and his belief that Robert Waddington
was an old and ill man, led him to disregard the risk Robert Waddington might be to
children and in doing so make decisions that were flawed”.600
It made eight recommendations for the improvement of the Church’s child protection
procedures, including introducing:
• a national policy, applicable to all dioceses and covering both current and
historic cases;
• a national safeguarding service, and the development of a structured scheme to
promote cross-diocesan liaison;
• independent decision-makers in child protection cases, without pastoral responsibility
for the alleged perpetrator; and
• a national record-keeping system, so that child protection records were kept in one
central location.601
12. In response, the Church created national guidance about responding to allegations,
established the National Safeguarding Team and appointed a National Safeguarding
Adviser.602 One recommendation remains outstanding, a national casework mechanism,
which we were told was being commissioned.603

B.5.3: The seal of the confessional in the Church of England
13. The Church’s internal guidance – Responding to, Assessing and Managing Safeguarding
Concerns or Allegations against Church Officers 2017 – states:
“All suspicions, concerns, knowledge or allegations, that reach the threshold for reporting
to the statutory authorities, will be reported via the diocesan safeguarding adviser or
designated safeguarding adviser/officer in another church body to the appropriate
statutory authorities. This will be done irrespective of the status of the person.”604
The only exception to this requirement concerns information received under the seal of
the confessional; information disclosed during confession “is subject to a duty of absolute
confidentiality arising from … Canon 113 of the Code of 1603”.605
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Canon law
14. The seal of the confessional does not apply to each private or confidential conversation
between a congregant and a priest.606 In accordance with Canon B29, the practice of
confession requires:
• a priest wearing suitable robes – a stole – and being the priest of the relevant parish or
district (unless there is the danger of death or other urgency, in which case any priest
can hear a confession);
• an advertised or pre-arranged time;
• it to be conducted in a private space or in a space where only the priest and penitent
are present; and
• that the penitent is a baptised member of the Church of England who confesses their
sins in order to demonstrate penitence and seek the forgiveness of God.607
The priest hearing the confession may give absolution (forgiveness). However, absolution
may be withheld if the individual refuses to make appropriate reparations, such as refusing to
report themselves to the police.608

Concerns about the seal of the confessional
15. MACSAS (Minister and Clergy Sexual Abuse Survivors) and other survivor groups have
identified occasions where it is alleged that multiple allegations of child sexual abuse have
not been passed to the authorities.609 In 2015, diocesan safeguarding advisers (DSAs) noted
that it was rare for someone to admit to child sexual abuse during confession.610 However, it
is unclear whether breaking the seal of the confessional would have made any difference to
the safety of a particular child.611
16. Canon Dr Rupert Bursell QC (a canon lawyer and a survivor of abuse) told the Inquiry
that the seal of the confessional should not continue, but he did not consider that the Church
would make this change itself. As a result, in his view, Parliament should impose a general
duty to report any reasonable suspicion of abuse – “whether in the past or in the future”.612
17. Under English law, there is no absolute right to the confidentiality of information. For
example, a doctor may receive confidential information but is obliged, if ordered to do so, to
give this information to the civil or criminal courts if there is a risk to the welfare of a child or
if he or she knows a crime has taken place or is going to take place.613 To date, no recent case
in England and Wales has decided whether or not a priest may refuse to answer questions in
a court of law about the content of a confession. As a result, the Legal Advisory Commission
of the General Synod and canon lawyers are undecided whether or not priests might be
required to disclose information today.614
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The seal of the confessional working group
18. The seal of the confessional working group was established by the Church of England
in November 2014. It was chaired by Bishop Paul Butler (then Bishop of Durham and Lead
Bishop on Safeguarding) and included the Bishop of Horsham (Vice-Chair), a number of
General Synod members, an ecclesiastical lawyer and a representative of the Roman Catholic
Church.615 Its purpose was to re-examine “the whole issue of the seal of the confessional in the
light of the failures of the church generally in its safeguarding; in particular, in consequence of the
report on the Waddington case”.616
19. It concluded that Waddington was “manipulative” in his use of the seal to silence his
victim. As one anonymous DSA also told the working group, there were other incidents in
which “the priest abuses a victim and then hears their confession … and tells the victim that this is
now all under the seal and therefore must never be spoken of again”.617 The seal did not prevent
and would not have prevented Waddington’s victim reporting abuse to the authorities.618
20. The working group considered the experience of the Australian Anglican Church. In
2014, the Australian General Synod passed a canon stating that the seal of the confessional
would not apply in cases where a person had committed a “serious offence” (ie a criminal
offence involving child abuse, child exploitation material, or a punishment of imprisonment
for life or for a term of five years or more). The term “child abuse” required evidence
that the child had suffered or was likely to suffer “significant harm” to their well-being or
development.619 Following the introduction of this new canonical provision, concerns were
raised about its “workability and validity”.620 For example, some considered that a non-legally
trained priest could not be expected to make the required assessments. As a result, the
exception was extended to criminal offences involving abuse of a “vulnerable person” and to
“other conduct”.621
21. The working group concluded that the Australian model was “unworkable” as the
concepts of “other conduct” and “significant harm” were wide and relied on subjective
judgement.622 Canon Dr Bursell QC considered that the approach taken in Australia was “far
too complicated” and should not be endorsed by the Church of England.623
22. The working group’s report (published in May 2019) stated:624
• “there have been priests … who have misused and abused their position to exercise
dominant power over those making confession, and in some cases seriously abusing those
who had placed their trust in them”;625
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• there was a need for clarity as to when the seal applies; while the 2015 Guidelines for
the Professional Conduct of the Clergy state that the duty of confidentiality does not
apply outside the context of a formal confession, it may not be clear what constitutes
a formal confession, “especially amongst those whose church tradition is less familiar with
the practice of confession”;626 and
• as there is currently “no formal definition of the ministry of absolution”, there should
be a compulsory training programme for clergy about confession and each diocese
should appoint an adviser as a point of reference for training, supervision and advice
“underpinned by clearer guidance”.627
While the working group agreed that the seal of the confessional should either be retained
or abolished entirely, it was unable to reach a unanimous view as to which option should
apply.628 It made no recommendations other than improved training for priests during both
initial ministerial education and afterwards.629
23. Bishop Mark Sowerby (suffragan Bishop of Horsham and vice chair of the working
group) told the Inquiry that a “half-broken seal was not a workable compromise”.630 In May
2019, the House of Bishops concluded that it “did not favour” the introduction of a qualified
exemption to the absolute seal of confidentiality. As it “preferred to retain the seal on its
present footing, though recognised that such ministry should be rooted in good practice”, it
agreed to implement the recommendations for training, guidance and the appointment of a
diocesan adviser about the seal.631 The duty of absolute confidentiality therefore remains in
canon law.
24. Some in the Church consider that the absolute nature of the seal is “a fundamental
principle of shared Christian doctrine”.632 In their view, parliamentary legislation that overrides
the seal would impose “an unacceptable restriction on freedom of religion”.633 Bishop Sowerby
said that the seal “is there to assist those people, rather than to protect somebody from the
consequences of their own crime”.634 Similarly, the working group report on the seal of the
confessional suggested that the abolition of the seal may in fact lead to victims and survivors
being reluctant to disclose details of their own abuse in the confessional, for fear that the
person would then be reported to the authorities.635 The National Safeguarding Team made
a submission that the seal should be abolished.636
25. The Archbishops’ Council endorsed qualifying the seal with specialist and enhanced
training, considering this to be a “better route to ensuring that disclosures of abuse are reported
wherever possible”.637 However, as Canon Dr Bursell QC noted:
“anything which leads to noise or reasonable suspicion of abuse, particularly sexual abuse,
should be outside the seal of the confessional”.638
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Archbishop Sentamu agreed that the seal “really cannot be left watertight … if there’s anything
that stands in the way of disclosure, it should be removed”.639 This could be possible without
impacting on the confidentiality of disclosures of abuse, with the seal being absolute for
those who disclose that they have been abused but not for those who abuse.

B.5.4: Mandatory reporting
The Church’s requirement to report
26. There is no absolute duty in canon law for clergy to follow safeguarding guidance issued
by the House of Bishops, However, under Canon C30 all clergy must have “due regard” to the
guidance. Failure to do so is a disciplinary offence.640 The Church considers this to amount to
some form of mandatory reporting.
27. As observed by Bishop Alan Wilson, due regard “does not impose a sufficiently
unambiguous obligation on individuals to report”.641 As discussed above, the Inquiry recognised
a need for greater clarity regarding the sense of the obligation and recommended that the
language of Canon C30 be amended.642

Mandatory reporting under the general law
28. The government conducted a consultation process in 2016, in which it sought views
on the introduction of a statutory mandatory reporting duty in the general law of England
and Wales. This would require specified practitioners or organisations to report child abuse
or neglect to statutory authorities, if they knew or had reasonable cause to suspect it was
taking place. Failure to comply would be a criminal offence.643
29. As set out in the consultation report (published in March 2018), only 12 percent of
respondents supported the introduction of mandatory reporting.644
• 49 percent of respondents believed that mandatory reporting could lead to greater
prevention and awareness of abuse and neglect;
• 66 percent of respondents considered that increased reporting may divert attention
from the most serious cases; and
• 29 percent were also concerned about the increased pressure on resources.
The government therefore declined to introduce any change to the law in this area.

Views on mandatory reporting
30. During its three public hearings, the Inquiry heard widespread support for a mandatory
reporting law with failures to comply being enforced through the criminal law.
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31. This was prominent amongst victims and survivors, some of whom described the need
for legislative change as “a no-brainer”.645 For example:
• AN-A4 said that mandatory reporting “has to be the bedrock for the future”.646
• AN-A88 thought that it would cause “fewer problems for people because there’s
no decision to be made. You don’t have to think, ‘Is this something that I should do or
something that I shouldn’t do?’ You do it.”647
• Reverend Matthew Ineson noted that a mandatory reporting law would make it a
matter of routine to “pick the phone up to the police”.648
32. The Archbishops of Canterbury and York both endorsed a mandatory reporting law.
Archbishop Justin Welby told us he was “convinced that we need to move to mandatory
reporting for regulated activities” and that he would “firmly believe in a disciplinary sanction”.649
Archbishop Sentamu said that there is:
“no doubt in my mind that mandatory reporting could give more confidence to survivors
that the matter will not be swept under the carpet”.650
33. There were conflicting views, however, as to what should be reported, to whom and
when. Some victims and survivors advocated the introduction of a law:
“that compels those in regulated organisations … to inform, as soon as reasonably
possible, a safeguarding service and also external agencies such as the police, whenever
they believe a child has been abused, or they have been told by a child that he or she has
been abused”.651
A failure to report would be a criminal offence, creating “a culture of disclosure” and making
people “feel normal when they disclose, rather than feeling that by disclosing allegations they
are doing something abnormal”.652 This was supported by Canon Dr Bursell QC, who told us
that there should be mandatory reporting, backed by criminal sanctions, where there is a
“reasonable suspicion” of abuse.653 The Archbishops’ Council observed that this might act as a
disincentive to those considering work in social care professions.654
34. The view was also expressed that mandatory reporting might lead to additional
administration and an increase in referrals. The Charity Commission was concerned that this
could overwhelm smaller agencies without “additional resources to risk assess and handle the
increased volume of reports”.655 An increase in referrals could divert attention from the most
serious cases, and could lead to a “tick-box approach” with the sole objective being to obtain
legal immunity rather than identifying the key cases. The Charity Commission therefore
supported a criminal offence of deliberately concealing child sexual abuse, to “address
deliberate non-compliance”.656
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B.6: The culture of the Church of England
B.6.1: Introduction
1. The culture of the Church of England and the extent to which this inhibited the proper
investigation, exposure and prevention of child sexual abuse was considered in the
Chichester/Peter Ball investigation.
2. It was suggested, during the third public hearing, that many individuals struggled to
reconcile pastoral care for fellow clergy, with whom they may have professional and
personal ties, with their duty to uphold effective safeguarding. AN-A4 described the current
Church structure as “riven with protection of hierarchy, protection of each other … protection of
institution”.657 Clergy accepted the need to change the culture of the Church, noting that this
would be a long and difficult process. Sir Roger Singleton, former Interim National Director
of Safeguarding, described the necessity of:
“bringing about fundamental alterations in the way people think, feel and act. And you
need more than agreed policies and prods in the back to be able to do that.”658
Bishop Peter Hancock, then Lead Bishop on Safeguarding, agreed that “culture change must
be driven; in our structures, resourcing, appointments and our decisions”.659
3. In this section, the Inquiry considers the culture of the wider Church of England and
its recent action to bring about necessary changes to its culture, including embedding and
prioritising safeguarding.

B.6.2: Concerns regarding the culture of the Church of England
4. In the Chichester/Peter Ball Investigation Report, the Inquiry identified a number of
concerns regarding the culture of the Church.660
4.1. Clericalism: Power was vested chiefly in the clergy, without accountability to
external or independent agencies or individuals. A culture of clericalism existed in which
the moral authority of clergy was widely perceived as beyond reproach. They benefited
from deferential treatment so that their conduct was not questioned, enabling some to
abuse children and vulnerable adults. In the third public hearing Bishop Hancock (then
Lead Bishop on Safeguarding) agreed that “issues of clericalism and deference have allowed
abuse to be covered up and the voices of the vulnerable to be silenced”.661 In his view, “the
abuse of power has been perhaps the most significant reason why abuse has been allowed to
foster” in the Church of England.662
4.2. Tribalism: Within the Church, there was disproportionate loyalty to members
of one’s own ‘tribe’ (a group within an institution, based upon close personal ties
and shared beliefs). This extended inappropriately to safeguarding practice, with the
protection of some accused of child sexual abuse. Perpetrators were defended by their
peers, who also sought to reintegrate them into Church life without consideration
of the welfare or protection of children and vulnerable adults. Contributors to the
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Inquiry’s Truth Project, who described their abuse in religious contexts, said that
they were “disbelieved, discredited and not supported after disclosing their experiences of
sexual abuse”.663
4.3. Naivety: There was and is a view amongst some parishioners and clergy that their
religious practices and adherence to a moral code made sexual abuse of children very
unlikely or indeed impossible. Reports of abuse were on occasions dismissed without
investigation.664 There are some within the Church exploring how to respond to these
attitudes through academic research.665
4.4. Reputation: The primary concern of many senior clergy was to uphold the Church’s
reputation, which was prioritised over victims and survivors. Senior clergy often
declined to report allegations to statutory agencies, preferring to manage those accused
internally for as long as possible. This hindered criminal investigations and enabled
some abusers to escape justice. In her review of the Peter Ball case, Dame Moira Gibb
concluded that senior clergy placed more emphasis on the Church’s high standing than
on the welfare of victims and survivors.666 Church leaders sought to keep allegations
out of the public domain and the resulting lack of engagement with external agencies
helped to create a culture of “almost unchallengeable authority” in the Church.667
4.5. Sexuality: There was a culture of fear and secrecy within the Church about
sexuality. Some members of the Church also wrongly conflated homosexuality with
the sexual abuse of children and vulnerable adults.668 There was a lack of transparency,
open dialogue and candour about sexual matters, together with an awkwardness about
investigating such matters. This made it difficult to challenge sexual behaviour.669
Mr Colin Perkins, diocesan safeguarding adviser (DSA) for the Diocese of Chichester,
told us that homosexual clergy may have found themselves inadvertently “under the
same cloak” as child sexual abusers, who sought to mask their behaviour “in the same
cultural hiding place”.670
5. In May 2019, the Inquiry published its thematic report Child Sexual Abuse in the Context
of Religious Institutions, which included accounts from those abused by individuals within
the Church of England. Many contributors saw their perpetrators as prominent members
of society, with “privilege, respect and reverence” by virtue of their influential positions; their
actions were “never questioned” and their ability to abuse was “never contemplated”.671 The
report stated that the “particularly high regard and trust placed in religious institutions” amongst
other factors facilitated abuse and discouraged appropriate responses to allegations in
the Church.672
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6. During the third public hearing the Inquiry heard evidence which demonstrated that
there are still some within the Church who do not understand the nature and impact of child
sexual abuse and do not respond appropriately.
6.1. Until his retirement in September 2019, Peter Forster was the Bishop of Chester
and the longest serving bishop in the Church of England. In his evidence to the Inquiry,
Bishop Forster declined to accept the seriousness of the offending of Reverend
Ian Hughes, who was convicted in 2014 of downloading 8,000 indecent images of
children. Bishop Forster suggested to us that Hughes had been “misled into viewing child
pornography”, on the basis that “pornography is so ubiquitously available and viewed”.673
He maintained his view, expressed in a letter to the President of Tribunals, that “many
people who download child pornography believe it to be different from direct abuse of
a child”.674 Archbishop John Sentamu described these comments as “shocking”.675
Bishop Forster minimised the seriousness of Hughes’ offending, despite more than
800 of the images being graded at the most serious level of abuse. He argued for
Hughes’ prohibition from ministry to be reduced from life to 20 years, relying on
Hughes’ “relative youth”, his “good ministry” and that he was “very well regarded by his
parishioners”.676 These observations were irrelevant to safeguarding. The President of
Tribunals ultimately agreed that a prohibition for a minimum of 20 years, rather than for
life, should be imposed.
6.2. In September 2017, AN-X7 (a rector in the Diocese of York) failed to understand
why AN-F71, a perpetrator who held positions of responsibility within the parish,
required a risk assessment, despite the fact that AN-F71 had been convicted in 1997
of indecent assault on a child.677 When the DSA tried to request a Disclosure and
Barring Service (DBS) check and undertake a risk assessment, AN-X7 attempted to
delay this process due to concerns that it would make AN-F71 “extremely upset”.678
AN-X7 was said to have become “angry and emotional” himself at the prospect of a
risk assessment.679 AN-X7 described himself as AN-F71’s pastor, who sought to “look
after him as best I could through this process”.680 However, the DSA considered that ANX7’s “personal level of attachment to AN-F71 … appeared to impact on Reverend AN-X7’s
consideration of the needs of the wider congregation”.681

B.6.3: Recent initiatives to improve the culture of the Church of England
7. The Church of England has acknowledged that:
“in order to secure a deep-rooted change in its culture, the Church will have to challenge
expressions of unreformed culture or bad practice via a variety of different strategies”.682
To address this, it has introduced a number of initiatives in recent years.
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Diversity within the Church
8. The Church is seeking to introduce more diversity in those who are recruited, trained and
ordained, as well as in those who are appointed to senior clergy positions, in terms of clerical
traditions, class, sex, sexual orientation, race and gender.
9. Archbishop Justin Welby told us that the practice of individuals attending theological
colleges which reflected their own religious tradition created “a like-minded approach to
things, and also a tendency to defend the tribe”.683 As a result, theological training now includes
ordinands from different traditions. For example, participants in the Strategic Leadership
Development Programme (a three-year training initiative for prospective future leaders of
the Church) reported that they have “met clergy from a variety of theological backgrounds, from
across the whole of the Church”.684

Internal and periodic reviews
10. Diocesan peer reviews were introduced in 2016 and should take place once every two
years.685 A panel of individuals drawn from various dioceses reviews another diocese, giving an
external perspective on areas such as leadership, strategy, governance and finance as well as
any proposals for improvements. Bishop Hancock described the process in the Diocese of Bath
and Wells as “particularly helpful … our last Peer Review challenged us to think about our priorities
and resourcing, and how safeguarding can remain a very clear priority across the whole diocese”.686
11. Regional bishops’ groups, introduced to bring together diocesan and suffragan bishops,
were re-started by the Church in 2017. They meet several times a year to discuss various
issues, including safeguarding. Archbishop Welby said, “it is easier to develop mutual
accountability in smaller groups”.687
12. Bishops and archbishops are encouraged to participate in ministerial development
reviews once every two years but this is not currently mandatory for all clergy or bishops.688
Since 2018, only 28 ministerial development reviews for bishops have taken place or
are planned.689 The Archbishop of York or Canterbury will conduct the reviews and give
feedback on performance, including the management of safeguarding issues.690 The review
includes:
• a self-assessment statement completed by the reviewee, evaluating their performance
of a range of duties, of which safeguarding is one; and
• feedback and evaluation of performance by other members of the parish (clergy or
lay) or, in the case of bishops, senior staff with whom they work (such as the diocesan
secretary, DSAs, archdeacons and other bishops).
13. The Church has introduced independent scrutiny through the Social Care Institute for
Excellence (SCIE) audit programme, as well as individual case reviews (such as the Elliott
review) or thematic external reviews (such as the training review by Dr Eleanor Stobart).691
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Work to address attitudes towards sexuality in the Church
14. The Pastoral Oversight Group was tasked by the General Synod in 2017 to provide
principles and a teaching document for use within all parts of the Church on addressing
questions of human sexuality.692 It identified some concerns.
• Some individuals (both clergy and laity) who held strong views on certain issues –
including same-sex relationships – may band together, leading to the formation
of groups based upon close personal ties (as seen in the Diocese of Chichester
case study).693
• Some clergy and others within the Church have felt unable to openly acknowledge
their own sexuality.
Both are seen to have the “potential to impact the extent to which a culture of honesty and
openness is developed”.694 However, the group did not find recent evidence within the Church
of England of individuals conflating “issues of sexual orientation with child sexual abuse”.695
15. In January 2019, the group published Held Together in the Love of Christ: Pastoral Principles
for Living Well Together to encourage good practice within the Church. It is designed to foster
a culture of openness around issues of sex and sexuality, and aims to allow victims of abuse
to disclose their experiences without fear of dismissal.696
16. It also produced, in 2019, Living in Love and Faith: Christian Teaching and Learning about
Human Identity, Sexuality and Marriage, as a “large scale teaching document around the subject
of human sexuality”.697 It covers topics such as identity, sexuality, gender and marriage within
a framework of Christian anthropology and in a spirit of openness.698 Resources are due
to be published from June 2020 to be used in all parishes across the country to facilitate
discussion.699

Programmes to address clericalism and the abuse of power
17. ‘Setting God’s People Free’ is a programme – presented to General Synod in 2017 –
to address a culture which “over-emphasises the distinction between sacred and secular”.
Its purpose is to convince clergy and laity that they are “equal in worth and status”. The
programme recommended introducing improved resources in every diocese and parish to
deal with these issues, re-focusing clergy selection and development, reforming church
structures and developing “‘lay-integrated’ communication strategies”.700
18. Living in Love and Faith also addresses the abuse of power:701
• Principle 2: “Silence, when misused, can shelter abuses of power. People must be given
space, permission and opportunities to speak if they want to – so that those who are
vulnerable can hear and thus not feel that they are alone”.
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• Principle 4: Members of the Church should consider how they can encourage one
another in “rejecting pastoral practice that is coercive or abusive”.
• Principle 6: “inequalities of power have led to abuses in the past and will continue to do
so unless all who exercise pastoral care reflect continuously on the power that they hold.
Power must always be acknowledged.” It also states that “we need to learn to become more
aware both of our own power and our vulnerability to the perceived power of others”, and
to notice and call out when power is exercised inappropriately. It calls upon people to
“look for ways to identify, acknowledge, dispel and dismantle inappropriate power dynamics
in our communities”.
19. In February 2019, the Anglican Communion Safe Church Commission introduced
guidelines to enhance the safety of young people and vulnerable adults.702 These guidelines
were to be used by all Anglican churches around the world. They refer expressly to the
abuse of power:703
“Abuse often occurs and continues because of the unequal power relationships between
the abuser and their victim. Victims will be afraid to disclose abuse where there is a
culture of silence in the community and the church. Even when victims disclose abuse,
no effective action will be taken where community and church leaders have believed the
alleged abuser rather than the victim”.704

The role of women in the Church
20. In the Diocese of Chichester case study, we heard evidence of an “anti-woman culture”
which affected the way in which female DSAs were regarded by clergy. This impacted
negatively upon the effectiveness of safeguarding.705 In 2014, the Ordination of Women
Measure permitted women to become bishops. Fifty-eight percent of suffragan bishops
and 38 percent of diocesan bishops are now female, which equates to just over half of all
episcopal appointments.706 As Archdeacon Rosemary Lain-Priestley (Adviser to the Bishop
of London) told us, “a room full of male and female clergy has a different feeling to it than a room
full of male clergy”. In her view, the increasing number of women in senior roles has brought
“a slightly different approach”.707 The Church accepts that further action is needed to bring
about true gender equality.708
21. In an independent review of the Church’s training and development framework dated
January 2019, Dr Eleanor Stobart sought the views of all dioceses, cathedrals, theological
education institutions and religious communities. The majority of participants felt that they
were “a long way from seeing a Church where men and women are equal”.709 Many respondents
believed that more women were needed in senior positions. One participant commented
that, within the Church, there is “an attitude of an old boys’ club and looking out for one another,
and as more women come in those attitudes could change”.710
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Attitudes to forgiveness
22. Forgiveness of those who have sinned is a core element of Anglican doctrine. Many
members of the Church regard forgiveness as the appropriate response to any admission
of wrongdoing. Some religious leaders use ‘forgiveness’ to justify a failure to respond
appropriately to allegations. Timothy Storey, for example, was permitted to continue working
with children after expressing “remorse for everything he had done wrong”.711 As observed by
Archbishop Welby:
“the idea that forgiveness means that you pretend nothing has happened is absolute
nonsense … actions have consequences”.712
23. In September 2017, the Faith and Order Commission published Forgiveness and
Reconciliation in the Aftermath of Abuse, which recognises that “the Church’s primary pastoral
task is to listen with care and sensitivity to those who have been abused”.713 Perpetrators who
repent must be willing to face the legal consequences of their sin and should be prevented
from accessing environments in which re-offending could occur.
24. In 2019, the Anglican Consultative Council, which facilitates cooperation between
Anglican Churches around the world and coordinates common action, published guidelines
to “enhance the safety of all persons, especially children, young people and vulnerable adults,
within the provinces of the Anglican Communion”.714 They state that victims of abuse:
“must never be pressured by church workers to forgive their abuser. Further harm can be
caused to a victim through pressure to forgive, and re-establish their relationship with
their abuser. They may condemn themselves and believe they are condemned by others if
they are not willing, or able to forgive.”715

B.6.4: Further steps to be taken
25. The Church has said that it is committed to “leading the way forward and pioneering
best practice in safeguarding, not just nationally but globally”.716 Bishop Hancock told us that
the Church is now “making significant strides towards this goal” with a number of recent
initiatives.717
25.1. In July 2018, the National Safeguarding Steering Group (NSSG) published a report
that identified that culture change was essential for the Church to be a place of safety,
which was presented to General Synod.718
25.2. In November 2018, members of the National Safeguarding Panel (NSP) and the
NSSG attended a joint workshop about barriers to cultural change, including clericalism,
tribalism and a lack of transparency in the response to disclosures of abuse. It also
examined potential solutions to these issues in order to achieve “openness, dialogue and
shared responsibility at all levels”.719
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25.3. The Church established an Education and Safeguarding Task Group involving
dioceses and the Church of England Education Office. Its aim is to engage children
in co-producing safeguarding material and to raise their awareness of protective
behaviours in order to prevent abuse.
25.4. The Faith and Order Commission produced several resources designed to
provide a theological as well as a practical response to safeguarding issues. In 2016, it
published The Gospel, Sexual Abuse and the Church,720 which aims to change the culture
of the Church “so that safeguarding becomes fully embedded within it as an outworking of
the gospel”.721
However, as Bishop Hancock recognised, it would be a “fallacy” to suggest that a wholesale
culture shift has been achieved.
26. The Inquiry concluded that significant further work is required to achieve this.
26.1. Senior clergy must lead by example to drive a change to the Church’s culture. It
is their responsibility to exhibit appropriate attitudes and behaviours, and encourage
that in others. To date, SCIE audits suggest that “most” senior clergy have made efforts
to change the culture of their dioceses, in order to embed safeguarding in all aspects of
Church life.
26.2. The Church must adopt a culture of transparency, in which it is willing to
recognise its past failures. Bishop Hancock described it as the Church having to “lament”
for its past.722
26.3. The Church must recognise and address the ways and means utilised by
perpetrators to groom and abuse children, as well as to justify their actions and to
silence their victims. This should include theological arguments.
26.4. The Church and statutory agencies must work more closely with each other in
responding to safeguarding concerns and allegations, while ensuring that information
and resources are shared consistently across dioceses.
27. There remain significant challenges that the Church must address.
27.1. Bishops remain in a potentially “conflicted position”, having responsibility for both
the oversight of safeguarding and the handling of complaints made against clergy in
their dioceses, given their responsibility for ensuring pastoral support is available to
alleged perpetrators.723
27.2. Despite considerable improvements to practices and procedures, they must be
implemented “in every small part of the Church, from the province down to the most tiny
rural parish”.724 They must also be “reflected in the attitudes and daily actions of those
working and worshipping at every level” in order to “produce real results”.725
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The Church in Wales
C.1: Introduction
1. The Church in Wales is a province of the worldwide Anglican Communion. It was
disestablished in 1914,726 taking effect in 1920. In 2018, the Church’s electoral roll showed
more than 42,000 worshippers in the Church in Wales,727 which equates to 1.4 percent of
the Welsh population.728

Table 1: Church in Wales statistics
6 dioceses/cathedrals
349 benefices (parishes or groups of parishes to which clergy will be attached)
594 parishes
1,295 churches
417 stipendiary clergy
139 non-stipendiary clergy
£437 million of general funds
Source: ANG000538

2. The most recent iteration of Welsh safeguarding practice reflects the Social Services and
Well-being (Wales) Act 2014. It includes a duty upon statutory bodies to report to a local
authority where there is a “reasonable cause to suspect” abuse of a child, but this does not
apply to religious organisations.729 Investigations of child protection concerns are run by local
police forces or local authorities.
3. Statutory guidance is provided to school settings in Keeping Learners Safe.730 The All Wales
Child Protection Procedures 2008 provide guidance to social care bodies and authorities.731
Neither of them apply directly to religious organisations.
4. While there is no requirement that voluntary organisations must operate in line with
safeguarding requirements of statutory bodies, there is an expectation by the Welsh
government that they will operate in a similar manner.732 The Welsh government does not
regulate, audit, inspect or have any oversight of the safeguarding policies or practices of
the Church in Wales. Concerns about such practice and policy could be reported to local
authority safeguarding boards, which may make enquiries but have no statutory powers to
intervene.733

Welsh Church Act 1914
https://churchinwales.contentfiles.net/media/documents/Membership-Finance-2019.pdf
728
www.ukpopulation.org
729
Social Services and Well-being (Wales) Act 2014 section 130
730
Keeping Learners Safe
731
INQ004213
732
WGT000441_001
733
There are six regional safeguarding children boards, overseen by a National Independent Safeguarding Board. There is no
current obligation for any faith organisation to be a member of the regional safeguarding board but they can be co-opted if
they wish, although none have done so to date (WGT000442).
726
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C.2: Structure of the Church in Wales
5. The Church in Wales consists of:734
• the Representative Body of the Church in Wales, which is responsible for looking after
the assets of the Church in Wales; and
• the Governing Body of the Church in Wales, which is the policy-making body and
supreme legislature of the Church and comprises the Bench of Bishops (six diocesan
bishops), 51 representatives from the clergy and 86 lay representatives.
It is made up of six dioceses (Bangor, Llandaff, Monmouth, St Asaph, St David’s, and Swansea
and Brecon), each of which is led by a diocesan bishop.

BANGOR

ST ASAPH
BANGOR

SWANSEA & BRECON
ST DAVIDS

MONMOUTH
LLANDAFF

Diocesan map of the Church in Wales

6. Bishops in the Church in Wales are elected by an electoral college made up of elected
clergy and lay people. The electoral college also elects the Archbishop of Wales from
amongst the existing diocesan bishops.735

734
735

ANG000538_003-005
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7. One member of the Bench of Bishops has specific responsibility for safeguarding.736
When diocesan bishops are elected in the Church in Wales they swear an oath of canonical
obedience to the Archbishop, but this does not provide the Archbishop with any power
of compulsion or direction over other bishops. The Archbishop has no jurisdiction over
the dioceses of other bishops, they are entirely self-governing. He can try to influence but
cannot exercise any command or control.737
8. The Church in Wales has started to group parishes together into ministry areas (which
are larger than parishes, often grouping several parishes over a wide geographic area), with
a team of lay people and clergy taking responsibility for running the area. These teams are
intended to enable specialisation in different types of ministry, in particular the development
of ministry to connect with young people.738

C.3: Safeguarding in the Church in Wales
Safeguarding personnel
9. Each parish in Wales has a parish safeguarding officer.739
10. In addition, as at July 2019, the Church has two part-time provincial safeguarding
officers (PSOs); all dioceses should refer all cases to the PSOs for management. PSOs
provide day-to-day management and advice on safeguarding issues, and deal with
attendance agreements, including for convicted perpetrators, and with managing cases
relating to vulnerable adults. While calls to the PSO about child sexual abuse are infrequent,
we were told that two officers were not enough, particularly given the large geographic area
to cover.740 In July 2019, a full-time safeguarding manager commenced work, but it is not yet
clear whether this will be sufficient to meet demand.741
11. Cathedrals in Wales are treated as any other church in the diocese for safeguarding
purposes. As a result, they are also subject to the oversight of the PSOs and must comply
with the relevant guidelines produced by the diocese or archdiocese.742 The cathedrals of St
Woolos, Newport and Llandaff share two named safeguarding officers (who are volunteers)
and have participated in recent Safe Church training.743
12. The Church in Wales has a safeguarding panel, appointed by the Standing Committee of
the Governing Body, which meets approximately every six weeks. It has a lay chair (currently
a former chief constable) and the majority of members are lay people, including social work
professionals, two GPs and a retired teacher. All safeguarding cases are referred to the
panel, with reports (including recommendations) prepared by the PSOs.744 The panel makes
decisions and follows up to make sure that they have been implemented.745 Mrs Edina Carmi
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(an independent safeguarding consultant, who conducted an analysis of case files to assess
the management of safeguarding in practice on behalf of this Inquiry) commended the use of
the Provincial Safeguarding Panel, which is utilised in each safeguarding case.746
13. Where risk assessments are recommended, they are undertaken by an independent
organisation.747
14. When required, an offender management plan is prepared by the PSO, and is signed
by the PSO, the parish priest, the offender and the offender manager. A plan will usually
be reviewed annually but, if an offender is considered higher risk, it may be reviewed more
regularly. It may also be reviewed less frequently (every three years) if an individual is
considered low risk. This reflects the volume of work of PSOs, but in those low risk cases the
PSOs will review annually with the parish priest and the probation service to confirm if there
have been any issues.748
15. Currently, the advice of the Provincial Safeguarding Team to clergy in individual cases
is a recommendation. Archbishop John Davies, the Archbishop of the Church in Wales, said
that he would like to see it become mandatory, although personally he could not imagine
ignoring the advice given.749

Safeguarding policies
16. The Church’s first safeguarding policy – Children and Young People: a Code of Practice for
use by parishes in the Church in Wales – was developed in 2000.750 As a result of the Church
in Wales’ Historic Cases Review in 2009 (discussed below), it was agreed that this text was
obsolete and not sufficiently comprehensive.
17. The Church in Wales commissioned an independent consultant to prepare a “fit for
purpose whole of Wales safeguarding policy” in 2014, combining policies for children and
vulnerable adults, in accordance with Welsh legislation (the Social Services and Well-being
(Wales) Act 2014).751 This became the Church in Wales’ Safeguarding Policy in 2016, which is
reviewed annually by a committee of human resources and safeguarding professionals.752
18. The safeguarding policy requires the early involvement of the PSO, who then
coordinates the Church’s response.753 It is the responsibility of the safeguarding team to
report allegations of child sexual abuse to statutory authorities. While there are no formal
timescales for referrals, we were told that referrals to social services or the police would be
done on the same day if possible.754
19. There are 22 unitary authorities in Wales, with at least five local bases in each. The PSO
must contact the correct base to speak to the duty officer (who changes twice a day). We
were told that this creates inconsistency, which the PSO thought was “quite worrying”.755
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20. Where a referral is made to social services and a multi-agency investigation commences,
the Church in Wales may attend the strategy meetings if invited to do so.
21. There are also no information-sharing protocols in place with either the police or
social services. The Church recognises that this is an issue, as currently it relies on personal
networks.756

Record-keeping
22. Each member of clergy has a personal file, which contains their career history from
preparation for ordination to the end of their ministry. There is a ‘no destruction’ policy for
these files, as the information is considered to be vital to the ongoing ministry development
of the individual concerned.
23. If clergy move from the Church of England to the Church in Wales (which is common),
the Church in Wales will not necessarily receive the English clergy file (known as the ‘blue
file’). There are no clear protocols for sharing such information. Some dioceses send the
original file or a copy of it; others do not. A file may be incomplete. As Archbishop Davies
commented, this practice is “unsatisfactory and inconsistent”.757 The Church in Wales
indicated to the Inquiry that it hopes to enter into a formal information-sharing agreement
with the Church of England to allow a more consistent sharing of personal data between the
two churches.758
24. The clergy personal files are kept by the diocesan bishop, and only the bishop has access
to them. Access may be granted upon request, for example, to disciplinary tribunals and
safeguarding officers.759 Following the Inquiry’s hearing, the Church in Wales drafted a new
clergy personal file policy, to allow access to personal files by PSOs.760
25. Ms Fay Howe, the current PSO, accepted that the current record-keeping system for
referrals to the PSO needed a complete overhaul and that the current system was “in the
dark ages”.761 She said that a central record-keeping service would make it easier to access
relevant information.762

Clergy discipline
26. Discipline in the Church in Wales is carried out by a disciplinary tribunal. The bishops
are not involved in the investigative process or in decision-making.763 The tribunal has
24 members (six appointed by the Bench of Bishops, 12 members of the clergy, two
legally qualified lay members, two lay members who are either medically qualified or a
trained counsellor, and two lay members of the Church in Wales), each holding office
for five years.764 The tribunal’s powers apply to bishops and the Archbishop, as well as
parish priests.765
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27. The disciplinary process involves a number of steps.
27.1. If a complaint is made about the conduct of a member of clergy (whether written
or oral), it is referred immediately to the registrar of the tribunal who undertakes a
triage system within the provincial office to determine the relevant next step. If there
is a safeguarding element, the safeguarding panel may become involved (irrespective
of whether any disciplinary action takes place) and insurers may need to be notified,
alongside investigatory work.766
27.2. After triage, cases of clergy discipline are formalised in writing and sent to
the registrar of the tribunal. An investigatory committee may be formed to decide
whether there is a case to answer. The committee includes legally or medically qualified
individuals, as well as clergy.767
27.3. The tribunal may suspend anyone under investigation until the hearing and
determination of a complaint.768 (Currently, the Archbishop does not have the
power to suspend another bishop at any stage, although the Church in Wales is
considering this.769)
27.4. At the conclusion of a disciplinary hearing, the tribunal may impose a range of
sanctions, including absolute or conditional discharge, rebuke, inhibition, disqualification,
deprivation or suspension of their office, and deposition from holy orders and expulsion
as clergy from the Church in Wales.770 Deposition is used by the Church in Wales for
individuals convicted of child sexual abuse.771
27.5. Until 2017, an individual was no longer subject to disciplinary rules if they
resigned from office. Since then, even if an individual resigns, the disciplinary process
will continue.772
28. In 2017, a report was prepared into the disciplinary process by a working group. The
working group made eight recommendations, including to:
“Retain the right of the Bishop to make such referrals [to the disciplinary tribunal] … the
Chair of the Safeguarding Panel and/or the Chair of the Representative Body should also
be able to draw matters to the attention of the Archbishop’s Registrar who may also refer
matters to the President of the Tribunal”.773
29. Five members of clergy in the Church in Wales have been the subject of disciplinary
proceedings related to child sexual abuse.774
29.1. In 2003, Canon Lawrence Davies was deposed from holy orders following
conviction for sexual assault against boys.775
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29.2. In 2004, Reverend Darryl Gibbs was convicted of two offences of making
indecent photographs of children and conditionally discharged for 12 months in respect
of each offence (to run concurrently). He was also prevented from exercising his
ministry as a priest for eight years.776
29.3. In 2006, a priest was accused of indecent assault and rape of a child. The CPS did
not prosecute but the disciplinary tribunal found the allegations proved on a balance of
probabilities and ordered the individual to be deposed from holy orders. Following an
appeal to the Provincial Court of the Church in Wales, he was reinstated but ordered
that he would not be permitted to officiate without a risk assessment. The same
priest was referred to the tribunal again in 2015 for failing to report abuse by another
to the police. The Archbishop of Wales dismissed the argument that the seal of the
confessional provided a defence. On appeal the Provincial Court found that the tribunal
had no jurisdiction to discipline a member of clergy who was not in office. The Church in
Wales was dissatisfied with this conclusion, as it considered that it would lead people to
seek to avoid disciplinary action by taking steps to resign or retire. Disciplinary rules and
regulations were changed so as to apply to all ordained clergy in the Church in Wales,
regardless of whether they were in office or retired.777
29.4. In 2007, a perpetrator admitted sending messages of a sexual, “unseemly” and
intimate nature to a girl under the age of 18. He was prohibited from officiating unless
and until he provided to a bishop the written opinion of a consultant psychiatrist as
to his fitness for office; the individual bishop would then decide whether to grant
a licence.778
29.5. In 2009, Reverend Richard Hart was deposed from holy orders following
convictions relating to indecent images of children.779
30. The Church in Wales is reviewing its historic safeguarding records to ensure that
consideration is given to deposition from holy orders for any clergy convicted of a
safeguarding offence in the past.780
31. Since the third public hearing, the Church in Wales has proposed to introduce into the
constitution a new disciplinary heading of “failure to comply with advice from the Provincial
Safeguarding Panel without reasonable excuse”.781

C.4: Recruitment and training of clergy in the Church in Wales
Prior to ordination
32. A candidate for ordination first approaches the local priest. He or she is then referred
to the Diocesan Director of Vocations. If considered suitable for training (after a period
of discernment, discussions and assessments), the application is sent to the Provincial
Discernment Board.782
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33. Ecclesiastical training for the Church in Wales is provided by a single institute, St
Padarn’s. The training involves a significant amount of experiential learning, with candidates
spending half of their week in a learning environment and the other half in a parish.
Candidates receive safeguarding training throughout their theological education.783
34. Newly ordained and appointed clergy are monitored by the parish priest for six months,
and formally reviewed at the end of that period. In the event of any earlier indications of
concern, these will be looked into immediately, usually by an archdeacon.784

Recruitment
35. Each diocesan bishop is responsible for the appointment of clergy in their own
diocese.785 Before any individual can be appointed or recruited, they must have attended
Church in Wales safeguarding training. They must also have an up-to-date criminal
records check.786
36. The Church in Wales has engaged in checks on potential clergy appointments and
volunteers since before 1996. Initially these were police record checks and checks against
the ‘List 99’ maintained by the Department of Health.787 They are now undertaken through
the Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) system. They are required before the appointment
of all ministers (lay and ordained, including clergy with permission to officiate) and any other
people, whether volunteers or employed, who are authorised to undertake regulated activity
with children on behalf of the Church in Wales.788 Those requiring DBS checks are identified
by the bishops’ offices, parishes and diocesan offices, then coordinated and monitored by
the Representative Body’s DBS team. A DBS check must be renewed every five years.789
Records are kept centrally for each individual checked.790
37. When a blemished disclosure is received:
• the provincial staff contact lead clergy in the parish concerned for further information
about the matters disclosed, and an assessment of risk relating to the role concerned is
undertaken by the parish working with the provincial staff;
• a provincial triage team (which includes the Provincial Secretary, the Head of Legal
Services, the Head of Human Resources and the Head of Safeguarding) will provide
further advice – in some cases, advice will be sought from the Provincial Safeguarding
Panel; and
• the advice of the triage meeting is presented to the appropriate person who appoints
or employs or is responsible for the candidate (in the case of a volunteer).791
The applicant is not permitted to undertake any authorised activity unless and until the
matter is resolved. The final decision is recorded in the Church’s provincial DBS database.
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38. The Church in Wales has a list, known as the Archbishop’s Registrar’s list (held in the
provincial office), which records individuals about whom there have been previous concerns.
As at July 2019, there were 18 people on its list, of whom 10 have been convicted or
accused of child sexual offences.792 Bishops may consult the list by asking for information
about a candidate but it is not circulated. Church in Wales policy recommends that bishops
consult the list before appointing candidates but there is no guarantee that an appointing
bishop would check the list or become aware of the individual’s history.793 The Church in
Wales has now created a monitoring system to ensure that the Archbishop’s Registrar’s list
is referred to for every clergy appointment and constitutional changes are being brought
forward to enable bishops to have access to the list online.794 However, the Church in Wales
does not have access to the Church of England’s caution list, including where a member of
clergy moves from the Church of England to the Church in Wales.

Terms of service
39. The terms of service of Church in Wales clergy (implemented in 2010) include an express
requirement to undertake any necessary training:
“When a requirement is identified that a Cleric should obtain a particular proficiency,
attend training or retraining in an area of Ministry, the Cleric must satisfy such
requirement within a reasonable time as agreed with the Bishop. … Failure to comply with
this requirement may be dealt with as a disciplinary matter.”795
40. Safeguarding training is specified in professional ministerial guidelines
introduced in 2007:
“Every ordained person should have appropriate training in child protection. Provincial
and diocesan guidelines and requirements must be known and observed.”796
Records are maintained of who has completed training and when.797
41. A member of clergy found to be in breach of professional ministerial standards will be
subject to the Disciplinary Policy and Procedure of the Church in Wales.
“Serious acts or admissions may result in removal from office and could result in
deposition from Holy Orders.”798
42. The Church in Wales conducts ministry development reviews. These are conducted by
area deans or archdeacons and lay people with HR or management skills. The reviews cover
resilience training, well-being advice and self-review, which the Church in Wales considers
“important aspects of the process of maintaining an appropriate level of scrutiny”.799

Permission to officiate
43. In June 2019, the Church in Wales introduced a formal policy on permission to officiate
(PTO), through which a retired member of clergy is allowed to minister in a diocese,
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although this was amended in October 2019.800 A member of clergy seeking PTO requires
an enhanced DBS check and to have undergone compulsory ‘Safe Church’ training. They
also require a ‘Clergy Current Status Letter’, which includes information about the clergy’s
performance, whether there is anything in their past that would give rise to a concern and
their previous bishop’s view on their suitability for continuing ministry.801 As a result of
this investigation, a new template was agreed by the Bench of Bishops in October 2019 to
ensure that the letters prompt full disclosure of all relevant safeguarding matters.802
44. The Church in Wales’ policy states that PTO should be granted without any restriction,
such as excluding ministry involving children and adults at risk. If a geographical limit is
imposed – such as limiting ministry to a particular diocese – that must be notified in writing
to all archdeacons and the relevant PSO so that it can be monitored.803
45. PTO is granted only for a five-year period and a fresh application must be made each
time. A list of all of those holding PTO is held centrally by the provincial office.804

Safeguarding training
46. Following the Historic Cases Review (discussed below), the Church’s first safeguarding
training strategy came into force in 2015. At the direction of the Bench of Bishops,
safeguarding training became mandatory for any clergy or layperson in ministry or operating
with PTO.805 Initially it was delivered separately, but clergy and lay people now train together
to build ministry teams.806 Retraining is required every three years but some do not consider
this to be sufficiently frequent.807
47. The responsibility for delivering all safeguarding training rests with St Padarn’s (the
theological education institute), so that training is delivered by experts within a theological
as well as safeguarding context.808
48. Safeguarding training is also fully embedded into the ecclesiastical training of
ordinands.809 The content will be authorised by the Provincial Safeguarding Team, composed
of social work qualified staff.810 The training framework is under development and the
Church in Wales is working with the Church of England to ensure similar structures are
in place.811

C.5: Responding to abuse within the Church in Wales
49. Any victims or survivors should be automatically referred to PSOs, who are responsible
for making reports to statutory authorities where required. The Church’s protocol states that
the police should be informed immediately.812
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50. Victims and survivors are also to be offered support immediately, including offering to
pay for counselling if required.813 However, we were told that examples of counselling were
“few and far between” and were on an ad hoc basis. Referrals are to external counsellors
paid for by the Church or other organisations in Wales.814 After the third public hearing, the
Church in Wales entered an agreement with an organisation called New Pathways to provide
access to independent sexual violence advisers from January 2020. Victims and survivors
can access this service through the PSOs or directly without speaking to the Church in
Wales first.815
51. All safeguarding claims are reported to the Representative Body and disclosed to the
Church’s external safeguarding auditors, who report to the trustees of the Representative
Body and the Charity Commission.816
52. The Church in Wales’ protocols for responding to allegations of abuse are the same for
both living perpetrators and those who are deceased.817

Seal of the confessional
53. In 1984, the Church in Wales revised its prayer book. It provided a right for the ministry
of confession and absolution but prefaced it with a reference to the “practice of confessing to
a priest under the oath of secrecy” being maintained.818
54. Archbishop Davies told us that it was his “firm opinion and belief that the Seal of the
Confessional cannot and should not be used to protect those who perpetrate abuse”.819 In his
view, reliance upon the seal of the confessional is inconsistent with scripture, which says that
the vulnerable should never suffer as a result of any neglect on the part of a Christian.820
55. The ministerial guidelines state that:
“Clergy should be aware of the circumstances in which confidential information can or
should be disclosed to third parties, particularly where the safety of children is concerned.
In these circumstances, clergy should refer to the guidance in provincial and diocesan
child protection policies. Children … who disclose evidence of significant harm will need to
know that their concerns will be taken seriously and referred to the appropriate statutory
agency … In such cases the welfare of the child … should be regarded as of paramount
importance.”821
This is subject to:
“Where abuse of children … is admitted in the context of confession, the priest should
urge the person to report his or her behaviour to the police or social services, and should
also make this a condition of absolution, or withhold absolution until this evidence of
repentance has been demonstrated.”
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“If a penitent’s behaviour gravely threatens his or her own well-being or that of others,
particularly children … the priest should insist upon action on the penitent’s part. It
should be noted that at law there is no absolute duty of confidentiality. … In exceptional
circumstances there may also be an over-riding duty to break confidence, especially where
the safety of children … is involved”.822
56. Archbishop Davies said he would have no hesitation in referring to the disciplinary
tribunal any clergy known to have failed to report an instance of abuse to the PSOs.823 He
believed that his views were shared by the other diocesan bishops.824 While he “couldn’t see
how anyone, in good conscience, could not pass the information on”, Archbishop Davies stated
that the ministerial guidelines about the need of clergy to refer matters to safeguarding
officers (even if this information is given in confidence or under the seal of the confessional)
are “unsatisfactory and insufficiently clear”.825

Managing claims
57. The Representative Body is jointly and severally insured with each parish and, as a result,
a claim of sexual abuse in a parish is brought against the Representative Body.826 The Church
in Wales is insured by the Ecclesiastical Insurance Office. Since 2000, 11 individuals have
made claims (some of which were multiple claims against one individual) against the Church
in Wales.827

C.6: Past case reviews
58. The Church in Wales has undertaken a number of reviews over recent years about its
handling of safeguarding cases.

Historic Cases Review
59. In 2009, the Church in Wales commissioned the Historic Cases Review. It was
undertaken by Mrs Elaine Cloke (who was seconded from the Children’s Commissioner for
Wales’ Office for this purpose) and involved the review of 1,381 personal clergy files.
59.1. A total of 219 files were referred to the Provincial Safeguarding Panel established
to oversee the work. The majority related to incomplete service records, and complaints
relating to clergy conduct or personnel issues.
59.2. Five files were identified as having information relating to child protection and
safeguarding issues requiring further action. All were referred to the appropriate
statutory agencies following discussion with the relevant bishop.828
59.3. One further file related to allegations of child sexual abuse made by the
complainant’s mother against a member of the clergy in 1999. At the time of the
Historic Cases Review, the alleged perpetrator had retired but held PTO. The allegation
was reported to the police but the police took no further action as the complainant and
the complainant’s mother did not wish to take matters further. The alleged perpetrator’s
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PTO was reinstated without any further action taken by the Church in Wales. In
preparing for this Inquiry, the Church in Wales reviewed the case again and a letter
was discovered from a parishioner to whom the alleged perpetrator had admitted his
offending. As a result the case was referred to the police again in 2016. Although no
further action was taken by the police, the alleged perpetrator’s PTO was removed and
has not been reinstated.829
60. The final report (published in April 2011) made 36 recommendations, including:830
• All clergy authorised for ministry should continue to be subject to DBS enhanced
checks. References and ‘safe to receive’ letters should not be the only checks to be
relied upon. All necessary checks must take place prior to appointment.
• All DBS checks which return information indicating that the person concerned could
pose a risk to children should be referred for consideration by a provincial panel (which
is independent of the Bench of Bishops and has at least one person with relevant
qualifications and extensive safeguarding experience).
• Children or young people and alleged perpetrators should not be interviewed by
Church staff prior to being referred to statutory agencies or during any criminal or
child protection process.
• Risk assessments should be required as a matter of course prior to a disciplinary
tribunal or during the process if there are any safeguarding concerns in relation
to clergy.
• Policies and protocols should be established between the Church in Wales, the police
and social services departments on “the way forward in safeguarding”. This should
include advice on communication, ongoing sharing of information, accountability and
the avoidance of delays in investigations in reaching conclusions.
• The clergy as a role model, as seen by children and young people, is significant. This
should be fully recognised and appreciated by the Church in Wales. Inappropriate
and unacceptable conduct should be a professional development issue and, where
necessary, subject to disciplinary procedures.
• The Church should be equipped with the necessary professional advice, support and
training by the employment of a PSO.

Review of deceased clergy files
61. While preparing for this Inquiry, the Church in Wales decided that the files of members
of clergy who had died before the Historic Cases Review should be reviewed.
62. An independent social worker, Mrs Anest Gray Frazer, was engaged to review 150 files.
Her report, published in 2016, concluded there was no information that required further
investigation by statutory authorities.831 This was largely because the record-keeping was
so poor that it was difficult to identify problems and how they had been resolved. In the
personal files where safeguarding concerns were identified, there was no clear record of
the safeguarding allegations and the nature of the concerns, how these were handled, how
the information was followed up, the actions taken, the decisions reached or the outcome.
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Personal files were inconsistent, both in their structure and the information they contained.
There was little information in relation to any safeguarding issues, whether the individual had
attended any training, notes of appraisals or supervisions where safeguarding issues were
addressed. Some individuals did not even have personal files.
63. Mrs Frazer made the following recommendations:832
• The Church in Wales should implement a robust process to record and manage all
safeguarding concerns to ensure compliance with statutory duties and requirements.
If a safeguarding concern is raised, it must be recorded and stored on the personal and
personnel file.
• A quality assurance process should be established to ensure adequate recording
procedures are in place and adhered to when a safeguarding concern is raised.
• All staff would benefit from training about basic record-keeping and case note
recording.
• Safeguarding matters should be included as a standard agenda item and discussed at all
staff supervision or annual performance meetings.

Review of personnel files at the Diocese of St Davids
64. In July 2018, Bishop Joanna Penbethy commissioned a review of all personnel files
in the Diocese of St Davids to ensure that all safeguarding matters had been handled
appropriately.833 She was concerned about reassurances about the nature and extent
of investigation of potential safeguarding matters and the appropriateness of the
resultant action.834
65. The review was conducted by Ms Samantha-Jayne Waters (a lawyer employed by
Dyfed-Powys Police for many years). She examined the 310 clergy personal files held by
the Diocese of St Davids, not those held by the PSOs, and did not speak directly to any
individuals.835 Ms Waters did not make recommendations about individual safeguarding
cases but made the following recommendations about record-keeping and the clergy
personnel files:
• All safeguarding and disciplinary incidents should document the allegation, the process
followed and the outcome reached.
• Where a member of clergy transfers and there has been a historical concern, a full
understanding should be obtained.
• Where disciplinary matters are “prima facie” actionable then appropriate referrals
should be made rather than a bargaining with potential retirement.
• A uniform filing system should be introduced which encapsulates the requirements
of information that must be held within the personnel files and in accordance with a
retention schedule.
• Consideration should be given as to the most effective means of retaining a
safeguarding or discipline file system.
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Auditing
66. The Church in Wales does not, presently, have a system of auditing safeguarding actions
within provinces, dioceses or parishes. We were told that regular external auditing would be
useful, particularly to avoid complacency after the conclusion of this Inquiry.836 The Church
in Wales has indicated that it is investigating the commission of an external provider to audit
safeguarding policies, procedures and case work on a regular basis.837

Deference
67. In 2012, the Church commissioned an external review of the Church in Wales, with
particular focus on its structures and use of resources. The Review Group838 identified
“too much deference and dependence” in the Church in Wales and that bishops needed
to collaborate more.839 The review also found that clergy were leading the initiatives in
safeguarding, but that lay people needed “to take more responsibility and more ownership” of
safeguarding in the Church.
68. In Archbishop Davies’ view, the attitude that “Father knows best and what Father says
goes” is to be discouraged; it disempowers lay people and fails to recognise their role in
the Church’s ministry. However, he conceded that culture very much depended on local
circumstances and personalities.840 The Church is increasing the profile of safeguarding
amongst lay people as well as clergy to combat a common inability to believe that clergy
are capable of abuse. This begins in the parish and includes disseminating information about
safeguarding practice and safeguarding matters, for example, through parish magazines.841
The Provincial Safeguarding Panel seeks to ensure lay empowerment and ownership
of safeguarding in the Church by providing that only three of the 10 members are to
be clergy.842

C.7: Samples of safeguarding casework in the Church in Wales
69. The Inquiry commissioned Mrs Carmi to conduct a desktop audit of the Church’s written
records for samples of casework as well as its safeguarding policies.
70. To ensure a representative sample, the Inquiry obtained a full list of all safeguarding
casework undertaken by the Church in Wales between April 2017 and April 2018. One case
was selected from each diocese for analysis, in order to provide a recent snapshot of various
aspects of safeguarding in practice. Mrs Carmi also considered the quality of the Church’s
guidance and the extent to which it was followed by dioceses, although she was not able to
speak to victims and survivors or those engaged with the safeguarding processes.
71. A summary of key sample cases can be found in Annex 3, together with Mrs Carmi’s
report. For ease of reference, the individual cases are identified by initials only. (For example,
‘Wa1’ is used to refer to the first sample case from the Church in Wales.)
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72. Mrs Carmi identified a number of concerns.
72.1. The Church in Wales’ safeguarding policy, in Mrs Carmi’s view, provided
comprehensive guidance and procedures for the Church. It was “less good at explaining
what happens once cases have been referred to the provincial safeguarding officers”. It
did not give clear explanations of when and how to undertake internal investigations,
risk assessments or put in place safeguarding agreements.843 The Church in Wales has
undertaken to review their policies in order to address the concerns raised by Mrs
Carmi and an updated policy will be released in summer 2020.844
72.2. Mrs Carmi concluded that the documents she reviewed from the provincial
safeguarding team were sometimes difficult to understand. It was not always clear
what happened and when. There was no case record providing a log of each contact,
such as telephone calls and internal discussions. This included the work of the
Provincial Safeguarding Panel. It was not always evident what, if any, decisions or
recommendations had been made by the panel.845 There were no notes of discussions
at, for example, panel meetings, to provide a rationale for any decisions. Following the
third public hearing, the Church in Wales purchased an electronic case management
system.846 As a result, in August 2019 the Provincial Safeguarding Panel began formally
minuting its discussions and conclusions.847
72.3. There was a reluctance to implement suspension in a case examined by Mrs
Carmi (known as Wa1).848 First, a priest refused to implement the suspension of a lay
person with responsibilities in a parish, contrary to the clear advice of the PSO and
Provincial Safeguarding Panel. The bishop then did not suspend the priest for failing
to follow the guidance of the PSO and Provincial Safeguarding Panel. There was also a
reluctance by the diocese to carry out a full investigation into the concerns.849 In Mrs
Carmi’s view, responsibility for suspension should be transferred to PSOs in such cases.
Archbishop Davies agreed that it would be appropriate for there to be a direction from
safeguarding professionals to the bishop that they must suspend, although there is
“something to be said for the bishop being the person who might … ultimately suspend”.850
The Church in Wales is putting in place alternative routes to suspension in the event
that a bishop refuses to implement suspension on professional advice, which is expected
to be in force by September 2020.851
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D.1: Conclusions in respect of the Church of England
1. The Church of England failed to protect some children and young people from sexual
predators within their midst. In the past, the system of child protection was under-resourced.
Safeguarding personnel were at times ignored and their advice overlooked, in favour of
protecting the reputation of clergy and the Church. During the Inquiry’s hearings, senior
leaders in the Church apologised for its actions, recognising that failings identified by this
investigation and other reviews were “profoundly and deeply shocking”.852
2. Since the publication of the Archbishop’s Visitation to the Diocese of Chichester in
2013 much has improved, in terms of governance, training, audit, personnel, policies and
procedures. However, there is still more to be done. Senior leaders have demonstrated
a determination to make necessary changes to keep children safe but, to be effective,
this determination needs to be translated into action throughout the Church of England.
There is a lack of challenge in decision-making; there remain areas of insufficient oversight.
Engagement with and support for victims and survivors requires improvement.

Engaging with victims and survivors
3. The Social Care Institute for Excellence (SCIE) final overview report, published in July
2019 following an extensive programme of audits, found that the Church of England is yet
to regain fully the trust of those who have been abused. It has been slow to find ways to
engage effectively with victims and survivors or to learn from their experiences.
4. The Safe Spaces project, which was first proposed six years ago as an online resource and
national helpline for survivors in partnership with the Catholic Church, has taken too long to
implement.

Safeguarding policies and practices
5. Prior to 2013 (and the publication of the report of the Archbishop’s Visitation to the
Diocese of Chichester), many of the Church of England’s safeguarding policies had significant
weaknesses and implementation of those policies was patchy.
6. The review and redraft of the policies by the National Safeguarding Team since 2015 has
been comprehensive. For example, the Parish Safeguarding Handbook (launched in 2019) and
the e-safeguarding manual help to reinforce and simplify the safeguarding message.853
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7. There are still improvements to be made to the development of policies and practice. The
comments made by SCIE854 and by Mrs Edina Carmi during the course of this investigation,
including that the volume of guidance has created some confusion and should be rationalised
into one simple and accessible set of procedures, merit consideration by the Church in order
to see whether any action should be taken.

The structure of safeguarding in the Church of England
8. The Church of England has struggled to develop a model for effective safeguarding
within its organisational structure. The building blocks of the Church are the dioceses. The
Church of England has not resolved the need for safeguarding to function at a diocesan
level with the requirement for sufficient accountability to and oversight from the National
Safeguarding Team to ensure consistency of decision-making.
9. Effective safeguarding is required at parish, diocesan and Church-wide levels. The model
suggested by Mr Colin Perkins, the Chichester diocesan safeguarding adviser (DSA), provides
a helpful starting point for the Church to consider. In particular, Mr Perkins’ suggestion
that the DSA should become a diocesan safeguarding officer (DSO). The change in title is
significant. It indicates that DSOs should be taking decisions, not only providing advice.
It is essential that operational decisions about safeguarding are made by safeguarding
professionals.
10. DSOs need sufficient authority to take action, without the approval of the diocesan
bishop, in respect of key safeguarding tasks, in particular:
• reporting all safeguarding matters to statutory authorities;
• managing or commissioning lessons learned reviews;
• commissioning investigations;
• commissioning and instructing risk assessments during or following safeguarding
investigations;
• ensuring that pastoral support is given to complainants in safeguarding investigations
(including during police or Clergy Discipline Measure (CDM) investigations);
• reporting safeguarding-related matters to the National Safeguarding Team; and
• reporting serious incidents to the Charity Commission.
11. The SCIE recommendation for the introduction of a national arrangement for the
appointment, management and supervision of DSAs or DSOs would replace the local
ownership of DSAs that currently exists and may help to increase their independence by
providing a route, outside of the diocese, through which concerns could be raised.
12. The National Safeguarding Team has proposed by the end of 2020 a regional leadership
structure with regional safeguarding advisers to provide a point of escalation for disputes
and professional supervision for DSAs. They will also monitor and seek to provide
consistency between dioceses and to lead work on survivor engagement. Such a proposal
may help to provide the level of oversight which was previously lacking.855
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13. DSOs – not clergy – are best placed to decide which cases to refer to the police or social
services, and what action should be taken by the Church to keep children safe. Diocesan
bishops have an important role to play, in particular to help congregations and clergy to
understand safeguarding and to make it a priority, “intrinsic to the beliefs” of the Church of
England, but they should not hold operational responsibility for safeguarding.856
14. The theological work undertaken by the Faith and Order Commission is valuable in the
development of a theology of safeguarding and its spiritual underpinning.

The role of the National Safeguarding Team
15. As the reports of SCIE demonstrate, there are some continuing weaknesses with
aspects of the Church’s policies, in particular with the escalation process for raising concerns
about how a diocese manages safeguarding.857 The policies lack clarity about what needs to
be referred to whom and when.858 The National Safeguarding Team does not have the power
to intervene in a diocese, even where it appears that safeguarding is being inadequately
managed or handled prior to any crisis arising. The only legal power currently available is that
of an Archbishop’s Visitation. While the CDM can be used against individuals, it does not
solve systemic problems with Church organisation. A Visitation is not an appropriate tool to
address emerging safeguarding issues at a diocesan level.
16. To be effective, the role of the National Director of Safeguarding requires overall
responsibility for managing safeguarding within the Church and providing oversight of those
operating at a diocesan level. It is the responsibility of the National Safeguarding Team to
ensure that safeguarding policies and practices are of a good standard and are properly
implemented within dioceses.

Funding of safeguarding
17. Until 2015 the funding of safeguarding was piecemeal and insufficient. Since then, there
has been a significant increase in funding of safeguarding activity at all levels of the Church
(parish, diocesan and central) but from a very low base.859 There is still a disparity between
needs and resources across some dioceses.
18. Every diocesan safeguarding team requires sufficient resources to fulfil its essential
functions, having regard to the size and needs of that diocese.

External monitoring
19. The Church’s programme of external audits has provided a valuable source of
independent scrutiny of its safeguarding policies and procedures, as well as its practice on
the ground. The Church would also benefit from a suitable programme of regular internal
progress reviews.
20. When independent reviews of individual cases are commissioned about the most serious
safeguarding cases, the process for their commissioning could benefit from liaison with the
victim or survivor as well as other relevant parties.
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Cathedrals
21. Although cathedrals are situated within dioceses, they are independent and are
separately governed by the cathedral chapter. The diocesan bishop has no executive role and
is not involved on a day-to-day basis in the administration of a cathedral’s affairs.
22. The Chichester/Peter Ball Investigation Report dealt with safeguarding concerns
which had arisen in respect of cathedrals.860 Since the publication of that report, SCIE
has commenced a series of audits of the safeguarding arrangements in cathedrals. The
preliminary results of those audits indicate continuing problems with the safeguarding
governance of the cathedrals audited so far.
23. The Church of England’s own cathedrals working group identified that, in comparison
to dioceses, cathedrals still had much more to do in respect of safeguarding.861 The
concerns set out in that working group report have led the Church to promote a new
Cathedrals Measure862 which will amend the governance structure of cathedrals and set
out the relationship between a cathedral and a diocese. Cathedrals will become charitable
organisations regulated by the Charity Commission, which will be the first time that
cathedrals become externally accountable.863
24. The guidance and the cathedrals working group have now made clear that the dean
of a cathedral is accountable to the diocesan bishop on safeguarding matters,864 and that
the diocesan bishop must ensure that there are clear safeguarding arrangements in place.
These changes resolve a number of the concerns which we have previously expressed but it
remains important that the cathedral safeguarding arrangements are compatible with those
of the diocese. It is likely, given the emerging findings from the SCIE cathedrals audits, that
cathedrals will require considerably greater resourcing.
25. Where a cathedral has links with choir schools, clarity is required between each
cathedral and school to ensure that there are commonly understood policies. There should
be no ambiguity about where responsibility for responding to safeguarding concerns lies.

Civil claims
26. Sensitivity and tact are required throughout the management of civil claims relating to
child sexual abuse. Those managing claims need to demonstrate an understanding of the
psychological effects of child sexual abuse and the potential for additional distress to be
caused by the litigation process.
27. Over time, the Ecclesiastical Insurance Office (EIO) has developed its understanding
of handling civil claims about child sexual abuse. It has acknowledged that it has improved
its practices and procedures in the light of what it calls “sometimes bitter experience”.865
The EIO’s Guiding Principles for managing claims of child sexual abuse are constructive.
The Guiding Principles should also be used by the Church as a starting point in assessing
uninsured cases.
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28. However, the Guiding Principles are only effective if they are followed and if they are
reflected in the advice provided to the Church of England. The case of AN-A4 showed the
Church of England being provided with unclear advice, the result of which was that pastoral
support was withdrawn from a highly vulnerable individual at a time of need. This is not
acceptable. It is disappointing that the EIO was unable to recognise or accept its failings in
that case upon the publication of the Elliott review. This was compounded by its failure to
provide evidence to this Inquiry in a candid manner, requiring us to recall a witness to explain
why the information previously given to us was incomplete.866
29. While the Church is not directly responsible for the management of an insured claim, in
which its insurer acts on its behalf, the Church retains responsibility for providing pastoral
support to complainants, victims and survivors.867 What many victims and survivors want
is a genuine and meaningful apology. The EIO has made plain that it does not apologise on
the Church’s behalf and does not prevent the Church from doing so. It is a matter for the
Church as to how such apologies should be made and who would be the appropriate person
to do this.

Recruitment, training and professional development
Recruitment and training of clergy
30. As set out in the Chichester/Peter Ball Investigation Report, there are examples of
clergy being ordained despite a history of child sexual offences and examples of clergy who
were unable or unwilling to properly fulfil their safeguarding responsibilities.
31. Whilst the Church has reviewed and developed its approach to recruiting and training
clergy, it accepts that even now the criteria against which candidates’ suitability for
ordination are judged do not specifically include safeguarding. The Church says that it is
addressing this through the ongoing work of the Future Clergy Review.
32. Attitudes to safeguarding ought to be an important element of the selection and training
of clergy.
33. Psychological assessment of candidates is a valuable mechanism for use in the selection
of clergy for ordination. Nevertheless, the Church has yet to make a decision about how it is
going to make use of psychological assessment within its recruitment process, and how it will
ensure that this is used consistently.

Disclosure and Barring Service checks
34. In all three hearings for this investigation we heard concerns, including from DSAs and
the national safeguarding adviser, about the difficulty in identifying who is eligible for an
enhanced criminal record (Disclosure and Barring Service or DBS) check. This arises because
the current definition of ‘regulated activity’ within the statutory guidance is unclear and
narrow. It focuses exclusively on the time spent with an individual, rather than the nature of
the relationship that individual may have with a child.
35. The definition does not transfer easily to a religious organisation like the Church of
England or the Church in Wales.
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36. A DBS check is one part of the process of safer recruitment. It is a valuable tool,
particularly to identify those who may not have been convicted of offences but whose
behaviour may have placed them on the barred list for children or vulnerable adults.

Ministerial development for ordained clergy
37. The current bi-annual reviews of clergy ministerial development do not assess or monitor
the performance or understanding of their safeguarding functions. Considering safeguarding
in these reviews would be a logical continuation of its inclusion in the consideration of a
candidate’s suitability for ordination.
38. The current capability procedures do not effectively deal with performance concerns
about safeguarding. The responsibilities of members of clergy can be difficult to fulfil. As can
be seen from some of the sampling cases, they have to make difficult decisions or investigate
with only limited assistance. Ordained clergy lack a system of assistance, support and
performance management.

Clergy Discipline Measure
39. The Clergy Discipline Measure (CDM) is a complex process that takes too long to reach a
conclusion in relation to safeguarding matters.
40. A 12-month limit for bringing a complaint continues to apply to allegations that a
member of clergy has failed to have “due regard” to safeguarding policies in their response
to a disclosure of abuse or management of a safeguarding matter. This is not appropriate.
Victims and survivors often find it difficult to report abuse until some time after the
event. As a result, safeguarding failures are equally likely to come to light outside of the
12-month limit.
41. In addition, we have seen from our sampling exercise that some bishops are still
reluctant to start proceedings against those who have failed in their safeguarding duties. It
is possible that the proposals endorsed above for enhancing the powers of the DSO and the
National Safeguarding Team may, in part, address such concerns.
42. The CDM needs to be reviewed in respect of how it manages allegations of child
sexual abuse by clergy and how it treats complaints about a failure to have “due regard” to
safeguarding guidance in responding to allegations of abuse. The most significant flaws are:
• The initial investigation of complaints which concern safeguarding that would merit
‘rebuke’ (a warning) or more serious disciplinary action is not independent of the
diocese.
• There are no alternative processes, similar to capability reviews, through which
concerns that someone is struggling to manage safeguarding issues effectively could
be dealt with outside of the CDM.
• There is no suitable pastoral support, guidance and counselling available for victims
and survivors if they have to engage in the CDM process as complainants or witnesses.
• Case management does not effectively ensure that CDM cases, particularly those
involving safeguarding, are dealt with expeditiously.
• Individuals carrying out fact-finding investigations, which involve taking evidence from
complainants, victims and survivors, do not have specialist training in interviewing
complainants.
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43. The penalty of deposition from holy orders (through which clergy are stripped of
their clerical title) retains symbolic importance, particularly to victims and survivors. It
is not available in the Church of England for those convicted of or disciplined for child
sexual abuse.

Seal of the confessional
44. The Archbishop of Canterbury and Archbishop of York both advocated a Church of
England internal policy of mandatory reporting. We heard powerful evidence from an
eminent canon lawyer, who is also a survivor of sexual abuse, and from others, that the seal
of the confessional should be removed in cases of child sexual offending. Whilst there has
been considerable discussion of this topic within the Church of England, it cannot agree
internally. This was well-illustrated by the failure of the seal of the confessional working
party to make any conclusions or recommendations on its subject matter.
45. This issue is one of significance in other Inquiry investigations. We will consider the
evidence and return to it in the Inquiry’s final report.

D.2: Conclusions in respect of the Church in Wales
46. The Church in Wales has a centralised safeguarding structure with provincial
safeguarding officers responsible for safeguarding in dioceses throughout the Church in
Wales. The provincial safeguarding officers are spread too thinly. There are not enough
provincial safeguarding officers to meet the demands of the role. Greater resources, both in
funding and personnel, are required.
47. The Church in Wales recognises that its policies and procedures require review and
reform in the light of changing circumstances.
48. There were examples of good practice in individual cases. Reverend Christopher
Watkins dealt very effectively with a safeguarding case by responding quickly, taking
decisive action and putting the welfare of the child at the heart of his decision-making
(see Annex 3).
49. The Church in Wales has not, to date, had a programme of external auditing. As a result,
it has not benefited from independent scrutiny of its safeguarding policies and procedures.
50. A significant problem for the Church in Wales is record-keeping. The sampling exercise
demonstrated both poor record-keeping and an absence of records. This is consistent
with other internal reviews of the Church in Wales. There should be clear policies in place
on record-keeping. In addition, safeguarding staff need to have access to the relevant
personnel files.
51. The Church in Wales has struggled to identify what action it should take where
statutory authorities determine that no action is required by the police or local authority. In
such cases, the Church in Wales requires a clear process for carrying out an investigation
and fact-finding to determine whether disciplinary action is required and to inform a risk
assessment.
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52. There has been no clarity or consistency in how agreements enabling offenders
to worship in the Church in Wales are organised and managed. The Church in Wales is
producing written procedural guidelines concerning the establishment, monitoring and
review of offender management safeguarding agreements.
53. The system of discipline in the Church in Wales has some strengths. In particular,
the Church in Wales has an independent safeguarding body which reviews all complaints
and decisions about whether complaints go to the Clergy Discipline Tribunal. This body
is not tied to a diocese. Having a disciplinary tribunal process which is wholly separate
to the dioceses has provided a measure of independence and impartiality. However,
currently the Church cannot discipline clergy or other church officers if they fail to follow
professional advice from provincial safeguarding officers or recommendations from the
safeguarding panel.
54. It should be for provincial safeguarding officers and not for clergy to decide which cases
should be referred to the police or social services, and what action should be taken to keep
children safe.
55. The Archbishop of Wales admitted that there is no effective monitoring of the ministry
of Church in Wales chaplains operating in external organisations, even though they are
licensed by the Church.
56. The Church in Wales is clear that persons convicted of child sexual offences cannot
hold trustee positions but does not have a clear stated policy in relation to appointing other
members of its Governing Body.
57. There has been very little systematic provision by the Church in Wales for victims and
survivors of child sexual abuse. There has been no systematic access to counselling, therapy
and other forms of help.
58. Information-sharing about matters relevant to safeguarding between the Church of
England and the Church in Wales is piecemeal and lacking any formality. The Church in
Wales and the statutory authorities have no formal information-sharing protocol with the
police forces and social services departments in Wales.

D.3: Matters to be explored further by the Inquiry
59. The Inquiry will return to a number of issues which emerged during this investigation.
These include:
• the seal of the confessional;
• mandatory reporting; and
• the disclosure and barring regime, and how it applies to volunteers and to religious
organisations.
We anticipate these issues will be addressed in our final report.
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D.4: Recommendations
The Chair and Panel make the following recommendations, which arise directly from this
investigation.
The institutions named below should publish their response to these recommendations,
including the timetable involved, within six months of the publication of this report.

Recommendations relating to the Church of England
Recommendation 1: The structure of safeguarding in the Church of England
The Church of England should create the role of a diocesan safeguarding officer to replace
the diocesan safeguarding adviser. Diocesan safeguarding officers should have the authority
to make decisions independently of the diocesan bishop in respect of key safeguarding tasks,
including:
i)

escalating incidents to the National Safeguarding Team, statutory authorities and the
Charity Commission;

ii) advising on the suspension of clergy in safeguarding matters;
iii) investigating and/or commissioning investigations into safeguarding incidents;
iv) risk assessments and associated plans for church officers and members of the
congregation; and
v) supporting complainants in safeguarding-related issues.
Diocesan safeguarding officers should be employed locally, by the Diocese Board of Finance.
The diocesan safeguarding officer’s work should be professionally supervised and quality
assured by the National Safeguarding Team. The National Safeguarding Team should set the
broad requirements for anyone applying to be a diocesan safeguarding officer (adapting as
required the existing requirements in respect of diocesan safeguarding advisers).
It should be enshrined in policy that those who are volunteers and who do not follow the
directions of diocesan safeguarding officers should be removed from responsibility of
working with children.

Recommendation 2: Revising clergy discipline
The Church of England should make changes and improvements to the way in which it
responds to safeguarding complaints (whether related to allegations of abuse, or a failure to
comply with or respond to the Church’s safeguarding policies and procedures) to:
• disapply the 12-month time-limit for all complaints with a safeguarding element
brought under the Clergy Discipline Measure;
• reintroduce the power to depose from holy orders where a member of the clergy is
found guilty of child sexual abuse offences;
• introduce a mandatory ‘code of practice’ to improve the way that safeguarding issues
are handled across the Clergy Discipline Measure and capability procedures, including
a framework for responding to issues that do not amount to misconduct;
• make clear that penalty by consent must never be used in relation to such complaints;
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• ensure confidentiality agreements are not put in place in relation to such complaints;
and
• ensure that those handling such complaints are adequately and regularly trained.

Recommendations relating to the Church in Wales
Recommendation 3: The structure of safeguarding in the Church in Wales
The Church of Wales should make clear that the operational advice of provincial
safeguarding officers must be followed by all members of the clergy and other
Church officers.
It should be enshrined in policy that those who are volunteers and who do not follow the
directions of provincial safeguarding officers should be removed from working with children.

Recommendation 4: Record-keeping in the Church in Wales
The Church in Wales should introduce record-keeping policies relating to safeguarding,
complaints and whistleblowing. These should be implemented consistently across
dioceses. The Church should develop policies and training on the information that must be
recorded in files.
The Church should provide its provincial safeguarding officers with the right to see
personnel files of clergy, office holders, employees or others if concerns and complaints are
raised about child protection or safeguarding.

Recommendations relating to both Churches
Recommendation 5: Information-sharing between the Church of England and the
Church in Wales
The Church of England and the Church in Wales should agree and implement a formal
information-sharing protocol. This should include the sharing of information about clergy
who move between the two Churches.

Recommendation 6: Information-sharing between the Church of England, Church in
Wales and statutory partners
The Church of England, the Church in Wales and statutory partners should ensure that
information-sharing protocols are in place at a local level between dioceses and statutory
partners.

Recommendation 7: Support for victims and survivors
The Church of England and the Church in Wales should each introduce a Church-wide
policy on the funding and provision of support to victims and survivors of child sexual abuse
concerning clergy, Church officers or those with some connection to the Church. The policy
should clearly set out the circumstances in which different types of support, including
counselling, should be offered. It should make clear that support should always be offered as
quickly as possible, taking into account the needs of the victim over time.
The policy should take account of the views of victims and survivors. It should be mandatory
for the policy to be implemented across all dioceses.
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Recommendation 8: Auditing
The Church in Wales should introduce independent external auditing of its safeguarding
policies and procedures, as well as the effectiveness of safeguarding practice in dioceses,
cathedrals and other Church organisations. Audits should be conducted regularly and
reports should be published.
The Church of England should continue independent external auditing of its safeguarding
policies and procedures, as well as the effectiveness of safeguarding practice in dioceses,
cathedrals and other Church organisations. Audits should continue to be conducted regularly
and reports should continue to be published.
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Overview of process and evidence obtained by the Inquiry
1. Definition of scope
The Anglican Church investigation (including case studies into the Diocese of Chichester
and the response to allegations against Peter Ball) examines the extent of any institutional
failures to protect children from sexual abuse within the Anglican Church.
The scope of this investigation is as follows:
“1. The Inquiry will investigate the nature and extent of, and institutional responses
to, child sexual abuse within the Church of England, the Church in Wales and other
Anglican churches operating in England and Wales (collectively referred to here as ‘the
Anglican Church’). The inquiry will incorporate case specific investigations and a review of
information available from published and unpublished reports and reviews, court cases,
and previous investigations in relation to child sexual abuse by those associated with the
Anglican Church.
2. In doing so, the Inquiry will consider the experiences of victims and survivors of child
sexual abuse within the Anglican Church, and investigate:
2.1. the prevalence of child sexual abuse within the Anglican Church;
2.2. the adequacy of the Anglican Church’s policies and practices in relation to
safeguarding and child protection, including considerations of governance, training,
recruitment, leadership, reporting and investigation of child sexual abuse, disciplinary
procedures, information sharing with outside agencies, and approach to reparations;
2.3. the extent to which the culture within the Church inhibits or inhibited the proper
investigation, exposure and prevention of child sexual abuse; and
2.4. the adequacy of the Church of England’s 2007–09 “Past Cases Review”, and the
Church in Wales’s 2009–10 “Historic Cases Review”.
3. As case studies, the Inquiry will investigate:
3.1. the Diocese of Chichester and, in particular, consider:
a) the nature and extent of child sexual abuse by individuals associated with the
Diocese;
b) the nature and extent of any failures of the Church of England, the Diocese, law
enforcement agencies, prosecuting authorities, and/or other public authorities
or statutory agencies to protect children from such abuse;
c) the adequacy of the response of the Church of England, including through the
Diocese of Chichester, and the response of any other relevant institutions to
allegations of child sexual abuse by individuals associated with the Diocese;
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d) the extent to which the Church of England, including through the Diocese of
Chichester, sought to investigate, learn lessons, implement changes and provide
support and reparations to victims and survivors, in response to:
i)

allegations of child sexual abuse by individuals associated with the Diocese;

ii) 	criminal investigations and prosecutions and/or civil litigation relating to
child sexual abuse by individuals associated with the Diocese;
iii) 	investigations, reviews or inquiries into child sexual abuse within the
Diocese, including, but not limited to, the Carmi report; the Meekings
report; the Butler-Sloss report; and the Arch Episcopal visitation;
iv) complaints made under the Clergy Disciplinary Measure; and/or
v)

other internal or external reviews or guidance.

3.2. the sexual offending by former Bishop of Lewes and subsequently Bishop of
Gloucester, Peter Ball, including the extent to which the Church of England, law
enforcement agencies, prosecuting authorities, and/or any other institutions, bodies or
persons of public prominence failed to respond appropriately to allegations of child sexual
abuse by Peter Ball.
4. The Inquiry will consider the extent to which any failings identified in relation to the
Diocese of Chichester and Peter Ball are representative of wider failings within the Church
of England and/or the Anglican Church in general.
5. In light of the investigations set out above, the Inquiry will publish a report setting
out its findings, lessons learned, and recommendations to improve child protection and
safeguarding in England and Wales.”868
2. Core participants and legal representatives in the Anglican Church investigation
Counsel to this investigation:
Fiona Scolding QC
Nikita McNeill
Lara McCaffrey
Anna Bicarregui
Olinga Tahzib
Ben Fullbrook

868

Definition of scope: https://www.iicsa.org.uk/investigations/investigation-into-failings-by-the-anglican-church?tab=scope
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Complainant core participants:
AN-A7, AN-A8, AN-A9, AN-A10, AN-A11, AN-A13, AN-A14, AN-A15, AN-A16, AN-A17, AN-A18,
AN-A19, AN-A20, AN-A21, AN-A87, AN-A88, AN-A89, AN-A90, AN-A114
Counsel

Iain O’Donnell

Solicitor

Richard Scorer (Slater and Gordon Lawyers)

Mr Philip Johnson, Professor Julie MacFarlane, Reverend Graham Sawyer, Reverend Matthew
Ineson, AN-A1, AN-A2, AN-A4, AN-A5, AN-A19, AN-A117
Counsel

William Chapman

Solicitor

David Greenwood (Switalskis Solicitors)

Institutional core participants:
Archbishops’ Council for England
Counsel

Nigel Giffin QC, Madeleine Reardon and Tim Johnstone

Solicitor

Peter Frost, Nusrat Zar and James Wood (Herbert Smith Freehills LLP)

Church in Wales
Counsel

Mark Powell QC

Solicitor

Matthew Chinery (In-house Head of Legal Services) and Lynette Chandler
(Consultant Solicitor)

Ecclesiastical Insurance Office
Counsel

Rory Phillips QC

Solicitor

Angharad Hurle (Eversheds Sutherland LLP)

Secretary of State for Education
Counsel

Cathy McGahey QC, Emily Wilsden.

Solicitor

William Barclay (Government Legal Department)

National Police Chiefs’ Council
Counsel

James Berry

Solicitor

Matthew Greene (East Midlands Police Legal Services)

Gloucestershire Constabulary
Counsel

Gerry Boyle QC, Aaron Rathmell

Solicitor

Michael Griffiths (Gloucestershire Constabulary)

Sussex Police
Counsel

Ashley Underwood QC, Judi Kemish

Solicitor

Gareth Jones (East Sussex County Council)

Northamptonshire Police
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Counsel

Samantha Leek QC

Solicitor

Craig Sutherland (East Midlands Police Legal Services)
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Crown Prosecution Service
Counsel

Edward Brown QC

Solicitor

Laura Tams (In-house Head of Legal Services)

Minister and Clergy Sexual Abuse Survivors
Counsel

William Chapman

Solicitor

David Greenwood (Switalskis Solicitors)

Individual core participants:
AN-A3 (unrepresented)
Baron Carey of Clifton, Bishop John Hind and Mrs Janet Hind
Counsel

Charles Bourne QC

Solicitor

Susan Kelly (Winckworth Sherwood LLP)

Peter Ball
Counsel

Richard Smith QC, Sam Jones

Solicitor

James Mumford (Amicus Law)

3. Evidence received by the Inquiry
Number of witness statements obtained:
Statements were sought from 138 different individuals for the Chichester and Peter Ball case
studies, with multiple statements from some witnesses.
Statements were sought from a further 79 individuals for the third public hearing, with multiple
statements from some witnesses.
Organisations and individuals to which requests for documentation or witness statements were
sent for the case studies:
AN-A1, complainant witness
AN-A2, complainant witness
AN-A3, complainant witness
AN-A4, complainant witness
AN-A5, complainant witness
AN-A7, complainant witness
AN-A8, complainant witness
AN-A9, complainant witness
AN-A10, complainant witness
AN-A11, complainant witness
AN-A12, complainant witness
AN-A13, complainant witness
AN-A14, complainant witness
AN-A15, complainant witness
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AN-A16, complainant witness
AN-A17, complainant witness
AN-A18, complainant witness
AN-A19, complainant witness
AN-A87, complainant witness
AN-A92, complainant witness
AN-A96, complainant witness
AN-A109, complainant witness
AN-A111, complainant witness
AN-A112, complainant witness
AN-A113, complainant witness
AN-A114, complainant witness
Adele Downey, Disclosure and Barring Service
Adrian Iles, Barrister employed by Legal Office of the Church of England
Alana Lawrence on behalf of MACSAS
Albert Pacey, former Chief Constable, Gloucestershire Constabulary
Alice Renton, Lady Alice Renton, wife of the Right Honorable Timothy Renton former Member of
Parliament
Alistair MacGowan, suffragan Bishop of Ludlow
Andrew Nunn, Correspondence Secretary to the Archbishop of Canterbury
Andrew Purkis, Archbishop of Canterbury’s Secretary for Public Affairs
Angela Sibson, Chichester Diocesan Secretary
Annie MacIver, Director of Children’s Services, West Sussex County Council
Anthony Lloyd, Lord Lloyd of Berwick, former Lord of Appeal in Ordinary
Anthony Priddis, Honorary Assistant Bishop and former Chair of the Church’s Central Safeguarding
Liaison Group
Carwyn Hughes, Detective Chief Superintendent, Sussex Police
Chris Peak, Diocesan Registrar of the Diocese of Gloucester
Chris Smith, Chief of Staff to the Archbishop of Canterbury
Christopher Rowland, former Dean of Jesus College Cambridge
Colin Fletcher, Area Bishop of Dorchester, Diocese of Oxford and Domestic Chaplain to George
Carey, Archbishop of Canterbury
Colin Perkins, Chichester Diocesan Safeguarding Advisor
David Bentley, former Bishop of Gloucester
David Bonehill, UK Claims Director for the Ecclesiastical Insurance Office
David Charman, Detective Constable, Northamptonshire Police
David Jeffries, Chair of Governors at Bishop Bell School
David Walker, Bishop of Manchester and Chair of the Advisory Council on Relations of Bishops
and Religious Communities
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Dominic Oliver, Headmaster of Lancing College
Duncan Lloyd James, Reverend and Rector of Brede with Udimore
Edina Carmi, author of report into the Chichester Diocese (commissioned by the Church) and the
sampling exercise report on behalf of IICSA (see Annex 3)
Edmund Hick, former Detective Sergeant, Sussex Police
Lady Elizabeth Butler-Sloss, retired Lady Justice of Appeal and author of report into the Chichester
Diocese
Elizabeth Hall, former National Safeguarding Advisor
Fiona Gardner, Safeguarding Adviser for the Diocese of Bath and Wells
Frank Sergeant, Bishop at Lambeth and Chief of Staff to the Archbishop of Canterbury
Gemma Marks-Good (nee Wordsworth), Independent Sexual and Domestic Violence Advisor
George Carey, Lord Carey of Clifton, former Archbishop of Canterbury
Graham James, Bishop of Norwich and former suffragan Bishop of St Germans
Graham Sawyer, Reverend and complainant witness
Graham Tilby, National Safeguarding Adviser to the Church of England
Gregor McGill, Director of Legal Services for the Crown Prosecution Service
Hannah Foster, Director of Human Resources at the Church of England
Harvey Grenville, Head of Investigations and Enforcement at the Charity Commission
Helen Humphrey, Ofsted
Hugh Ellis, Reverend and former Team Rector, Langport Area Ministry Team, Diocese of Bath
and Wells
Ian Beer, former headmaster of Lancing College
Ian Gibson, former Episcopal Vicar for Ministry and Senior Chaplain to Bishop John Hind
Ian Johnson, Reverend and team rector of Southampton City Centre, Diocese of Winchester
Ian Sandbrook, author of report into the Chichester Diocese
James Woodhouse, former headmaster of Rugby School and Lancing College
Janet Hind, former Chichester Diocesan Child Protection Adviser and former National Child
Protection Adviser to the Church of England
Jarwant Kaur Narwal, Chief Crown Prosecutor for the South East
Jeremy Walsh, former suffragan Bishop of Tewkesbury
John Alpass, retired civil servant and author of a ‘Narrative of Events’ in connection with the
independent review chaired by Dame Moira Gibb
John Booth, Chichester Diocesan Board of Finance
John Gladwin, Bishop of Chelmsford and Commissary for the Archiepiscopal Visitation of the
Diocese of Chichester
John Hind, former Bishop of Chichester
John Inge, Bishop of Worcester
John Rees, Provincial Registrar to the Archbishop of Canterbury, Registrar of the Clergy Discipline
Tribunals for the Province of Canterbury and Vice-Chair of the Legal Advisory Commission of the
Church of England
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John Titchener, Group Compliance Director, Ecclesiastical Insurance Office
Jonathan Greener, Dean of Exeter Cathedral, Diocese of Exeter
Julian Hubbard, Director of Ministry in the Archbishops’ Council
Julie MacFarlane, complainant witness
June Rodgers, Chancellor of the Diocese of Gloucester
Justin Welby, Archbishop of Canterbury
Kate Dixon, Director of School Quality and Safeguarding Group, Department for Education
Kate Richards, Independent Schools Inspectorate
Kate Wood, Independent Safeguarding Consultant at Lambeth Palace and former acting
Safeguarding Consultant with the Diocese of Chichester
Keith Akerman, Chair of Diocesan Safeguarding Advisory Group
Laurence Taylor, Assistant Chief Constable, Sussex Police
Lesley Perry, Reverend and former Press Secretary for the Archbishop of Canterbury
Lindsay Urwin, former Area Bishop of Horsham
Malcolm Dodd, former Chichester Diocesan Youth Officer
Mark Sowerby, suffragan Bishop of Horsham
Martin Warner, Bishop of Chichester
Mary Briggs, Chair of Governors at St Mary’s Special School
Michael Angell, Church Operations Director at the Ecclesiastical Insurance Office
Michael Ball, former Bishop of Truro
Michael and Christine Moss, former employees of the Bishop of Gloucester
Moira Gibb, Dame, author of the review into the Church of England’s handling of the case of Peter
Ball (commissioned by the Church of England)
Nicholas Reade, former Bishop of Blackburn
Nick Flint, Reverend and Rector of Rusper
Nigel Philip Godfrey, Dean of St German’s Cathedral, Diocese of Sodor and Man and former Vicar
of Christ Church, Brixton, Diocese of Southwark
Pearl Luxon, Reverend and Joint National Safeguarding Advisor for the Church of England and the
Methodist Church
Peter Atkinson, Dean of Worcester and former Canon and Chancellor of Chichester Cathedral
Peter Ball, former suffragan Bishop of Lewes and Bishop of Gloucester
Peter Hancock, Bishop of Bath and Wells and Lead Bishop on Safeguarding until February 2020
Peter Price, former Bishop of Bath and Wells
Philip Johnson, complainant witness
Philip Jones, former Archdeacon of Lewes & Hastings
His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales
Rachel Swann, Deputy Chief Constable, Northamptonshire Police
Richard Llewellin, former Bishop at Lambeth and Chief of Staff to the Archbishop of Canterbury
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Richard Morgan, former Warden of Radley College
Roger Meekings, Past Cases reviewer and author of report into the Chichester Diocese
Rosalind Hunt, Reverend and former Chaplain of Jesus College Cambridge
Rowan Williams, Lord Williams of Oystermouth and former Archbishop of Canterbury
Rupert Bursell QC, Canon, Diocesan Chancellor and Vicar General of the Diocese of Durham and
Commissary for the Archepiscopal Visitation of the Diocese of Chichester
Shirley Hosgood, former Diocesan Safeguarding Advisor for Chichester
Simon Drew, former Senior Crown Prosecutor, South East Complex Casework Unit
Sir Roger Singleton, Safeguarding Consultant and Interim National Director of Safeguarding for the
Church of England
Stephen Cullen, Assistant Chief Constable, Avon and Somerset Police
Stephen Eldridge, Reverend and Chaplain to Bishop Peter Ball, Diocese of Gloucester
Stephen Lynas, Prebendary and former Senior Chaplain and Adviser to the Bishops of Bath and
Wells and Taunton, Diocese of Bath and Wells
Stephen Porter, Detective Chief Superintendent, Gloucestershire Constabulary
Stephen Slack, Head of the Legal Office at the Church of England
Stephen Waine, Dean and Chair of Governors at The Prebendal School
Stuart Gallimore, Director of Children’s Services, East Sussex County Council
The family of Neil Todd
Tim Carter, Connexional Safeguarding Advisor for the Methodist Church
Tim Thompson, former Senior District Crown Prosecutor
Timothy Royle, Member of the General Synod of the Church of England
Wallace Benn, former suffragan Bishop of Lewes
Wayne Murdock, former Detective Inspector, Gloucestershire Constabulary
William Nye, Secretary General of the Archbishops’ Council and General Synod
Organisations and individuals to which requests for documentation or witness statements were
sent for the third public hearing:
AN-A4, complainant witness
AN-A18, complainant witness
AN-A20, complainant witness
AN-A21, complainant witness
AN-A88, complainant witness
AN-A89, complainant witness
AN-A90, complainant witness
Adele Downey, Disclosure and Barring Service
Adrian Iles, Barrister employed by Legal Office of the Church of England
Alan Wilson, suffragan Bishop of Buckingham
Alastair Oatey, Chief Operating Officer of the Cambridge Theological Foundation
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Albert Heaney, Director of Social Services and Integration, Welsh Government
Alexander Carlile, Lord Carlile of Berriew CBE QC, author of The Carlile Review
Almudena Lara, Head of Policy and Public Affairs, NSPCC
Christine Hardman, Bishop of Newcastle
Colin Perkins, Diocesan Safeguarding Adviser for the Diocese of Chichester
David Bonehill, UK Claims Director for the Ecclesiastical Insurance Office
Elaine Chegwin Hall, Reverend Canon of the Parish of St George and St Gabriel’s, Stockport
Elaine Cloke, Provincial Safeguarding Officer in the Church in Wales
Fay Howe, Provincial Safeguarding Officer in the Church in Wales
Glenys Armstrong, Diocesan Safeguarding Adviser for the Diocese of Bath and Wells
Graham Tilby, National Safeguarding Adviser to the Church of England
Gregor McGill, Director of Legal Services for the Crown Prosecution Service
Harvey Grenville, Head of Investigations and Enforcement at the Charity Commission
Ian Elliott, independent safeguarding consultant and author of the Elliott Review
Jackie Croft, Wells Cathedral Administration and Chapter Clerk
Jo Kind, MACSAS (Minister and Clergy Sexual Abuse Survivors)
John Davies, Archbishop of Wales
John Sentamu, Archbishop of York
Justin Humphreys, Chief Executive Officer (Safeguarding) at Thirtyone:eight
Justin Welby, Archbishop of Canterbury
Kate Dixon, Director of School Quality and Safeguarding Group, Department for Education
Mark Sowerby, suffragan Bishop of Horsham
Mark Tanner, Bishop of Berwick and former Warden of Cranmer Hall
Matthew Ineson, Reverend, complainant witness
Meg Munn, independent Chair of National Safeguarding Panel for the Church of England
Michael Angell, Church Operations Director at the Ecclesiastical Insurance Office
Mike Higton, Professor of Theology and Ministry, Durham University
Peter Forster, former Bishop of Chester
Peter Hancock, Bishop of Bath and Wells and Lead Bishop on Safeguarding until February 2020
Peter Lee, former Rector of Christleton, Chester
Rachael Hall, Ecclesiastical Insurance Office
Richard Fewkes, Detective Superintendent and National Coordinator of Operation Hydrant
Rick Hatton, Detective Superintendent, Lincolnshire Police
Rosemary Lain-Priestley, Adviser to the Diocesan Bishop in the Diocese of London
Rowan Williams, Lord Williams of Oystermouth, former Archbishop of Canterbury
Rupert Bursell QC, Canon, Diocesan Chancellor and Vicar General of the Diocese of Durham and
Commissary for the Archepiscopal Visitation of the Diocese of Chichester
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Sally Cahill QC, Circuit Judge
Sally Holland, Professor, Children’s Commissioner for Wales
Samantha Waters, solicitor, Taylor Law Associates
Sarah Mullally, Bishop of London
Sheila Fish, Head of Learning Together, Social Care Institute for Excellence (SCIE)
Simon Lloyd, Provincial Secretary in the Church in Wales, the Lay Secretary to the Governing Body
of the Church in Wales and the Archbishop of Wales’ Registrar
Sir Philip John Courtney Mawer, Chairman of Allchurches Trust (ALT)
Sir Roger Singleton, safeguarding consultant and Interim National Director of Safeguarding for the
Church of England
Stephen Lake, Dean of Gloucester
Stephen Slack, Head of the Legal Office at the Church of England
Susan Young, Director of the Public Protection Directorate, Crime Policing and Fire Group at the
Home Office
Sampling exercise witnesses:
AN-X1, parish priest, Diocese of London
AN-X2, non-stipendiary priest, Diocese of London
AN-X3, parish priest
AN-X4, team rector, Diocese of Worcester
AN-X5, Parish Safeguarding Officer, Diocese of Sheffield
AN-X6, parish priest, Diocese of York
AN-X7, team rector, Diocese of York
AN-X8, parish priest, Diocese of St Asaph
Allan Flexman, Safeguarding Officer, East Radnor Ministry Area
Annette Gordon, Safeguarding Adviser, Diocese of London
Becci Leckenby, DBS administrator for the Diocese of York
Christopher Watkins, Reverend, Diocese of Monmouth
Delia Stokes, Assistant Diocesan Safeguarding Adviser, Diocese of Worcester
Hilary Higton, Diocesan Safeguarding Adviser, Diocese of Worcester
Julie O’Hara, Diocesan Safeguarding Adviser, Diocese of York
Linda Langthorne, Diocesan Safeguarding Adviser, Diocese of Sheffield
Margaret McMahon, Diocesan Safeguarding Adviser, Diocese of London
Paul Ferguson, Bishop of Whitby
Roger Hughes, former Archdeacon, Diocese of St Davids
Wendy Lemon, Provincial Safeguarding Officer in the Church in Wales
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4. Disclosure of documents
Total number of pages disclosed: 88,876 (73,179 pages in the case studies and a further 15,697
pages for the third public hearing)

5. Public hearings including preliminary hearings
Preliminary hearings
1

16 March 2016

2

27 July 2016

3

4 October 2017

4

30 January 2018

5

6 June 2018

6

15 January 2019

Public hearings
Chichester case study

5–23 March 2018

Peter Ball case study

23–27 July 2018

Third public hearing

1–12 July 2019

6. List of witnesses
Chichester case study hearing
Surname

Forename

Title

AN-A15
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Called or read

Hearing date

Called

6 March 2018

Johnson

Philip

Mr

Called

6 March 2018

Hosgood

Shirley

Mrs

Called

6 March 2018

Hind

John

Bishop

Called

7 March 2018

Jones

Philip

Archdeacon

Called

7 March 2018

Lawrence

Alana

Ms

Called

8 March 2018

Meekings

Roger

Mr

Called

8 March 2018

Gibson

Ian

Canon

Called

8 March 2018

Wood

Kate

Mrs

Read

8, 13 March 2018

Sibson

Angela

Ms

Called

9 March 2018

Hind

Janet

Mrs

Called

9 March 2018

Hick

Edmund

Detective
Sergeant

Called (via video
link)

9 March 2018

Benn

Wallace

Bishop

Called

12 March 2018

MacFarlane

Julie

Professor

Called

13 March 2018

Bursell QC

Rupert

Dr

Called

13 March 2018
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Surname

Forename

Title

Called or read

Hearing date

Sowerby

Mark

Bishop

Called

13 March 2018

Butler-Sloss

Elizabeth

Lady

Read

14 March 2018

Warner

Martin

Bishop

Called

14 March 2018

Williams

Rowan

Baron

Called

14 March 2018

Perkins

Colin

Mr

Called

15, 16 March 2018

Reade

Nicholas

Bishop

Called

15 March 2018

Read

23 March 2018

AN-A17
Carey

George

Lord

Read

16 March 2018

Iles

Adrian

Mr

Called

16 March 2018

Tilby

Graham

Mr

Called

16 March 2018

Singleton

Roger

Sir

Called

16 March 2018

AN-A8

Called

19 March 2018

AN-A7

Called

19 March 2018

Called

19 March 2018

Called

20 March 2018

Walker

David

Bishop

AN-A11
Carmi

Edina

Mrs

Called

20 March 2018

Atkinson

Peter

Dean

Called

20 March 2018

Hall

Elizabeth

Mrs

Called

20, 21 March 2018

Welby

Justin

Archbishop

Called

21 March 2018

Hancock

Peter

Bishop

Called

21 March 2018

Humphrey

Helen

Ms

Adduced

22 March 2018

Richards

Kate

Ms

Adduced

22 March 2018

Luxon

Pearl

Reverend

Adduced

22 March 2018

Akerman

Keith

Mr

Adduced

22 March 2018

Taylor

Laurence

Assistant Chief
Constable

Adduced

22 March 2018

Smith

Chris

Mr

Adduced

22 March 2018

Nunn

Andrew

Mr

Adduced

22 March 2018

Marks-Goode

Gemma

Mrs

Adduced

22 March 2018

Grenville

Harvey

Mr

Adduced

22 March 2018

Booth

John

Mr

Adduced

22 March 2018

Ball

Peter

Bishop

Adduced

22 March 2018

Gallimore

Stuart

Mr

Adduced

22 March 2018

MacIver

Annie

Ms

Adduced

22 March 2018

Gladwin

John

Bishop

Adduced

22 March 2018

Kaur Narwal

Jarwant

Ms

Adduced

22 March 2018
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Peter Ball case study hearing
Surname

Forename

Title

Called or read

Hearing date

AN-A117

Called

23 July 2018

AN-A10

Called

23 July 2018

Sawyer

Graham

Reverend

Called

23 July 2018

Carey

George

Lord

Called

24 July 2018

Purkis

Andrew

Dr

Called

24 July 2018

Murdock

Wayne

Detective
Inspector

Called

25 July 2018

Renton

Alice

Lady

Read

25 July 2018

Hunt

Rosalind

Reverend
Doctor

Called

25 July 2018

Hughes

Carwyn

Detective
Superintendent

Called

25 July 2018

Beer

Ian

Mr

Read

25 July 2018

McGill

Gregor

Mr

Called

26 July 2018

Nunn

Andrew

Mr

Called

26 July 2018

Sargeant

Frank

Bishop

Called

26 July 2018

Wood

Kate

Mrs

Called

27 July 2018

His Royal
Highness

Read

27 July 2018

The Prince of Wales
Lloyd

Anthony

Lord

Called

27 July 2018

Gibb

Moira

Dame

Called

27 July 2018

Surname

Forename

Title

Called, read or
adduced

Hearing day

Elliott

Ian

Mr

Called

2 July 2019

Bonehill

David

Mr

Called

2 July 2019

Wilson

Alan

Bishop

Called

2 July 2019

Singleton

Roger

Sir

Called

2 July 2019

Called

3 July 2019

Third public hearing

AN-A88
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Forster

Peter

Bishop Dr

Called

3 July 2019

Fish

Sheila

Dr

Called

3 July 2019

Tanner

Mark

Bishop

Called

3 July 2019

Humphreys

Justin

Mr

Called

3 July 2019

Bursell QC

Rupert

Canon Dr

Called

4 July 2019

Sowerby

Mark

Bishop

Called

4 July 2019

Oatey

Alastair

Mr

Called

4 July 2019
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Surname

Forename

Title

Called, read or
adduced

Hearing day

Lain-Priestley

Rosemary

Archdeacon

Called

4 July 2019

Davies

John

Archbishop

Called

5 July 2019

Lloyd

Simon

Mr

Called

5 July 2019

Howe

Fay

Ms

Called

5 July 2019

Watkins

Christopher

Reverend

Called

5 July 2019

Called

8 July 2019

AN-X2
Carmi

Edina

Mrs

Called

8 July 2019

McMahon

Margaret

Mrs

Called

8 July 2019

Called

9 July 2019

Called

9 July 2019

Called

9 July 2019

AN-X3
O’Hara

Julie

Ms

AN-X7
Munn

Margaret

Ms

Called

9 July 2019

Ineson

Matthew

Reverend

Called

10 July 2019

IIes

Adrian

Mr

Called

10 July 2019

Sentamu

John

Archbishop

Called

10 July 2019

Tilby

Graham

Mr

Called

11 July 2019

Hancock

Peter

Bishop

Called

11 July 2019

Welby

Justin

Archbishop

Called

11 July 2019

Titchener

John

Mr

Called

12 July 2019

Mullay

Sarah

Bishop

Adduced

1 July 2019

Angell

Michael

Mr

Adduced

4 July 2019

Carlile QC

Alexander

Lord

Adduced

4 July 2019

Fewkes

Richard

Mr

Adduced

4 July 2019

Perkins

Colin

Mr

Adduced

4 July 2019

Kind

Jo

Mrs

Adduced

4 July 2019

Young

Susan

Ms

Adduced

4 July 2019

Higton

Mike

Professor

Adduced

4 July 2019

Holland

Sally

Professor

Adduced

4 July 2019

Waters

Samantha

Ms

Adduced

4 July 2019

Heaney

Albert

Mr

Adduced

4 July 2019

Slack

Steven

Mr

Adduced

9 July 2019

Lake

Stephen

Very Reverend

Adduced

9 July 2019

Hardman

Christine

Bishop

Adduced

9 July 2019
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7. Restriction orders
On 23 March 2018, the Chair issued an updated restriction order under section 19(2)(b) of
the Inquiries Act 2005, granting general anonymity to all core participants who allege they
are the victim and survivor of sexual offences (referred to as ‘complainant core participants’).
The order prohibited (i) the disclosure or publication of any information that identifies,
names or gives the address of a complainant who is a core participant and (ii) the disclosure
or publication of any still or moving image of a complainant core participant. The order
meant that any complainant core participant within this investigation was granted anonymity,
unless they did not wish to remain anonymous.869
On 13 June 2019, the Chair issued a restriction order under section 19 of the Inquiries Act
2005 granting anonymity to the witnesses known as AN-X1 to AN-X8. The order covered
the identities of eight witnesses who provided statements in connection with the sampling
exercise. The order prohibited the publication and disclosure of their names or information
capable of identifying them.870
On 1 July 2019, the Chair issued a restriction order under section 19 of the Inquiries Act
2005 to prohibit the disclosure or publication of the name of any individual whose identity
has been redacted or ciphered by the Inquiry, and any information redacted as irrelevant and
sensitive, in connection with this investigation and referred to during the course of evidence
adduced during the Inquiry’s proceedings.871
8. Broadcasting
The Chair directed that the proceedings would be broadcast, as has occurred in respect of
public hearings in other investigations.
9. Redactions and ciphering
The material obtained for this phase of the investigation was redacted and, where
appropriate, ciphers applied, in accordance with the Inquiry’s Protocol on the Redaction of
Documents (the Protocol).872 This meant that (in accordance with Annex A of the Protocol),
for example, absent specific consent to the contrary, the identities of complainants and
victims and survivors of child sexual abuse and other children have been redacted; and
if the Inquiry considered that their identity appeared to be sufficiently relevant to the
investigation, a cipher was applied.
Pursuant to the Protocol, the identities of individuals convicted of child sexual abuse
(including those who have accepted a police caution for offences related to child sexual
abuse)will not generally be redacted unless the naming of the individual would risk the
identification of their victim, in which case a cipher would be applied.
The Protocol also addresses the position in respect of individuals accused, but not
convicted, of child sexual or other physical abuse against a child, and provides that their
identities should be redacted and a cipher applied. However, where the allegations against
an individual are so widely known that redaction would serve no meaningful purpose
https://www.iicsa.org.uk/key-documents/791/view/restriction-order-complainant-core-participants-23-march-2018-1.pdf
https://www.iicsa.org.uk/key-documents/12059/view/2019-06-13-restriction-order-re-sampling-evidence-wider-anglicanchurch-hearing.pdf
871
https://www.iicsa.org.uk/key-documents/12195/view/2019-07-01-restriction-order-anglican-church-investigation-widerchurch.pdf
872
https://www.iicsa.org.uk/key-documents/322/view/2018-07-25-inquiry-protocol-redaction-documents-version-3.pdf
869
870
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(for example where the individual’s name has been published in the regulated media in
connection with allegations of abuse), the Protocol provides that the Inquiry may decide not
to redact their identity.
Finally, the Protocol recognises that, while the Inquiry will not distinguish as a matter of
course between individuals who are known or believed to be deceased and those who are
or are believed to be alive, the Inquiry may take the fact that an individual is deceased into
account when considering whether or not to apply redactions in a particular instance.
The Protocol anticipates that it may be necessary for core participants to be aware of the
identity of individuals whose identity has been redacted and in respect of whom a cipher has
been applied, if the same is relevant to their interest in the investigation.
10. Warning letters
Rule 13 of the Inquiry Rules 2006 provides:
“(1)

The chairman may send a warning letter to any person –
a. he considers may be, or who has been, subject to criticism in the inquiry
proceedings; or
b. about whom criticism may be inferred from evidence that has been given during
the inquiry proceedings; or
c. who may be subject to criticism in the report, or any interim report.

(2)	The recipient of a warning letter may disclose it to his recognised legal
representative.
(3)	The inquiry panel must not include any explicit or significant criticism of a person
in the report, or in any interim report, unless –
a. the chairman has sent that person a warning letter; and
b. the person has been given a reasonable opportunity to respond to the warning
letter.”
In accordance with rule 13, warning letters were sent as appropriate to those who were
covered by the provisions of rule 13, and the Chair and Panel considered the responses to
those letters before finalising the report.
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Glossary
This is not an exhaustive guide to all terminology used by the Church of England and the
Church in Wales. It is intended to assist readers to understand some of the terminology used
in this report or underlying documents.
Advisory Council
on Relations of
Bishops and Religious
Communities

A Church of England body which advises diocesan bishops and religious
communities on all matters related to the religious life. It is able to
register two types of religious community on behalf of the House
of Bishops: ‘recognised’ and ‘acknowledged’ communities. Religious
communities are expected to follow the guidance set out in A Handbook
of the Religious Life, published in 2004. The Council is currently chaired
by the Bishop of Manchester, the Right Reverend David Walker.

Anglican

A member of the Church of England or the Church in Wales or other
Anglican Church.

Anglican Communion

Global family of Anglican Churches. The Archbishop of Canterbury is the
first amongst equals and is the spiritual leader of all Anglican Churches.

Archbishop

Bishop with authority for a province, which is a large geographic area
made up of many dioceses. England has two archbishops – York and
Canterbury – which are split geographically, with Canterbury being the
largest geographic province. Wales has one archbishop.

Archbishops’ Council

A National Church Institution which provides the lead on leadership and
strategy of the Church of England. Works with parishes, dioceses, and
national and international bodies. Distributes the money obtained by the
Church Commissioners from the management of assets to dioceses.

Archbishops’ List
(England)

Records of clergy who have been the subject of disciplinary action or
who have acted in a manner incompatible with their office.
(Sometimes known as the Lambeth List or Bishopthorpe List.)

Archdeacon

Senior member of the clergy chosen by a diocesan bishop to be
responsible for a geographic area of a diocese. They share the pastoral
care of the clergy and do much practical, legal and administrative work
on behalf of the diocesan bishop.

Archdeaconry

A geographic area of the diocese for which an archdeacon is responsible.

Area bishop (England)

Full-time assistant bishop in an English diocese, who takes their title
from a place in the diocese. Responsible for a particular geographic area
of a diocese.
May be known as a suffragan bishop but there can be a distinction
between the two, depending upon whether or not the diocese has a
formal scheme of delegation (ie that the area bishop is in fact in charge
of things such as appointments within their area).

Bench of Bishops
(Wales)
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The six diocesan bishops of Wales.
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Benefice

A parish or group of parishes served by one incumbent, ie one
member of the clergy. In both rural and urban areas, clergy can be the
incumbents of a number of parishes grouped together. Benefices are in
technical language an ecclesiastical office as part of which property and
income are provided to support the priest’s duties.

Bishopthorpe Palace

Home and office of the Archbishop of York. A team of staff, both lay and
clerical, work there to support the Archbishop.

Canon law (England)

Body of English law designed to regulate the Church and all its
members, including clergy and lay members. Includes matters such as
Acts of Parliament concerning the Church, Measures (similar to Acts of
Parliament), Canons (see below) and statutory instruments, as well as
some forms of quasi-legislation such as guidance, failure to adhere to
which can be a breach of canon law.

Canon law (Wales)

The Church in Wales governs itself and has its own laws and measures
which are passed by the Governing Body. They are not enshrined in civil
law, however, as the Church in Wales is not established.

Canons

Church laws which deal with a diverse range of issues but set out a
broad framework within which bishops, priests and deacons perform
their duties. Canons in England are not applicable in Wales and vice
versa.
Canon is the title given to a cleric who is a member of a cathedral. Some
canons have specific roles within the life of the cathedral and are known
as residentiary canons. Canon is also an honorary title, conferred upon
clergy or lay persons by the diocesan bishop, in recognition of their
service to the diocese.

Cathedral

Principal church building of a diocese, staffed by a dean (the senior cleric
of the cathedral) and chapter (other clergy working principally within the
cathedral).
Cathedrals operate separately from dioceses. While an English or a
Welsh diocesan bishop has the power to undertake a visitation (which
enables diocesan bishops to make recommendations to the dean
and chapter), cathedrals are largely autonomous in respect of their
governance and management. They also have separate charitable status
to dioceses.
In England, cathedrals are currently exempt from charity registration
(although this is to change). In Wales, cathedrals must register as a
charity if they have an income over a certain threshold.

Chancellor (of a
diocese)

Heads the ‘consistory court’ (England) or diocesan court (Wales) (see
below).

Chaplain

A minister, priest or lay representative attached to a non-church
institution such as a hospital, prison, military unit, school, university
or private chapel. They require a licence from the diocese where their
chaplaincy relates (or in the case of the Armed Forces from the bishop
responsible for the Armed Forces) but are employed by the relevant
institution and are subject to their rules and not those of the diocese.

Chapter

A group of clergy, including the dean and residentiary canons who
administer a cathedral.

Charity Commission

Public body responsible for supervision and monitoring of those
appointed to run registered charities (known as trustees). May take steps
to dismiss individuals as trustees of charities if they act contrary to their
duties.
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Church Commissioners
(England)

Body made up of clergy, MPs and lay members, and a registered charity
separate from dioceses etc. Manages the historic property assets of
the Church and is responsible for funding in churches, dioceses and
cathedrals, organising and assisting with mergers of parishes, paying
clergy and managing records.

Church of England
Central Services
(England)

Provides IT, HR and legal advice to the National Church Institutions and
to dioceses, where needed.

Churchwarden

A lay person elected by members of the parish who, once elected,
becomes an officer of the diocese. Represents parishioners and works
with the parish priest as the principal lay representative in a parish. Also
a guardian of the parish church, responsible for everything in the Church
which is not fixed and for maintaining the church and the churchyard. At
least two are appointed in each parish in England.

Clergy

The general name for all ordained ministers.

Clergy Discipline
Measure (England)

The mechanism to deal with breaches of canon law/disciplinary offences
by clergy in England. Introduced in 2003 and amended in 2013 and
2016.

Clergy Discipline
Tribunal (England)

Body set up by the Church to hear cases concerning clergy discipline.
Judges and experienced lawyers (who are also members of the Church of
England) are appointed.

Clergy Terms of
Service (Wales)

Standard terms upon which all incumbents in Wales agree to hold office
and be subject to clerical discipline.

Common tenure
(England)

A way by which clergy can hold office which involves many more rights,
similar to employment rights and in force since 2009. Means clergy can
be dismissed by the Church (in comparison to incumbents – see below)
with a right of appeal to the employment tribunal.

Communion

A sacrament (ie a sacred religious ritual) involving the sharing of bread
and wine that has been blessed by a member of the clergy, or a service
where this is performed. It is known in the Anglican Church as Eucharist,
Holy Communion or Mass.

Confirmation

A service taken by a bishop where a person (who has been baptised)
affirms their faith and receives prayer as the bishop lays hands on them.
In the Anglican Church this often happens during adolescence.

Consistory court
(England)

A court presided over by the Chancellor which deals with matters
relating to Church of England buildings and lands, and also matters of
doctrine, ritual and ceremony.

Constitution of the
Church in Wales

Document setting out rules and procedures for administering the Church
in Wales.

Curate

Ordained clergy usually in their first post as an assistant to a priest.

Cure of souls

Ancient term meaning the pastoral care and religious oversight that a
priest or bishop provides. In canon law, priests and bishops have the
‘cure of souls’ of their geographic area.

Deacon

An assistant member of the clergy; a priest who has been ordained who
can preach and assist with (but not be in charge of) the sacraments (see
‘communion’ above) and pastoral care.
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Dean

An area or rural dean is a member of clergy within a part of a diocese
(made up of a geographic grouping of parishes) who is asked to perform
extra administrative functions and to report to the bishop any matter
which it might be useful to know within his deanery.
Also the senior clergy within a cathedral (eg the Dean of Chichester
Cathedral).

Deanery

A collection of parishes which are looked after by a dean.

Deanery Synod

A deliberative body (like a council) made up of clergy and lay people
from the parishes which make up the deanery. The synod should
consider matters within their deanery, express views on common
problems, advise on common policies and consider the business of the
Diocesan Synod (see below).

Diocesan bishop

The principal minister (ie bishop in charge) of a diocese with specific legal
status. Responsible for visiting every aspect of the diocese and for giving
directions where needed.
Also has rights of visitation to cathedrals (which enables making
recommendations to the dean and chapter).

Diocesan Board of
Education (England)

A separate charity run by the diocese which appoints school governors
for Church of England state schools (ie maintained schools) and provides
advice and support to Church schools within the diocese. It may also
sponsor academy trusts and appoint the trustees for academy trusts.

Diocesan Board of
Finance

A charity which manages the property and assets of the diocese and
employs diocesan staff.

Diocesan Court
(Wales)

Body set up under the Constitution of the Church in Wales to determine
issues around Church property and parochial church councils.

Diocesan Director of
Education (Wales)

Director to provide support and advice to diocesan schools. There is
also a Provincial Director of Education to advise on education policy.
Schools in Wales may have governors appointed by the Diocesan Board
of Education if they have a religious character.

Diocesan registrar

Legal adviser to the diocese. Usually a solicitor or barrister in private
practice but who undertakes work on behalf of the diocese.

Diocesan safeguarding
adviser (DSA) (England)

A compulsory role within each diocese. Role requires qualifications
and experience in safeguarding (under Diocesan Safeguarding Advisors
Regulations 2016). They provide advice and make decisions about
safeguarding on a diocesan basis.

Diocesan secretary

The chief administrator of a diocese, who is a lay person.

Diocesan Synod

Decision-making body of each diocese for both the Church of England
and the Church in Wales, which usually meets at least twice a year.
Made up of the bishops within the diocese in England and the bishop
in Wales, certain members of the clergy but also elected lay members.
It considers matters of importance to the Church of England and also
makes arrangements to make sure that provisions are made within
the diocese (for example that it has a safeguarding policy), advises the
bishop, considers matters referred to it by the General Synod (see below)
and considers the annual accounts.

Diocese

Main administrative area within the Church of England or the Church in
Wales. There are 42 in England, which roughly coincide with the borders
of one or several counties. There are six in Wales.
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Disciplinary Tribunal of
the Church in Wales

Body administering all discipline over clergy in the Church in Wales. It is
independent of any diocese. The President and Vice President are both
lawyers. The Tribunal can impose sanctions on a cleric, depose him from
holy orders and order risk assessments.

Ecclesiastical
Jurisdiction Measure
(England)

Prior to 2003, the mechanism to bring disciplinary procedures against
clergy in the Church of England. Now only used for breaches of
ecclesiastical law involving matters of doctrine, ritual or ceremony (for
example, wearing the wrong clothes, not using the correct texts).

General Synod
(England)

The decision-making body of the Church of England as a whole. Made
up of the House of Bishops, the House of Clergy and the House of Laity,
all of which are elected. There should be balance between the House
of Clergy and House of Laity. The General Synod meets at least twice
a year to debate issues of importance to the Church and to pass and
amend the legislation of the Church of England.

Governing Body of the
Church in Wales

The policy-making body of the Church in Wales set up under its
Constitution. Made up of the Bench of Bishops (the six diocesan bishops
in Wales) and elected members of the clergy and the laity.

Incumbent

The vicar, priest or rector of a particular benefice or parish (see above).
An incumbent in England is also a priest who holds the office other than
by way of common tenure (which was the position for the majority of
clergy prior to 2009). This means that they had the right of tenure once
appointed and so could only be dismissed in very limited circumstances.
Responsible for example for control of the church, church music, the
ringing of bells, and the church building and rectory or parsonage (where
appropriate).
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LADO (local authority
designated officer)

Individual within the children’s services department of a local authority.
Receives reports of allegations or concerns about the protection
of children and is responsible, under statute, for investigating such
complaints.

Lambeth Palace
(England)

The home and office of the Archbishop of Canterbury. Made up of
a team of lay and clergy staff, including bishops. A National Church
Institution.

Lay members

For the purposes of this report, this means an individual who is not
ordained.

Minister

A person with responsibility for the work of the Church in worship,
mission and pastoral care. May or may not be ordained.

Ministry

A general term for the work of the Church in worship, mission and
pastoral care.

Ministry areas (Wales)

Broader geographic areas in Wales consisting of a number of parishes,
served by both lay and ordained ministers. Currently being introduced.

Ministry Development
Review (England)

The system of appraisal of clergy.

National Church
Institutions (England)

The collective name for the seven administrative bodies that work to
support the Church of England and act as central points on various
issues. The bodies are the Archbishops’ Council, Lambeth Palace,
Bishopthorpe Palace, The Church Commissioners, The Church of
England Central Services, The Church of England Pensions Board and
the National Society for Promoting Religious Education.

National Safeguarding
Team (England)

Central group of Church of England staff charged with providing national
strategy and advice on safeguarding.
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Ordinand

A person who is training to be a member of the clergy.

Ordination

Ceremony which is sacramental in nature, in which a person becomes a
deacon, priest or bishop.

Parish

The smallest geographic area in the Church of England and the Church
in Wales (although in Wales, parishes are currently being merged into
ministry areas). An incumbent (see above) can be appointed to a parish
or group of parishes as their benefice (see above).

Parish safeguarding
officer (England)

A lay individual appointed by each parish to provide advice on parish
safeguarding matters. They are expected to report all concerns to the
diocesan safeguarding adviser.

Parochial Church
Council

The main decision-making body of a parish. In conjunction with the
incumbent (see above), it is responsible for the financial affairs and dayto-day administration of the parish. It consists of clergy, churchwardens
and laity.

Permission to officiate

A licence given by a diocesan bishop, typically to retired clergy, enabling
them to undertake services in specific parishes.

Priest

An ordained person who celebrates the sacraments and provides
pastoral care.

Professional Ministerial
Guidelines (Wales)

Guidelines to be followed by all clergy, breach of which can give rise to
disciplinary action.

Province

A large geographic area with an archbishop as its head.

Provincial safeguarding
adviser (England)

A member of Church staff who provides safeguarding advice to the
offices of the Archbishops of Canterbury and York and acts as part of
the National Safeguarding Team.

Provincial safeguarding
officer (Wales)

Safeguarding adviser to dioceses and parishes, operating across all
dioceses. Provides training, advice and risk assessments, as well as policy
development.

Provincial Safeguarding
Panel (Wales)

Provides advice and makes decisions about safeguarding cases brought
to it by the provincial safeguarding officer, including for example
making decisions about whether those with blemished Disclosure and
Barring Service (DBS) checks should be appointed to post and providing
advice to the provincial safeguarding officer, dioceses or parishes as
to steps which should be taken. Made up largely of lay personnel with
backgrounds in safeguarding.

Provincial Secretary
(Wales)

Chief administrator to the Province of Wales. Current incumbent also
holds the role of Secretary to the Governing Body of the Church in
Wales and also Registrar (ie legal adviser) to the Archbishop of Wales.

Reader

A person authorised by a bishop for lay ministry, including leading public
worship.

Rector

A term often used interchangeably for the priest of a parish or benefice.

Religious communities
(or monastic orders)

Groups who bind themselves to lifelong commitment according to
monastic discipline and rule. May involve men or women, clergy or lay
people. Some of them may take formal vows. They are run autonomously
from the Church and are loosely recognised by the Advisory Council on
Relations of Bishops and Religious Communities.

Representative Body
of the Church in Wales
(Wales)

Body responsible under the Constitution of Wales (and by Royal Charter)
for managing the assets of the Church. Owns the buildings of the Church
in Wales.
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Sacrament

A specific religious ritual or act which provides a means of expressing
one’s faith and obtaining grace, sanctification and forgiveness (all
theological terms which mean obtaining spiritual assistance or succour
from God). In the Anglican Church, the two official sacraments are
baptism and eucharist (or communion).

Stipend

A sum of money paid to a clergyman for his living. Clergy may be
stipendiary (ie paid by a parish or groups of parishes) or non-stipendiary
(ie not paid for their role as a priest but would receive expenses).

Verger

A volunteer who leads processions in the church and is involved in its
day-to-day running.

Vicar

A member of clergy responsible for a parish.

Annex 3
Expert analysis of safeguarding case files
Introduction
1. The Inquiry instructed Mrs Edina Carmi (an independent safeguarding consultant, who
has previously undertaken independent reviews of the Church of England and safeguarding
audits on behalf of SCIE) to provide an expert report examining the recent management of
safeguarding in both the Church of England and the Church in Wales.
2. Mrs Carmi analysed a number of case files from four of the 42 dioceses in the Church
of England:
• the Diocese of London;
• the Diocese of Sheffield;
• the Diocese of Worcester; and
• the Diocese of York.
These dioceses were chosen by the Inquiry to represent a spread of geographic locations
and sizes. To ensure a representative sample, the Inquiry obtained a full list of all
safeguarding casework undertaken by those dioceses between April 2017 and April 2018
and selected a sample of cases to be considered by Mrs Carmi.
3. As regards the Church in Wales, the Inquiry obtained a full list of all safeguarding
casework undertaken between April 2017 and April 2018. One case was selected from each
of the six dioceses, with each case reflecting a different issue.

The Church of England
Diocese of London
Safeguarding resources
4. The Diocese of London covers a large area with a diverse population and more than 500
worshipping communities.
5. The diocesan safeguarding team is presently made up of three diocesan safeguarding
advisers (DSAs) and a safeguarding manager. In addition, one bishop within the diocese
oversees safeguarding together with the Bishop of London.873
6. The Diocese of London has seen a significant increase in its safeguarding budget, from
£50,000 in 2013 to £281,000 in 2019.874 Of the safeguarding cases seen each year by the
diocese, 25 percent relate to children.875
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London sample cases
L1
7. In this sample case, it was alleged in 2017 that L1, who was a volunteer at a ‘kids club’,
hugged an eight-year-old girl and pinched her bottom. When the police and the local
authority designated officer (LADO)876 decided to take no action, an internal investigation
was recommended. That investigation, carried out by the DSA, involved meeting with the
alleged perpetrator but did not include meeting with the complainant.877 The allegation was
found to be unsubstantiated.
L2
8. The L2 case involved a perpetrator who was convicted in 2007 of child sexual offences.
He worshipped for seven or eight years in a London church without any safeguarding
agreement or risk assessment in place.
9. Church policy was that the offender should have been referred to the DSA for risk
assessment and offender agreements. The DSA only became aware of the conviction in
2017, when she was contacted by the perpetrator’s offender manager in the probation
service.878 The DSA then put in place a safeguarding agreement to ensure the perpetrator
had no contact with children.879
10. Mrs Carmi described as “worrying practice” that the individuals in this case “didn’t
recognise, either eight years ago or at any time since, that the DSA needed to be informed about
this and there needed to be a safeguarding agreement in place”.880
11. A current DSA for the Diocese of London, Ms Margaret McMahon, agreed that it
was “really concerning that in the current climate people were not coming to us with that
information”.881 She did not think that this would be an isolated case and there could be other
perpetrators worshipping within congregations of which they were not aware.
L3
12. The L3 case involved a three-year-old boy. In July 2018, while visiting the family home,
it was alleged that a church employee, AN-F23 (who also ran activities for children on behalf
of the church), had been “rough wrestling” with the child on a trampoline. The child reported
that they had both had their penises out on the trampoline and touched their penises
together. AN-F23’s belt was seen by the parents to be undone when he climbed off the
trampoline. The parents also saw the child lick AN-F23’s tongue.882
13. This was reported by the parents to the rector and his wife, who in turn reported it to
the DSA. On the advice of the DSA, AN-F23 was immediately suspended from duty. The
police and the LADO were also informed.883
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14. When no further action was taken by the police or the LADO, an internal investigation
was carried out on behalf of the parish. AN-X2, a part-time priest within the parish,
conducted the investigation. He had some relevant experience but was not a specialist in
safeguarding or in risk assessments. The investigation was a fact-finding exercise, to inform
a decision on whether or not disciplinary action would be required.884 This was treated as a
disciplinary matter, not a safeguarding investigation.885
15. AN-X2 interviewed AN-F23, the parents of the child, and the rector and his wife.
He could not be satisfied that any “touching of penises” had taken place. However, he was
satisfied that there had been “rough play on the trampoline” and “touching of tongues in the
kitchen of the family house”. His conclusion was that these acts were “infantile” and “not very
pleasant” rather than sexual.886 As a result, no disciplinary hearing was required. AN-X2 did
note that, despite being employed by the parish to run children’s activities, AN-F23 had
not received formal church safeguarding training. He therefore recommended that AN-F23
undertake safeguarding training before he would be permitted to return to work.887
16. AN-X2’s report was praised by the local authority but Mrs Carmi questioned whether
AN-X2 was the right person to have done the investigation because he was a priest and had
no specialist knowledge of safeguarding.888 Mrs Carmi said that the Church must distinguish
between a safeguarding and a disciplinary investigation. Disciplinary processes are separate
from the need to carry out a risk assessment.889 AN-X2 agreed that it would have been
preferable for the whole investigation to have been carried out by the DSA.890

Diocese of Sheffield
Safeguarding resources
17. The Diocese of Sheffield includes 175 parishes.891 The Bishop of Sheffield is responsible
for safeguarding practice in the diocese but has delegated the day-to-day management of
safeguarding to the Archdeacon of Doncaster, who also manages the DSA. The Bishop of
Sheffield is notified of any allegation against a church officer.892
18. The diocesan safeguarding team includes a full-time DSA, an assistant DSA (ADSA, who
also acts as the safeguarding adviser for Sheffield Cathedral), a full-time training officer and
a part-time member of staff responsible for DBS checks of criminal records and training
administration. The diocese has external support via agency workers for administrative tasks
and Thirtyone:eight (an independent safeguarding charity which works predominantly with
Christian organisations) provides out-of-hours and leave cover.893
19. The funding of safeguarding in the Diocese of Sheffield has been increasing since 2009,
rising from £79,103 in 2016 to £183,337 in 2018.894
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Sheffield sample cases
S1
20. The perpetrator in sample case S1 was a high-risk offender. He was first convicted
of sexual offences when he was 14 years old. He reoffended on a number of occasions
and breached a sexual harm prevention order. Following his release from prison in 2017,
the Church put in place a safeguarding agreement to manage his attendance at the parish
church. The safeguarding agreement placed little restriction upon his activities; it allowed
him to attend all services, social activities and house groups.895
21. The DSA was not informed by the Probation Service when the perpetrator was recalled
to prison for breaching his sexual harm prevention order. She found out through a chance
encounter some months later.896 Mrs Carmi observed that “statutory authorities … are not
recognising that churches need to know this”.897 In addition, the DSA was not informed by
churchwardens that the perpetrator, upon release, began attending community meals
at which children would be present. It only came to the DSA’s attention when she was
contacted by the perpetrator’s probation officer to raise a concern. It took phone calls to
the churchwarden, the parish safeguarding officer (PSO), a deputy PSO and an archdeacon
before she was able to establish what was happening and try to put safeguarding measures
in place.898
22. While the DSA used the correct Church of England risk assessment templates,
Mrs Carmi criticised the quality of those templates, which in her view focussed on the
management of risk and the deployment of practical steps at the expense of a real and
detailed assessment of the risk that might be posed.899 Mrs Carmi said “it is important to
try to obtain any relevant history and risk assessments from statutory agencies that have been
involved”.900
S2
23. In the sample case of S2 the perpetrator was a former headteacher, churchwarden
and youth leader who was convicted of possessing indecent images of children, including
extreme images. While under police investigation for further offences, he wished to join
church home group meetings (where worship occurs in parishioners’ homes). When this was
raised with the PSO and the local priest, they refused to allow the perpetrator to attend
until a safeguarding agreement was in place. When consulted, the DSA advised that – as
home group meetings provided access to children – it would not be safe for the perpetrator
to attend. The perpetrator refused to engage with a risk management agreement and left
the diocese.901
24. When attempting to assess the risk posed by the perpetrator, the DSA contacted (with
permission) Derbyshire Police about the ongoing investigation. The lead officer refused to
share any information with her. The Diocese of Derby had not previously had difficulties
in getting information from Derbyshire Police.902 It may have been because the Diocese of
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Sheffield did not have an information-sharing agreement with that particular force. In Mrs
Carmi’s view, the DSA should have escalated this difficulty in information-sharing.903 The
National Police Chiefs’ Council (NPCC) accepted that there were no information-sharing
templates for police forces in existence at the time of the hearing.904 The NPCC has since
prepared such a template and further guidance on its use, which was circulated to all chief
officers in June 2020.905
S4
25. In the case of S4, a youth worker at a church youth group learned that a 13-year-old girl
was in a sexual relationship with a 17-year-old boy. The youth worker initially informed the
boy that if he “promised not to have sex with the girl” then he would not tell her parents.906 Mrs
Carmi considered that this was “clearly totally inappropriate”.907
26. When volunteers became aware that the two were having sex and that the boy may
have been coercing the young girl, it was reported to the DSA by the head of the youth
group. The DSA provided advice over the phone and via email. As a result, the girl’s parents
were informed and the matter was referred to the police. The DSA did not, however, advise
on whether a safeguarding agreement should be put in place.
27. Mrs Carmi commented that it was difficult for professionals and volunteers to identify
when to report concerns about adolescent sexual relationships, and to identify appropriate
relationships between children.908 The DSA also noted that there was no guidance from
the Church of England on harmful sexual behaviour between children.909 There was also no
specific guidance as to whether or not it was appropriate for safeguarding agreements to be
put in place for alleged perpetrators under 18 years old.910

Diocese of Worcester
Safeguarding resources
28. The Diocese of Worcester has 169 parishes. The Bishop of Dudley is Lead Bishop on
Safeguarding within the diocese and manages the DSA. There is a full-time DSA and an
ADSA. They receive administrative support from the HR and safeguarding coordinator as
well as the Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) and training administrator. There is also a
diocesan youth officer and a diocesan children’s officer.
29. The diocesan budget for safeguarding was £55,000 in 2014. In 2018, it had increased to
£109,000.911
Worcester sample cases
Wo1
30. A parish priest, AN-X3, was contacted by parents who reported that an older parishioner
had been sending inappropriate, potentially grooming, text messages to their teenage
daughter (AN-A138).
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31. AN-X3 took action immediately, over a weekend, contacting the diocesan safeguarding
team and speaking to the ADSA. He met with AN-A138 and her parents, and took
safeguarding measures to prevent the alleged perpetrator having any contact with the
complainant.912 He had been prepared to insist that the alleged perpetrator attend a
different service to avoid meeting AN-A138’s family, but this was not necessary as the family
offered to change their worshipping arrangements.913 AN-X3 advised AN-A138 that she
could contact him or the ADSA directly if she wished.914
32. AN-X3 had no further discussions with AN-A138 and spoke only to her father. Mrs
Carmi emphasised that it may have been beneficial to meet with AN-A138 alone, as this
could have elicited further relevant details about the allegation.915 The matter was reported
to the LADO but, when the LADO was slow to act, it was the ADSA who pursued the matter
to arrange a ‘positions of trust meeting’.
33. Mrs Carmi noted that this was not the only case in which she had seen delay on behalf
of the statutory agencies. She thought that it occurred when they did not see the case
as urgent, within the context of the more serious cases they were dealing with.916 In Mrs
Carmi’s view, the information-sharing from the LADO was not good enough. The alleged
perpetrator worked with children as a coach for a national sports organisation, but the
LADO did not share this information with the ADSA.917
34. It was five months from the allegation being made to the ADSA visiting the alleged
perpetrator, and a further two months before she met with the complainant’s family. In
total it was nine months before a formal safeguarding agreement was put in place. The
delays were caused by a combination of factors. AN-X3 was very busy at that time both
professionally and personally, and the ADSA was dealing with a heavy workload.918 Mrs
Carmi considered that:
“there could be sometimes, perhaps, more direct communications between the DSAs and
the people they are dealing with, rather than always doing it via the vicars or somebody
else in the local church”.919
35. In Mrs Carmi’s view, the record-keeping in the Worcester cases was “very good”. A
complete case log was maintained, recording what had been done and why.920
Wo3
36. In this case, a safeguarding agreement was required for a congregant who held a number
of voluntary roles within the parish but had convictions for child sexual offences from
more than 35 years before. Contrary to national policy, the PSO (who was the congregant’s
brother) did not inform the DSA of the convictions until the congregant wished to take on a
pastoral role which required a DBS check (which would reveal the fact of the convictions).
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This was despite the congregant’s existing voluntary roles bringing him into contact with
children, although he was not alone with them.921 When a safeguarding agreement was put
in place for the perpetrator, it was, effectively, managed solely by his brother.922
37. Mrs Carmi recognised that finding individuals to manage safeguarding agreements was
difficult in small parishes but she concluded there was a clear conflict of interest in the PSO
acting as the parish’s representative in this case.923

Diocese of York
Safeguarding resources
38. The Diocese of York is made up of 472 parishes. The diocesan safeguarding team now
includes a full-time DSA, a full-time ADSA and a part-time ADSA. They are assisted by a parttime DSA administrator and an events coordinator. In addition, the diocesan training team
assists with the delivery of theological and pastoral aspects of the safeguarding training.
39. As he is both the Archbishop of the Province of York and the diocesan bishop of the
Diocese of York, the Archbishop of York has delegated his safeguarding responsibility to the
diocesan secretary, who also acts as line manager for the DSA.924 The diocesan safeguarding
budget increased from £118,878 in 2017 to £191,049 in 2019.
York sample cases
Y1
40. In this case, the DSA responded to the arrest of a volunteer server for indecent assault
on a child the server met through the church. The DSA became aware of the arrest in June
2017, three months before the trial, when the alleged perpetrator himself disclosed it. There
had been no contact from the police.925 As soon as the allegations were disclosed, a plan was
put in place to limit the alleged perpetrator’s contact with children.926
41. The DSA interpreted broadly the term ‘church officer’ in the relevant guidance,
focussing on:
“the point of view of a child sitting at the front of a congregation: would a child look at an
individual and think that they were part of the church and, therefore, might they assume
that the individual was ‘safe’”.927
As a result, the DSA initiated a core group even though the members of the group doubted it
was required.928
42. Mrs Carmi considered that the approach taken by the DSA to the question of who is
a church officer was insightful and the decision to convene a core group was one of the
reasons why the case was handled so well.929
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43. A risk assessment was carried out promptly (prior to the criminal trial) and measures
were put in place to restrict the alleged perpetrator’s access to children. The police refused
to provide any information about the allegations, so the DSA relied upon information
provided by the alleged perpetrator himself.930
44. The DSA arranged for someone to attend every day of the trial and, when the alleged
perpetrator was acquitted, another risk assessment was carried out based upon what she
had heard during that trial.931 Mrs Carmi considered this case to demonstrate very good
practice.932
Y3
45. A congregant (AN-F71) was convicted in 1997 of indecent assault on a child. In 2011, a
complainant contacted the parish priest (AN-X7) and requested a meeting to discuss further
allegations of grooming behaviour that occurred in 1999.933
46. A very brief written agreement was put in place by AN-X7, on the advice of the
Archdeacon of Cleveland and the DSA then in post. This was not sufficiently detailed
and lacked clarity about what was expected of AN-F71.934 Though the Church’s actions
in 2011 were not the focus of Mrs Carmi’s analysis, she observed that the response of
church officers was “hostile, inappropriate and unsafe” and that they were focussed on
protecting AN-F71’s emotional welfare.935 AN-X7 agreed that his response in 2011 had been
inappropriate but denied being hostile or unsafe.936
47. Between 2011 and 2017, AN-F71 held a number of roles within his parish, including
leading a house group, in which worship is led at an individual’s home, and being a member
of the parochial church council (PCC).
48. In 2016, the Church’s national guidance was changed so that PCC members were
required to have a DBS certificate and to complete a confidential declaration form. It was
only as a result of AN-F71’s confidential declaration that, in 2017, the DSA then in post
became aware of the conviction, the 2011 allegations and the written agreement.
49. When the DSA informed AN-X7 that she wished to conduct a risk assessment, he
resisted. He said that a risk assessment was not necessary because the risk had already been
managed and it would make AN-F71 extremely upset.937 The DSA agreed to wait until the
DBS certificate had been received, because they usually came through quickly.938 However,
the DBS certificate was not received until January 2018, as AN-F71 said he had struggled to
find any documents with his address. During this 12-month period, contrary to the Church’s
Safer Recruitment guidance, AN-F71 continued on the PCC.939 Whenever the DSA contacted
AN-X7 to chase this up, he repeated his view that the risk assessment was not necessary.940
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50. In February 2018, the DSA realised that – regardless of the outcome of any risk
assessment – AN-F71 was precluded from being on the PCC because of his conviction.941
When AN-X7 was informed, he did not immediately follow the advice of the DSA or comply
with the Safer Recruitment guidance to remove AN-F71 from the PCC.942 Instead AN-X7
asked that AN-F71 remain on the PCC for its final meeting of the year and then be allowed
to withdraw without bringing attention to himself. The DSA remained firm in her advice.
51. AN-X7 denied contributing to any delay or acting as an obstacle. In his view he was
acting pastorally towards AN-F71 but he accepted pastoral support for AN-F71 cannot be
placed above safeguarding.943
52. In February 2018, the DSA referred the case to the Archdeacon of Cleveland and the
Bishop of Whitby. Separately, they reinforced the position that AN-F71 must step down
immediately. AN-X7 was very upset, as the DSA recalled:
“He reflected on the challenges of supporting somebody who had – he felt had been
redeemed, had gone on a redemption journey, and how that sat against the safeguarding
process, and he felt quite strongly that the individual had changed and the decisions we
were making were unfair.”944
In the meantime, AN-F71 left the parish. It is unclear whether he is worshipping elsewhere
and, if so, whether steps have been taken to manage any risk he may pose.
53. Mrs Carmi described AN-X7 as “very, very protective” of AN-F71 throughout the risk
assessment process,945 objecting to the advice of the DSA at every stage and obstructing
her attempts to follow the requirements of national safeguarding policy. The DSA accepted
that she was partly responsible for the delays in this case, and that she could have handled
it differently.946 At the time, she was new in post and was not familiar with “church structure
and church process”. She said that she felt “stuck” in her attempts to progress discussions with
AN-X7, which always “revisited a position of, ‘Is this necessary? Do we have to undertake this?”947
54. Mrs Carmi thought this case highlighted the need for more effective support for the
DSA, particularly when their advice is not followed. Mrs Carmi would have expected senior
clergy involved to have considered the use of disciplinary proceedings rather than persuasion
to get the risk assessment done expeditiously.948

The Church in Wales
Sample cases
Wa1
55. The first sample case, Wa1, related to an allegation made by a 17-year-old boy that
he was raped by his former choirmaster at the choirmaster’s church-owned home. The
matter was investigated by the police, who took no further action. The choirmaster was not
suspended during the police investigation.
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56. Without informing the Provincial Safeguarding Team, AN-X8 met with the choirmaster
together with a member of the PCC to discuss the incident. AN-X8 claimed that they carried
out a risk assessment but no safeguarding agreement was signed. AN-X8 wrote to the
choirmaster to say that he must not entertain children under 18 years old in his home.
57. When the matter was referred to the Provincial Safeguarding Panel, it recommended
suspension, a risk assessment and a safeguarding agreement.949 AN-X8 declined to suspend
the choirmaster and considered it might harm the choirmaster’s career unnecessarily as
well as risk the allegations being made public,950 despite the fact that the choirmaster
admitted that he had engaged in oral sex with a 17-year-old (AN-A145) but denied any nonconsensual sexual activity. AN-X8 also thought it was sufficient to have agreed informally
that the choirmaster would not be alone with children.951 According to Ms Fay Howe (a PSO
for the Church in Wales), AN-X8 wrote directly to the diocesan bishop and threatened to
resign should the Provincial Safeguarding Team insist on suspension.952 The diocesan bishop
tried to mediate and suggest a safeguarding agreement could be drafted without the need
for an independent risk assessment but the Provincial Safeguarding Panel confirmed its
recommendation was unchanged. This was reinforced by a letter to the diocesan bishop from
the Church in Wales legal department.953
58. AN-X8 felt bullied by the Provincial Safeguarding Team and its insistence upon
suspension and a formal risk assessment. AN-X8 also felt that the Provincial Safeguarding
Team was slow to act upon its own recommendations.954 Mrs Carmi noted that the
discussion around suspending the choirmaster had been dominated by his being ‘key’ to a
forthcoming music festival, AN-X8 denied that their decision had anything to do with any
music festival.955
59. It took six months for a safeguarding agreement to be put in place and almost nine
months for a risk assessment to be carried out. This was, in part, because the external
organisations which undertake those risk assessments would not do so until the individual
had been suspended from post.956 When that risk assessment recommended safeguarding
training for the choirmaster, he avoided completing this despite being offered four different
dates and it took nearly two years for the training to be completed. The choirmaster stayed
in post throughout.957 As the complainant was no longer a member of the parish, though he
had been in the choir just two years before, no attempt was made to contact him or provide
him with any pastoral support. Mrs Carmi considered this to be a “significant omission”.958
60. Mrs Carmi thought that the overall delay in the parish agreeing the safeguarding
response was “inappropriate and inadequate”. The actions of AN-X8 contributed directly
to that delay. The Church in Wales procedures expressly provide that “Where appropriate
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the Diocesan Bishop will invoke Disciplinary Procedures” but that did not happen in this
case.959 Safeguarding advice should have been followed and the priest should have been
suspended.960
61. The Church in Wales is examining whether there should be a specific disciplinary
heading for failure to comply with professional advice from the provincial safeguarding
officers or recommendations from the safeguarding panel.961
Wa2
62. In the Wa2 case, a former priest and convicted perpetrator Ian Galt was convicted in
1999 of assaulting a young boy, at which time his permission to officiate was removed. He
was convicted again of child sexual offences in 2013 and a safeguarding agreement was
put in place which restricted him to a specific church and prohibited him from being alone
with or in the immediate vicinity of a child. When Reverend Christopher Watkins took over
the parish, he was told that the safeguarding agreement was in place but he did not see a
copy of it. There was no copy saved in the parish. The attendance agreement was reviewed
by Reverend Watkins in 2015 and renewed. It was, in the main, easy to enforce and when
Ian Galt tried to circumvent it, Reverend Watkins remained firm and would allow no
exceptions.962
63. In 2017, a parishioner disclosed a further allegation to Reverend Watkins, of which Ian
Galt was subsequently convicted. As soon as he heard the allegation, Reverend Watkins
contacted the provincial safeguarding officer and then Ian Galt. He told him that he was not
allowed to attend church at all. The diocesan bishop was informed within 48 hours. Reverend
Watkins forbade Ian Galt from attending church throughout the police investigation and
instead arranged for someone to minister to him at home, and subsequently in hospital.
Reverend Watkins did so because he thought it presented too great a risk, because he could
never know whether a family would attend church out of the blue.963 Mrs Carmi considered
the practice in this case to have been good, and to have shown good communication
between the parish priest and the provincial safeguarding officer.964
Wa3
64. The Wa3 case related to a bell ringer (AN-F26), against whom there had been allegations
of, but no convictions for, inappropriate behaviour towards teenage bell ringers in the
Church of England which included inappropriate jokes, conversations about sex and social
media communications. As a result, a detailed risk assessment had been conducted by the
Church of England. When AN-F26 moved to the Church in Wales, the Church of England’s
DSAs informed the provincial safeguarding officers. Both the risk assessments and the
safeguarding agreements were shared. The provincial safeguarding officers spoke with
the relevant parishes in Wales and safeguarding arrangements were put in place. The case
was reviewed by both the Church of England DSAs and the Church in Wales, including
the Provincial Safeguarding Panel, when formal agreements were no longer considered
necessary.965
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65. Mrs Carmi thought that the actions were consistent with the policies of both the Church
of England and the Church in Wales. In particular, she praised the liaison between the
Church of England DSAs and the Church in Wales provincial safeguarding officers.
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